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Frontispiece: Tasiuyak Arm, inner Nachvak Fiord. View looking 
north-east toward Mount Kutyaupak. 
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Abstract 
Nachvak Fiord in the central Torngat Mountains has been the subject or several detailed 

studies, including some w!:tich deal with the horizontal and vertical extent of the Wisconsin ice 

sheet. This study "!Xamines the inner fiord to the head or the fiord proper, and draws on cl3ta from 

the entire fiord to pro,• ide an evaluation or previous reconstructions of glacial history. 

Several stades or glaciations, involving ice of local and regional origin, are shown by the 

number ancl orientation of moraines in the inner fiord area. Examination or ice-now indicators, 

including analysis or drift geochemistry, showed that regional ice was predominant during the last 

stade, while Kogarsok Brook valley was the main source of local ice. Glacial stades of different 

relative age were detected through morphologic mapping or moraines, measurement ot solum 

development, and observation or weathering characteristics. However, absolute ages were difficult 

to determine. Soil pits dug on moraines or different altitude showed that time is rarely the only 

soil-forming factor innuencing solum depth; solum depths on moraines or high altitude showed 

wide variability, while even at lower elevations a single moraine often showed considerable 

variation in solum depth. 

Analysis or the lithostratigraphy or piston cores extracted from the centre or the fiord 

provided additional information on the late- and postglacial environment of the region. The cores 

were not deep enough to penetrate into late Pleistocene sedimentary units previously identified by 

acou!ltic survey, and therefore did not provide a correlation with terrestrially-identified glacial 

sediments. They do, however, show ice-distal and postglacial sedimentation, the most recent facies 

being dominated by fluvial deposits. Radiocarbon dated shells Crom the cores indicate that this 

major facies change occurred 7300- 5200 years BP, thus providing a minimum date for the final 

inrtuence or pro-glacial deposition in the area. Pollen spectra of two cores correspond well with 

those from other parts or Labrador, showing a postglacial tundra vegetation, followed by an early 

increase in shrub pollen (7300 years BP), and a subsequent return to sedge-tundra. 

Raised :shorelines in the inner fiord may be indicators or individual stages or glacial retreat. 

Beach segments were levelled and correlated into thirteen shorelines, ranging in height from 73 to 

8 metres above high tide (abt). Some of these were associated with moraines and submarine sills, 

suggesting that they were formed during glacial stillstands. This indicates that a stage-like retreat 

from the last ice maximum probably occurred. Very high, continuous shorelines with considerable 
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gradients were levelled in Tasiuyak Arm. Their elevation and tilt may be explained through fairly 

rapid ice retreat, which allowed them to experience as much upliFt older shorelines of the same 

elevation, recorded in the outer fiord. Alternative possibilities for their tilt, such as postglacial 

faulting, were also considered. 

At least three ph3ses of glaciation were detected; the youngest Nachvak pha~e is correlated 

with the Late Wisconsin, and was the last regional glaciation. In the inner fiord, this phase is 

characterised by prominent moraines and numerous raised shorelines, suggesting that deglaciation 

occurred in stages, though overall retreat may have been quite rapid. A previously reported 

radiocarbon date has been used to show early deglaciation of the fiord, by 9000 BP. Although 

positive evidence ot deglaciation by this time was found to extend only as tar as central Tasiuyak 

Arm, the early date is corroborated by an 8000 BP inner fiord shoreline, and by dates from the 

piston cores. 

Two inner fiord moraines may be associated with the Nachvak maximum. Moraine K2 

indicates that the ice-sheet reached a minimum elevation of 180m aht, while moraine Kl suggests 

a maximum of about 220m aht. A local ice tongue emanating from Kogarsok Brook appears to 

have coalesced with the regional ice-sheet at this time. These elevations concur with evidence 

supporting a restricted Late Wisconsin glaciation by suggesting that the Nachvak ice-sheet was 

not vertically extensive. Association with the Nachvak moraines dated by Evans and Rogerson 

(1986) and Bell (1987) implies an 'early ' glacial maximum, with retreat beginning by 

approximately 20 ka BP. The restricted vertical extent of ice implies a restricted horizontal 

extent; there is no stJpport in the inner fiord for the hypothesis that the Late Wisconsin ice sheet 

extended beyond the Labrador shelf. 

Older glacial phases are indicated by higher moraines, with a greater degree of weathering. 

An Adams Lake phase equivalent appears to be evident in moraines west of Kogarsok Brook; 

ice-flow indicators suggest that moraines Ml and M3 are of local origin, though M3 may be the 

result of coalescing local and regional ice. If these moraines are of the same age as the Adams 

Lake phase in the outer fiord, they suggest that local ice activity at this time was more extensive 

than previously thought. A much earlier glaciation is indicated by fragments of a moraine at 

apprQximately 500m aht. This is considered equivalent to the lvitak phase observed in the 

Selamiut Mountains, and may be over 70 ka BP. 
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1.1. Introduction 

1 

Chapter 1 

The Study Area 

During the summer of 1986 a survey was made of the inner section of Nachvak Fiord, a 

glacial trough in the Torngat Mountains of northern Labrador. Labrador is known to have been 

affected by a number of glaciations during the Quaternary period, the latest or which has caused 

much controversy as regards its timing and extent. The Wisconsin glaciation is thought to ha,·c 

advanced in two or three major phases between 120 ka BP and 9 ka BP, from an ice dispersal 

centre in Labrador·Ungava. It strongly affected Saglek, Nachvak and Kangalaksiorvik Fiords, 

leaving geomorphological evidence of various stages or advance and retreat, yet eroding parts of 

this evidence with each readvance. The erosive character or glaciers makes any reconstruction of 

events dirticult; chronologies in this area are tentative, the evidence often piecemeal and 

sometimes ambiguous. 

A chronology of Wisconsinan events has been proposed for the eastern section of Nachvak 

Fiord on the basis of geomorphological, marine, soils and lichenometric data. This is probably the 

most detailed reconstruction for glacial activity of that time in north-east Labrador, and as such 

contributes greatly to knowledge of the Late Wisconsin ice-sheet. The vertical influence of Late 

Wisconsin ice and of ice that previously affected northern Labrador has been debated throughout 

the 20th Century. Or current importance is the horizontal extent of the Late Wisconsin sheet; 

whether or not it covered much or the Labrador continental shelf at its maximum is the subject or 

nn argument centred around the fiords of the Torngat Mountains. Chronologies (or 

Kangalaksiorvik and SaglP.k Fiords also exist, and support for both extensive and limited ice bas 

been round from these, from Nachvak Fiord data, and (rom offshore marine studies. 
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In an attempt to solve some or the confiicts in interpretation, and to assess the Wisconsin 

chronology already devised for Nachvak Fiord, this study focused upon the innermost, western 

section ol the fiord trough. This extended detailed research on the (iord itseiC, and added to 

knowledge of late and postglacial conditions here and in the Torngat Mountains as a whole. The 

study has also s~rved to evaluate the chronologies and reconstructions previously hypothesised, 

from the perspectiva or the entire fiord. 

1.2. Objectives 

The aim of this study was to complete a comprehensive examination of Nachvak fiord, 

concentrating on a study area west of Eskimo Cove, to the head of Tasiuyak Arm. Objectives can 

be itemised as follows: 

1. Examination of the morphological characteristics of the study area, 
to include: 

- mapping moraine locations and elevations 
• mapping ice-flow indicators 
• geochemical analysis of sediments 
• establishing a relative chronology through pedological analyses 
• observation and analysis of relative rates vf weathering 
- identification and correlation of raised shorelines. 

2. E·:aluation of other chronologies proposed for the outer Ciord: 
to test tu correlation of moraine systems in this area with those to 
the east, .:.nd to evaluate a model of relative sea level change hypothesised 
from outer fiord data. 

3. Llthost.ratigraphic and chronostratigraphic analysis of submarine 
cores, including examination of x-radiographs and pollen assemblages. 

4. To evaluate the pro- and post-glacial history of sedimentation, 
as suggested by interpretations of acoustic data, with respect to core 
tithostratigraphies and chronologies. To correlate pollen spectra with 
others from northern Labrador. 

5. To develop a chronology of Late Quaternary events, including origins 
and limits of ice sheets within this study area and a history of recession 
from the last glacial maximum. 
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1.3. Logistics 

Field work was carried out. between July 17th and September 4th, 1986. A party of five, 

plus equipment and supplies, was transported .rrom, St.John's to Nachvak Fiord on the CCGS Sir 

John Franklin; the ship's helicopter was used to establish a base camp at the mouth or Kogarsok 

Brook. Transportation within the fiord was by inflatable Zodiac and motor, which allowed access 

to Eskimo Cove, Tallek Arm and Tasiuyak Arm. A 5-day fly camp in Tasiuyak Arm was used to 

facilitate the survey or raised marine benches and the examination of Kutyaupak valley. Two 

members of the party were flown south by floatplane on August 3rd; the remaining three rle\A out 

on September 4th, when a rtoatplane removed equipment and samples to Goose Bay. 

1.4. The Field Area 

1.4.1. Physiography 

The study area is located in the inner section of Nachvak Fiord, a glaciated trough in the 

Torngat Mountains ot northern Labrador (Figure 1-1). It covers an area from Eskimo Cove, 

appro:ximately 25km inland, to the bead of Tasiuyak Arm, at the western end or the fiord proper 

(43km from Nachvak Bay along the fiord trough). The area is a highly dissected plateau, with 

rock walls bordering the fiord and land rising steeply from the valleys. Highland areas are 

generally dirricult to access. Although orricial placenames are used wherever possible, unofficial 

names are induded throughout this thesis for ease of reference. 

Fieldwork centred around Kogarsok Brook valley, a wide gor,ge-like valley containing a 

misfit stream considerably smaller than the available valley. Several raised terraces and a large 

raised spit towards the river mouth testify to higher sea levels or the past. Kogarsok Brook 

originates in the north, occupying a broad trough which runs approximately north-south between 

the eastward-flowing Komaktorvik River and Nachvak Fiord. The wide river bed may have been 

formed during a major fluvial or meltwater event, perhaps involving water from the Komaktorvik 

Lakes and/or Chasm Lake valleys. 

To the east or Kogarsok Brook is Kipsimarvik Head, a rock knob which has been sculpted 

by ice. An undulating sandy area to the north features numerous kettle holes and much 

hummocky till, suggesting that ice stagnated here. In Bay Cove, to the west or the headland, a 

Hudson's Bay Company Post was located, at a site locally named Kipsimarvik (Daly, 1902). 
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Figure 1-1: The study area: Nachvak Fiord, northern Labrador. 
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On either side or Kogarsok Brook valley evidence or glacial activity is visible; to the east a 

series or kamt terraces rises to about 240m elevation. On the west, a more gradual uplau.d area 

was surveyed in detail; several individual moraines, at elevations between approximately 

200-SOOm above high tide (aht), are interspersed with hummocky till and meltwater channels. 

This area was originally described by Daly (1902). North or these ice-marginal features, graded 

terraces and a continuous plain or sediments were seen, possibly indicative or a former ice-contact 

lake. 

Mountains surrounding Kogarsok Brook rise to over llOOm (eg. Mount Kaputyat, Mount 

Elizabeth, Mount Ford). Tors and well weathered blockfields are present on the higher slopes and 

summits or these peaks. 

Tallek Arm, opposite Kipsimarvik Head, is a 9km trough running due north from the 

Palmer River into Nachvak Fiord. Its eastern side is bordered by very steep continuous rock walls 

which form the western edge o( the Selamiut Range. Breaking the steep walls o( the western side 

of this trough are two valleys, which feature wide deltas and raised terraces. The northernmost of 

these was named Kutyaupak valley after the mountain between Tallek Arm and Tasiuyak Arm; it 

connects these two bodies or water, and was examined from both entrances (or evidence o( 

glaciation. 

Tasiuyak Arm represents the most westerly part or the fiord trough, running for 8km 

between Townley Head and Nachv::.k Lake, with a maximum width of 1.5km. It has a south

westerly orientation (rom Townie/ :-read, and is largely surrounded by very steep slopes which rise 

to over ~lOOm on both sides. Rai~l!a :erraces have been preserved only at the entrance to 

Kutyaupak valley, on the south-eastern side or the arm. 

Nachvak Lake is a lOkm long finger lake, about lkm wide and or unknown depth. It runs 

west south-west from the head or Tasiuyak Arm, and is similarly bordered by steep high slopes. A 

3km wide alluvial ran divides the two waterbodies, and prevented access to Nachvak Lake by 

Zodiac. The precipit.ous walls, scree slopes and talus cones of Nachvak Lake and Tasiuyak Arm 

made them unsuitable for detailed study on land. North Fan, a narrow valley which opens from 

the north shore of Tasiuyak Arm close to Townley Head, was examined for signs or glacial 

activity and preservation or raised marine shorelines. 
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Townley Head is a prominent, glacially-moulded rock knob from which a moraine extends to 

a point over halfway across the fiord. Visible at low tide, this moraine is thought to be similar to 

submarin~ sills identified down-fiord at Kogarsok (between Kipsimarvik Head and Kogarsok 

moraine on the south side ol the fiord), Ivitak, Tinutyarvik and the fiord threshold. The fiord 

itself is divided into individual basins by these sills; this study area includes Koktortoaluk Basin 

and Townley Basin, plus one or more basins in each or Tallek Arm and Tasiuyak Arm. East or 

Townley Head is another, more subdued and unnamed headland. 

1.4.2. Geolol)" 

The bedrock geology or the Nacbvak Fiord area has been studied in some det.ail by Wardle 

(1983). Combining his own and earlier surveys (particularly that or Taylor, 1979), he concluded 

that the region can be divided into three structural sectors, which contain the boundary between 

the Nain and Churchill structural provinces (Figure 1-2). The entire fiord is predominantly 

underlain by Nacbvak Gneiss, a granulite gneiss or plutonic origin which is thought to have been 

formed in the Archean period and stabilised about 2.5 Ga. Nain Province, on the outermost 

eastern edge or Nachvak Fiord, is dominated by Nachvak Gneiss. The Churchill Border Zone also 

contains a set or Lower Proterozoic super crustal sediments known as the Ramah Group. These 

are very distinctive, and were deformed during the Hudson ian Orogeny. In the Churchill Inner 

Zone, Nachvak Gneiss continues until it reaches a leucocratic band or uncertain age, the Tasiuyak 

Gneiss. West or this, granulite gneisses thought to be related to the Nachvak Gneiss continue. 

The fiord area was subjected to alteration and reworking during the Late Archean and Hudsonian 

periods, by metamorphic events which increased in intensity from east to west. 

This study area lies entirely within the Inner Churchill Zone. Nachvak Lake, which marks 

the westerly extent or Wardle's survey, is underlain by granulite granitoid gneisses thought to he 

a continuation or the Nachvak Gneiss. They are separated from it by a 6-lOkm wide band or 

'Tasiuyak Gneiss', a leucocratic gneiss composed mainly or quartz, plagioclase and garnet. It is 

thought to have rormed by the metamorphism or Aphebian sedimentary rocks (Taylor, 1979), 

though this is not obvious from its composition (Wardle, 1983). It is reported as having a 

characteristic appearance on washed surfaces, with •mauve, garnet-rich bands alternating on a 

2-lOcm scale with white, quartz-plagioclase bands containing scattered 1-3cm garnet 
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porpbyroblasts• (Wardle, 1983, p.83}. In the fiord, weathered surfaces can be seen to have a 

rusty-brown appearance similar to that or Nachvak Gnei.11s, though the rock walls surrounding 

Tasiuyak Arm it.self have a rich orange-brown colouring. Veins and mylonitic inclusions occur 

throughout the gneiss. 

Within the Tasiuyak Gneiss, at the threshold of Nacbvak Lake, is a narrow intrusion of 

•sheets of pale grey garnet + o:thopyroxene + diopside + plagioclase rock with granob1~tic 

texture• (Wardle, 1983, p.84). This is considered to be a leucogabbro, but its significance is 

unknown. 

In the Churchill Inner Zone, Nacbvak Gneiss was severely mylonitized and otherwise 

deformed by the Hudsonian Orogeny or c. 1.8 Ga. Immediately east of Tasiuyak Gneiss, most of 

the Nachvak Gneiss is thought to have been converted to mylonite and ultramylonitic gneiss; 

intense shearing during the Hudsonian appears to have removed all evidence of pre-existing 

Archean mylonitic rabrics. A band of anorthosite south or the fiord separates this intensely 

mylonitized gneiss rrom its eastward extension; the band stretches from the mouth or Ta.llek Arm 

to Ivitak Cove, a distance or approximately 5km. It continues in the north (notably in Kogarsok 

Valley) as several small 'fingers' of rock. 

The anorthosite contains no quartz and t.hus appears to show none of the mylonitic 

foliations of the surrounding gneisses. It is probably Archean in origin, intruded post-tectonically 

by late dikes. Its relationship to Nachvak Gneiss is uncertain, though Wardle suggests that it is 

older. Such anorthosite intrusions are common to the Archean period of West Greenland, where 

they have been dated c. 3.3 - 2.8 Ga. 
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Chapter 2 

Previous Research 

The aim or this chapter is to set the stage for the research carried out in Nacbvak Fiord in 

1986. ThP. Jiffering conclusions or previous researchers demonstrate how difficult it is to interpret 

some of the data from the Torngat Mountains, and highlight the varied opinions on the extent of 

the last glaciation. Recent debates are closely linked to the studies of the 19S0-60-70's, hence it is 

felt. that a thorough understanding of those studies, and the reasons for them, are necessary to 

this thesis. It is hoped that detailed examination of this area of the fiord will contribute, with the 

other small-scale studies previously carried out to the east and south·Cl-.\St, to a better 

understanding of the overall Quaternary history of Nachvak Fiord and oi the central Torngat 

Mountains. Figure 2-J shows the places rererred to in this section. 

The history of glacial and Quaternary research in the Torngat Mountains and in Nachvak 

Fiord is outlined in chronological order. Although studies in the islands of the high Arctic were 

integral to later interpretations of glacial evidence in the Torngat, they will only be referred to 

where direct parallels need to be drawn. Research in Nacbvak Fiord bas become increasingly 

localised, hence the final part of this chapter will deal with local evidence and proposed 

chronologies. 

2.2. Early Studies 

Early work in the Torngat Mountains was of a reconnaissance nature; Labrador was remote 

and inaccessible, particularly its northern coast. and mountains, and the physiography or 

Labrador-Ungava was poorly understood. The study of glacial processes was in its infancy, and 

techniques were almost entirely descriptive. Nevertheless, literature about the northeast coast of 
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Labrador is considerable and expeditions to this area occurred periodically from the late 

nineteenth century (eg. Lieber, 1860; Packard, 1891; Bell, 1885; Daly, 1902; Coleman, 1921). The 

(act that these early workers did not fully understand the nature or the 'glacial epoc~' caused 

many later misunderstandings about their interpretations. In the late nineteenth century, a single 

'ice-age' was assumed to have occurred, and initially the division between glaciated and 

unglaciated areas was absolute. Daly (1902) was uncertain whether the Torngat Mountains had 

remained ice-covered throughout this epoch, or whether an interglacial had existed in northern 

Canada. The length of an interglacial, and the power of a second ice advance to destroy the 

earlier landscape, was unknown. Thus, while tbe influences or continental and local glaciation were 

understood, and sea level changes could be recognised, they were all thought to have been caused 

by the single advance or the last glaciation. 

Daly (1902) reported that Lieber, Bell and Koch concluded that the higher peaks or the 

Torngat Mountains were not glaciated. Their steep craggy appearance was markedly different 

from the rounded peaks or 'domes' or lower elevation, and the generally nat-topped tableland or 

the shield inland. Furthermore, they were cut through by the smoothed u-shaped valleys and 

fiords, suggesting glaciation from the west. Although objective in his acceptance or these 

conclusions, and in his interpretation or his own observations or the 'alpine' character or mountain 

peaks, Daly agreed that the last inland ice advance did not reach summits over 2100 (eet (6·l0m) 

above sea Je,··l. By climbing several summits in the area of the Hudson's Bay Company Post at 

J<ipsimarvik, he observed a ' .ange in the character or rocks with increased elevation. At low 

altitudes, he described polished, moulded and striated rocks, abundant glacial erratics and lit tle 

c\'idence or weathering or erosion. Above 1600 feet (488m) there appeared to be no erratics and 

no moulded or striated bedrock. Felsenmeer began at that elevation, although Daly was uncertain 

whether it had developed in situ or had been carried down from higher altitudes in postglacial 

times. Weathered bedrock and deep felsenmeer above 2100 feet convinced Daly that peaks above 

that elevation had not been glaciated. Similar conditions were found in three separate locations, 

on Mounts Ford and Elizabeth, and on Kaputyat Mountain on the western slopes or Kogarsok 

valley. 

Daly (1902) concluded that the Torngat Mountains acted as a barrier to the last advance or 

ice, allowing glaciers to pass eastward only through the deeply trenched fiords. High peaks stood 
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as nunataks above the ice, although some were occupied by local glaciers which coalesced with the 

regional ice-sheet at certain times. Weathering on these high peaks left them as steep serrated 

'horns', covered with angular relsenmeer. 

Advances in the understanding or the glacial periods or north America progressed rapidly, so 

that by the time Coleman (1921, 1926) published results or his work in eastern Canada it was 

recognised that there had been ,;everal glacial periods; the latest or these was termed the 

Wisconsin. Coleman believed that the thickness or ice during the maximum or the Wisconsin 

period was not great enough to overtop the mountains or northern Labrador. He was a supporter 

of the Scandinavian nunatak hypothesis (Fernald, 1925), and believed that the presence or 

relsenmeer indicated prolonged weathering; thus he agreed with Bell (1885), Low (1985) and Daly 

(1902). His conclusions can be interpreted to suggest that the summits or the Torngat Mountains 

remained unglaciated throughout the Wisconsin glaciation. 

Although Coleman recognised that local valley glaciers had occupied the Torngat. 

Mountains, he proposed that regional 'Labradorean' ice had not passed into the fiords. This 

opinion was possibly caused by conrusion over the origin and naming of the continental ice-sheet, 

and lack or knowledge about the physiography and role played by interior Labrador-Ungava in 

the build-up or ice (Coleman, 1026). Coleman also used degree or weathering as an indicator of tht• 

extent or glaciations that OCCIJrred at different times in Newfoundland (1921). While deeply 

weathered felsenmeer ;\t high elevations was taken to indicate areas glaciated during some VNY 

early maximum extent of ice, intermediate areas of partially weathered rock still showing ice 

moulding and striations were thought to have been glaciated before the Wisconsin. Unweathered 

areas were taken to indicate local ice caps covering limited areas during a phase late in the 

Wisconsin. 

In 1931, Alexander Forbes led the Grenfell-Forbes Northern Labrador Survey Expedition, 

which did much to establish a correct physiography of the region through aerial photography. 

N.E. Odell, a much-respected geologist and mountaineer, accompanied the expedition, providing 

detailed descriptions of the solid geology and physiography of the mountain ranges in the far 

north. He also made observations on the glacial geomorphology or the area; in two publications 

his ideas became more definite and eventually led to widespread acceptance or the idea or an 

extensive Wisconsin glaciation. At this time, at least four ice-advances were recognised in central 
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north America, emanating from what would later become known as the Keewatin/Laurentide ice-

sheets. The Wisconsin glaciation was known to be the most recent advance, occurring as a 'sub

epoch' in the 'glacial period', about 25,000 years ago. Odell did not divide the Wisconsin into 

phases, but did recognise a build-up to, and decline from, its maximum extent. 

Odell (1933) believed that regional 'Labradorean' ice did reach the Atlantic via the fiords 

and troughs of the Torngat Mountains, thus disputing the conclusions or Coleman (1921, 1926). 

He realised that these mountains lie east of the continental watershed, and that they probably had 

little bearing on the drainage or a central ice-sheet. Local glaciation was also recognised. Studies 

of felsenmeer and glacial features on numerous mountains in the Kaumajet and Torngat ranges 

led Odell to conclude that the highest summits of both ranges, and presumably the Kiglipait as 

well, had been inundated by ice. Although extensive felsenmeer was clearly visible, Odell also 

described glacial erratics, roches moutonnees, and polished bedrock at altitudes up to 4700 feet 

(1433m) nbove sea level. He concluded that ice exceeded this elevation during the Wisconsin 

Maximum, reaching elevations well above the 2100 feet (6-tOm) proposed by Daly to be its 

maximum extent. 

Odell was able to explain the presence of felsenmeer by his firm belief that weathering 

processes in the Arctic are particularly severe. Parallels with Norway and Spitzbergen were drawn, 

citing high humidity, low temperature and ensuing rapid freeze-thaw frost activity; Odell and his 

supporters were convinced that climatic conditions allowed the formation of deeply weathered 

(clsenmcer in postglacial times. In his 1933 paper, Odell makes reference to high mountain peaks 

standing as nunataks for a considerable period of time after the maximum of the Wisconsin 

period. In the 1938 report, the. importance of those ideas diminished as the theory that felsenmeer 

developed postglacially became accepted. Fernald's nunatak/refugia theory (1925) was directly 

opposed by Odell, in 1933 and 1938. 

Tanner (1944} accepted Odell's conclusions; again, felsenmeer development was based on the 

severe climatic conditions in the locality, and the arguments of Daly and Coleman were 

completely refuted. He too was opposed to the nunatak hypothesis and presumed that Wisconsin 

regional ice flowed out over the high peaks of the Torngat to the continental shelf. R.F. Flint was 
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the next and possibly the greatest proponent or the 'maximum Wisconsin viewpoint••. Working 

along the eastern seaboard, he observed glacial erratics amongst relsenmeer blockrields at high 

elevations; he opposed the nunatak theory, and interpreted felsenmeer as a product or postglacial 

processes. Despite a lack or direct evidence in certain locations, a comprehensive and easily 

understood model or glaciation was devised (Flint, 1944, 19/ 1; Flint, Demorest and Washburn, 

1942). It was proposed that the Laurentide ice-sheet covered all or eastern Canada during all or its 

maximum phases, such that it extended onto the continentalshetr orr north-east Labrador, and 

was continuous with the Barrio Island/Ellesmere Island ice-sheets, and with those or the island of 

Newfoundland. While the suggested extent of glaciation was 'intellectually attractive' (tves, 1978), 

easy to teach and to integrate into climate models (eg. CLIMAP, 1976), it rerlected many or 

Flint's biases. As previously stated, be was opposed to the nunatak hypothesis. He also admitlf'd 

that evidence or glacial inundation was scarce or non-existent in some places (Flint, Demorest and 

Washburn, 1942}, and he assumed that felsenmeer developed postglacially without considNation 

of other hypotbest>s. His 1971 book glossed over many of the details of glaciation, implying a Latr 

Wisconsin origin for erratics and polished rock at high altitud('s, and yet giving no ('Xamplf's ancl 

no other possible theories. By this time it was realised that the Wisconsin glaciation occurrf'd in 

two or three phases; Flint suggested that the Late Wisconsin was less extensive than its 

predecessors, with a maximum areal extent 10% less than their maxima. While he impli<'d that 

Late Wisconsin ice overtopped all summits of the east coast, he also conceded that some summits 

may have been glaciated only by pre-Late Wisconsin ice ( l9i 1, p.486). Again, no examples or 

other comments were provided, and the possibility of this explaining the strong development of 

felsenmeer was not considered. 

Flint and his followers also assumed that the relatively recent work of Odell was more 

detailed than that of Daly and Coleman. While all of these authors climbed mountain summits in 

the Torngats, observing abundant felsenmeer above a certain elevation, Daly provided the most 

detailed accounts of his methods and appears to have been particularly thorough in determining 

that the felsenmeer had indeed developed locally and had not been carried into lower areas from 

1 A term coined by lves (1078} in his attempt to summarise, clearly a.nd concisely, this debate. The 'ma.ximum 
viewpoint.' holds tha.t. during the la.st. gla.ciation, Laurentide Ice advanced over the high mountain pea.ks a.long the 
coa.st of ea.stern North America. a.nd extended out onto the continental shelf. The 'minima.lists' ' a.rgue tha.t 
summits were not overtopped by lee during this period. 
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above. While Odell provided accounts of the mountains he ascended and the results he round, his 

descriptions were not detailed and his methods do not appear to have been rigorous. As Ives 

(1978) has observed, any dubious or equivocal evidence not~d by Odell or Flint was interpreted as 

evidence for complete glacial inundation. 

The idea that the Laurentide ice-sheet was very extensive during its last expansion 

dominated theories of glaciation until very recently. lves' (1978) review or these interpretations 

emphasises how attractive and 'useable' Flint's model was, and how committed he was to his own 

theories. Flint appears to have been oblivious to alternative interpretations of the evidence, and 

because he was so well-respected his ideas dominated over conrticting evidence until the 

mid-1970's. They can still be seen in the works of Mayewski, Denton and Hughes (1981) and 

Hughes et al. (1981), for example. 

Support for a more restricted Wisconsin glaciation returned after a :.;eries of highly localised 

studies in the late 1950's and early 1960's, largely by members of the McGill Sub-Arcti~ Research 

Laboratory. These did little to alter the opinions of Flint and his followers, and were not gl'nerally 

accepted until more detailed work had been carried out in Baffin Island, the high Arctic and 

Atlantic Canada. However, detailed examination of the Torngat, Kaumajet and Kiglipait 

Mountain ranges of northern Labrador, and or the moraines, trimlines and strandlines round in 

their valleys and fiords, convinced workers such as Andrews (1963, 1970), Ives (1957, 19S8a,b, 

1960), Loken (1962a,b and Tomlinson (1958, 1963), that more than one phase of glaciation was 

visible in this arl!a, the last pha::e being least extensive. 

Summaries o( the sequential discoveries made by workers in northern Labrador and Barrio 

Island can be found in Andrews (1974) and Ives (1974, 1978). Conclusions hinged around 

increased understanding of the bi- or tri-modal Wisconsin glaciation, of the processes causing 

development or felsenmeer, and or the thickness, temperature, and strength of glaciers. Studies of 

relative sea level change provided more information on the extent of glaciation. Techniques or 

study have impro\'ed enormously in the last decade, allowing absolute and relative dates to be 

applied to landscape features. 
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2.3. ·The Weathering Zone Concept 

The return to local support Cor a less extensive Wisconsin glaciation was prompted by lves 

(1957, 1958a, b, 1960) who separated three vertically distinct areas on the basis or their 

morphology and degree of weathering. He traced these Cor a considerable distance in the Nakvak

Koroksoak watershed area. Zones with similar morphologies and altitudinal boundaries were 

identified by Loken (1962a; Ekortiarsok - Kangalaksiorvik Fiords) and Andrews ( 1063; Nain -

Okak Bay region). These were correlated because or their similar appearance, and termed 

'weathering zones' because it was unclear whether they related to separate periods of glaciation nr 

to the individual effects or one or more glaciations. The oldest and highest zone, termed the 

Torngat (Ives, 1958a), represents the highly weathered felsenmeer o( Daly (1902) and Coleman 

(1921). It is characterised by deeply weathered bedrock, tor formations and its high altitude 

( > 2700 feet, 823m). This zone remains controversial, as workers dispute the presence of 

glacially-emplaced erratics. Ives maintained that erratics are visible on the peaks or the Torngats, 

and correlated them with boulders identified on the l<aumajet and 1\iglipait Mountain rangf's. 

Loken (1962a, b) argued strongly against this, believing those 'erratics' to be weathered-out 

inclusions or the local bedrock and stating that there is no unequivocal evidence to show that the 

mountain peaks were ever glaciated. It was generally recognised that whether the summits were 

glaciated or not, the felsenmeer blockfields and tors required a considerable period of time in 

which to form; the zone was therefore not thought to have been glaciated during the Wisconsin. 

The issue was further debated with reference to Dahl's theory (1946) on the maximum slope 

of an ice sheet bordering a deep ocean (Tomlinson, 1963). Ir ice was thick on top of the mountain 

summits, it must have extended out onto the continental shetr, and possibly beyond as an ice

shelf, assuming the gradient of 1:100 to be correct. Sugden also prompted discussion with his 

theory on the effects of different basal thermal regimes within glaciers (1974; 1976a, b; 1977). He 

suggested that a cold-based ice carapace might have covered the upper Torngat mountains, 

causing little or no erosion and yet carrying erratic boulders into their present locations (Sugden 

and Watts, 1977). Alttough considered possible, the tact that a large, subaerially-formed moraine 

syst.em exist,s at an intermediate level indicated that such a carapace was unlikely to have existed 

at 'the time that the lower level wa.c1 glaciated. 
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In an attempt to resolve some or the controversy over the presence or glacial erratics, lves 

(1978) suggested that the uppermost Torngat zone be divided in two. Areas north or 

Kangalaksiorvik Fiord in the Torogat Mountains, and on parts or Barrio Island, were assigned the 

three-zone altitudinal division on the surmise that no erratics have been round on their high 

summits; areas south or Kangalaksiorvik Fiord, possibly including the Kaumajet and Kiglipait 

ranges, the Mealy :\~fountains, Shickshocks (Quebec) and Long Range Mountains (Newfoundland), 

may be assigned l fourth division. This was termed the Komaktorvik Zone, and occurs 

immediately below the Torngat Zone. lves suggested that an early 'Komaktorvik' glaciation may 

have emplaced glacial erratics, but that subsequent ice had not reached that altitude. An upper, 

unglaciated Torngat Zone may rise above the Komaktorvik Zone on high peaks. 

The intermediate weathering zone is termed t.he Koroksoak (Ives, 1957, 1958a). No strong 

boundary defines it from the Torngat (or Komaktorvik) Zone, only the difference in the degree of 

weathering of bedrock, and the obvious presenl!e of glacially-moulded and striated bedrock forms. 

The area has been described as one of 'incipient felsenmeer' and was thus thought to have 

remained ungla.ciated for some considerable period or time. That it was once inundated by icc is 

not in doubt. 

The lowest, or Saglek Zone, is named after its type-site in Saglek Fiord, where large lateral 

moraines can be clearly seen at ;~1e upper boundary. Up to ...... 700m, bedrock showing little 

weatherin6 and with fresh m:~.u., or glaciation is described (Andrews, 1963). Striations and 

polishes arc considered abundant, and kame terraces, meltwater channel!:i and both lateral and end 

moraines are visible in places (eg. Nain-Okak region, Andrews, 1963; Nakvak-Koroksoak area, 

Ives, 1957, 1958a, b; Ekortiarsok-Kangalaksiorvik Fiords, Loken, 1962a, b; Kangalaksiorvik Fiord, 

Clark, 1982, 1984). Although the bordering moraines are not present in all localities (eg. Loken, 

1962a), the difference in appearance between this freshly glaciated terrain and the somewhat 

weathered Koroksoak Zone is considered obvious enough ror identification or the Saglek Zone. 

Clark (1988) has recently defined the term 'Saglek Alloformation' to indicate those deposits laid 

down within the Saglek zone, below and including segments or Saglek moraine. His Shoal Cove 

Alloformation might be considered equivalent to the Koroksoak zone. 

Figure 2·2 identifies each or the zones diagrammatically, and outlines their characteristics. 

The Torogat weathering zone occupied high coastal peaks north or Kangalaksiorvik Fiord. 
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Altitudes of each zone decline toward the coast, implying that successive glaciations were 

progressively less extensive, both vertically and horizontally. 
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Figure 2-2: Weathering zones, as proposed for the eastern Canadian arctic 
(after lves, 1978). 

Dating of these zones proceeded after similar zones had been identified on Baffin Island. 

Boyer and Pheasant (197 4) identified three weathering zones in the Maktak-Narpaing Fiord area 

of the Cumberland Peninsula; Zones I, II, and III were correlated with the Torngat, Koroksoak 

and Saglek weathering zones respectively. Pheasant and Andrews (1973) were able to date 

moraine systems associated with those zones. They concluded that the lowest Alikdjuak (Saglek 

equivalent) moraines were older than the date assigned to the Late Wisconsin Maximum 

glaciation, and thus that they probably formed during the Maximum of the Wisconsin glaciation. 

This implies that both Koroksoak and Torngat weathering zones are older than the Wisconsin, the 

Koroksoak being pre-Sangamon. Complementing this, and emphasising that ancient weathered 

surfaces can be preserved, is the fact that raised marine rock benches observed in Newfoundland 

have been assigned a pre-Late Wisconsin age (Grant, 1977b), as were features in parts of Baffin 

Island (Loken, 1966). 
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None or the weathering zones have been dated satisfactorily in northern Labrador. Relative 

dating methods, devised by Boyer and Pheasant (1974), may be applied to northern Labrador in 

an attempt to dat.e and to stratigraphically correlate the three zones with those or Baffin Island. 

This is possibly the most realistic method or dating in areas where there are few organic deposits 

or artifacts, although difrerent rates or weathering in different climates must be allowed for, and 

absolute controls are de.;irable. Pheasant and Andrews (1973) stress the likely time-transgressive 

nature or the weathering zones. Barrio Island probably experienced glaciation prior to northern 

Labrador, as did both areas prior to Newfoundland. Thus the Saglek Zone is likely to be 

equivalent in all three areas only in that it relates to the Maximum or the Wisconsin or last 

glaciation, for example (Ives, 1976). Debate over the exact age or the Saglek Moraines continues: 

Barrio Island deposits related to the Koroksoak Zone suggest that they are or Wisconsin age, but 

it has yet to be proven conclusively that they were rormed in the Late Wisconsin. Andrews (1963) 

suggested that they were less than 25,000 years old. Radiocarbon dating or sediments from the 

bottom of Square Lake (Short, 1981 ), which is dammed by a segment of the Saglek Moraines, 

suggests an age or 18,200 years BP. This date may be erroneous, however, as it was obtained 

from a very small sample of carbon which might have been contaminated by 'old' or 'young' 14C. 

lves considered it to be a minimum age (1981). 

Other dates from northern Labrador support the limited Wisconsin Maximum theory 

developed for Bafrin Island. Ives (1977) dated marine shells from Iron Strand on the coast north 

or I<angalaksiorvik Fiord at ;.... ·12,700 BP. Clark (1982, 1984) obtained similar dates from Iron 

Strand and within I<angalaksiorvik Fiord, and concluded that a narrow coastal strip remained 

unglaciatcd while the Saglek Moraines and tbeir equivalents were being formed. By implication, 

the Saglek glaciation, and thus the Wisconsin Maximum, occurred during a Middle or Late 

Wisconsin advance. Other coastal areas probably remained unglaciated, shown Cor example by 

glaciomarine deposits at Delabarre Bay, Nachvak Fiord, which date to -30,000 years BP (Bell, 

1987). Shells found in raised beaches at Ryans Bay and Nachvak Fiord (Loken, 1962a; Bell, 1987) 

suggest that rinal deglaciation or the riords was completed by about gooo years BP. 

Ives (1978) suggested four hypotheses for the development or the weathering zones, and 

orrers cross-sections in each or the areas in which they may be found. His favoured hypothesis is 

that the Saglek Zone represents the Wisconsin Maximum, the Koroksoak the pre-Sabgamon 
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glacial maximum, and the Komaktorvik Zone an earlier glaciation. The Torngat Zone, if it exists 

at all, would have remained unglaciated during those times. Other considerations are that all 

glaciations occurred within the Wisconsin stade, the Komaktorvik and Koroksoak zones being 

representative or Early or Middle Wisconsin maxima; the Saglek Zone would thus be accounted 

for by a Late Wisconsin Maximum. This hypothesis cannot be proven in northern Labrador until 

the Saglek Moraines and higher zones are dated; Baffin Island dates suggest that deposits related 

to the Saglek Moraine equivalents are older than the Late Wisconsin Maximum. A further 

hypothesis might be that all three zones were caused by variations in the basal tt~ermal rey,ime or 
ice during the Late Wisconsin Maximum, as theorised by Sugden (1977). This was discounted by 

Ives, on the assumption that the Saglek Moraines and their equivalents must have for1.1cd 

subaerially. 

lves' cross-sections attempt ~0 account ror the presence or absence or each or the zones at 

different localities. In the Nachvak Fiord area (Figure 2-3), the Komaktorvik glacial maximum is 

envisaged as overtopping all summits, the penultimate glacial maximum left high coastal peaks 

unglaciated (producing the Komaktorvik weathering zone on those peaks), while the maximum or 

the last (Saglek) glaciation was less extensive still, leaving an unglaciated area which became th~ 

Koroksoak Zone. All the literature stresses the seaward slope or these zones; this is also 

demonstrated in the cross-sections, as is the fact that earlier, vertically extensive ice-sheets 

probably extended onto the Labrador Shelf. Ives is of the opinion that local areas close to sea level 

remained ice-free during the Last Glaciation, stressing that this includes areas above and below 

present sea level. 

Ives' 1978 paper almost draws the debate over the extent or glaciations in northern 

Labrador to a close, although his conclusions are tentative and ask to be proven. A aninimum' 

Wisconsin view is preferred, however, and the idea that the Saglek Zone represents the Wisconsin 

Maximum (which may have occurred in the Late Wisconsin) appears to correspond witb available 

absolute dates. More recent publications show that this opinion is far rrom universally accepted, 

however. Hughes et al. (1981) conclude that the Late Wisconsin saw an extensive ice-sbeet in 

northern Labrador, both vertically and horizontally. Ganglorr (1983) argues against the existence 

or nunataks in the Torngat Mountains. However, there appears to be a general consensus, 

particularly amongst authors who have worked in the area, that certain peaks remained ice-rree 
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Flsure 2-3: Nachvak Fiord type area; cross-section to show chronological 
development of four weathering zones (after lves, 1978). 

during the last glaciation (eg. Andrews, 1974; Ives, 1974, 1978; Loken, 1962a, b; Johnson, 1969, 

1985; Dyke and Prest, 1987). Most recently, marine evidence from the continental shelf bas been 

incorporated into the debate; the question or vertical ice extent bas largely been left behind as 

conrJicting onshore/offshore evidence presents a new argument. 

2.4. Extent of' Ice on the Labrador Shelf 

Seismic, acoustic and coring operations have been carried out along the coast of Labrador, 

as well as in Barrio Bay and off the Newfoundland coast. Studies include oceanographic 

stratigraphies from grain-size, textural, lithological and geotechnical analyses, and paleontological 

interpretations from marine fauna and nora, as well as pollen analyses. Deep sea cores have been 

used to reconstruct past oceanic and climatic conditions relevant to glacial periods, while evidence 

from the continental shelf is of most importance to the reconstruction of ice-sheets and their 

extent or influence. 

Josenbans {1983, 1984) and Josenhans, Zevenhuizen and Klassen (1986) attempted to 

describe the regional stratigraphy and topography of the shelf. It is composed or a number or 

banks and saddles, separated from the Labrador coast by the marginal trough. A shallow inner 

shelf with varied topography occurs on the coastal side of this trough, wbile a deeper outer shelf 
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extends toward the sea. At least three till-like units (TLU) have been identified on the shell using 

acoustic. methods, the lowest TLU (Unit 3a) never having been sampled. This unit is most 

extensive, spreading up to 150km away from the coast and covering both banks and saddles alike. 

The sharp, smooth contact between units 3a and 3b suggests that the top or 3a was glacially 

eroded. Unit 3b is interpreted as occurring from Hamilton Bank to north Saglek Bank, 

disco!ltinuously covering th~ inner shelf and extending across the outer shelf only in saddles. A 

Hudson Strait TLU (Unit 3c) is recognised in the north, extending south to approximately 60 • 

latitude. Above these units, postglacial stratified sediments occur (Units 4 and Sa, 5b and 5c). 

Early workers were able to distinguish layers of till-like material on the banks of the 

Labrador Shelf, overlain by stratified sediments or pro- and !}ostglacial derivation. Van der 

Linden, Filion and Monahan (1976; Hamilton Bank) and Filion and Harmes (1982; north Saglek 

Bank) interpreted the upper TLU as being Late Wisconsin, assigning a date or 9-10,000 BP for the 

beginning or deglaciation on the shelf. A detailed and precisely dated Late Wisconsin - Holocene 

ice history was devised by Filion and Harmes, based on radiocarbon dates obtained from organic 

matter in cores at different locations along the shelf. 

An interpretation by Josenbans (1983) used d:1ta obtained from the Cartwright Saddle by 

Vilks and Mudie (1978) and Vilks (1980). Josenhans (1983) outlined a regional view or glaciation 

on the continental shelf, identifying three TLUs. Each TLU extend~d over a lesser area so that 

the upper (Unit 3b or later publications) occupied only the low saddles up to 120km offshore from 

Groswater Bay. The homogeneous unstratified appearance or the units led to the conclusion that 

each had been deposited by grounded ice. Vilks and Mudie (1978) analysed cores taken from pro

and postglacial stratiti.d deposits, which were identified above the TLUs. Analysis ot pollen and 

marine fauna suggested limited sea ice conditions orr Hamilton Inlet, with a sedge-shrub tundra on 

land. Radiocarbon dates obtained from total organic matter indicated that these conditions began 

approximately 21,000 years BP. On the basis of this, Late Wisconsin ice was not thought to have 

extended onto the continental shelf, and the interpretation was correlated with the 'minimum 

Wisconsin viewpoint' or Ives (1978). Ir a constant rate or sedimentation could be assumed, an age 

or 40 - 80,000 years BP was placed on the uppermost glacial till. 

Further support for this interpretation came from Vilks, Hardy and Joseohans (1984), from 

Clark and Josenhans (1984) and Clark, Josenhans and McCoy (t985), who attempted correlations 
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or onshore and offshore data. Shell dates from Ives (1977) and Clark (1982, 1984) yielded pre-Late 

Wisconsin ages; suggesting that a stretch or the coastline had been lert uoglaciated during the 

Late Wisconsin. Further dating by pedogenesis and relative weathering studies led Clark to 

suggest that an older (>70 Ka BP) glaciation deposited moraines 650m asl within 1 km or the 

coast, and probably extended out onto the sheiC. A submarine moraine system located 25-30 km 

orr the coast between Noodleook and Saglek Fiords was correlated with the terrestrial 650m 

moraines, and attributed to an Early Wisconsin Glaciation. Deglaciation and glaciomarine 

deposition followed at about ·10,000 BP, and the Late Wisconsi£4 Maximum deposited the 

terrestrial Two Loon drift along with lower moraines which are clearly visible today. It was not 

thought to have extended onto the shelf, nor to the edge of the coast in all localities. Final 

deglaciation was assumed to have started by at least 9,000 BP. 

While the interpretation of a restricted Late Wisconsin ice sheet appears to correlate well 

with terrestrial evidence, marine geologists began to reinterpret data as dating methods were 

suspected of being unreliable. Filion et at. (1981), working on the Labrador Shelf, showed that 

dates from organic matter were frequently older than those from shells, even when both were 

collected from the same sediment types and depths. It was argued that shell samples are more 

reliable, since well-preserved shells deposited in situ at depths in which such creatures were likely 

to have lived can be chosen for dating. Organic matter is very open to contamination from older 

or younger 14C, and to general reworking which may n, , e easily detected in the core. Dates 

from organic matter and total carbon have since been trelted with skepticism (eg. Andrews et at., 

1085; Clark ct at., in press). In addition, McCoy (1984) stressed the uncertainty of amino acid 

dating on shells from the Labrador Shelf, noting the problems of iceberg scouring and sediment 

reworking. Many trenches were observed by Josenbans and Zevenhuizen (1984), all attributable to 

iceberg scours of different ages. 

These results placed some doubt on the dates Vilks and Mudie (1978) and Josenhans (1983) 

assigned to the stratified units overlying glacial tills; they were considered to be too old, and are 

treated as maximum possible ages. Later 14C dates on sediments in Hopedale Saddle suggested 

that the uppermost till-like unit was deposited ...... 25 ka BP, while pro- and postglacial conditions 

began ...... 22 ka BP (Josenhans, 1984; Josenhans and Zevenhuizen, 1984). Unit 3b, the most recent 

submarine till, was therefore reinterpreted as evidenc~ that Late Wisconsin ice was grounded on 

the continental shelf off the coast of Labrador. 
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Josenhans, Zevenhuizen and Klassen (1986) carried out a survey of available radiocarbon 

dates from marine sediments on the Labrador coast (Fig.20, p.l208), concluding that deglaciation 

and deposition or the uppermost TLU (Unit 3b) began approximately 20,000 years BP. This unit 

is thought to have been deposited during ice retreat, when the glacier was not fully grounded 

(some hydrostatic support is suggested, though a floating ice-shelf is ruled out), since it is not 

overly consolidated and appears to have bad a low loading pressure. A fourth unit, Qeovik Silt, is 

interpreted as having been deposited after ice retreat but before 8000 BP. It contains numerous 

limestone clasts, assumed to have been transported in icebergs from the Hudson Strait or other 

northerly source areas. Ice rafting is considered to have been an important process at this time, 

indicating that the sbeiC was clear or glacial ice during the deposition of Unit 4. 

Onshore-offshore correlations using these more extensive interpretations or the Late 

Wisconsin ice-sheet have caused a renewal of the 'maximum -minimum Wisconsin' debate. Clark, 

Josenhans and McCoy (1985), Josenhans (1986), Josenhans, Zevenhuizen and Klassen (1986), and 

Cl:nk and Josenhans (1986) correlated the till-like unit 3b with TLUs visible in acoustic records or 

the fiord basins, and with the Saglek Moraines and their equivalents. At the same time Unit 3a 

(lower TLt"s) was correlated with 'pre-Wisconsin' glacial sediments on land (Clark and Josenhans, 

1986). Thus the 18,200 BP date from Square Lake was correlated with the -..20,000 BP date 

from Unit 3b; the terrestrial moraines appear to be composed of local bedrock materials, as does 

the submarine glacial TLU. Postglacial stratified sediments overlying Unit 3b were correlated with 

postglacial raised marine deposits on land, as the terrestrial deposits also contain quantities or the 

limestone which is characteristic of Unit 3b. 

Arguments against this interpretation are based upon terrestrial evidence, including raised 

marine shorelines, some of which are d3ted, moraine locations and elevations, and evidence or 

local ice activity. As already stated, glaciomarine deposits dated by Clark and lves suggested that 

some coastal areas remained ice free in the Late Wisconsin. Rogerson and Bell ( 1986) noted large 

changes in relative sea level and high raised shorelines in eastern Nachvak Fiord and south or 

Nacbvak Bay. The major changes in elevation between shorelines were interpreted as evidence or 

stage-like recession from the last glacial maximum, while the high shorelines on the outer coast 

suggested that an older glacial advance extended onto the continental shelf. Acoustic survey of 

Nacbvak Fiord showed at least two major ridges crossing the fiord, both of which were likened to 
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moraines by their shape and till-like covering (Rogerson, Josenhans and Bell, 1986). These were 

interpreted as recessional moraines formed during glacial stillstands, or as the grounding lines for 

fioating ice shelves further east (Bell, 1987). 

In Naehvak Fiord a glaciomarine diamicton dated at -38,000 BP, and a 9,000 BP raised 

beach can be interpreted in the same way that Clark (1984) interpreted units or similar age from 

Iron Strand, Kangalaksiorvik Fiord and Ryans Bay. Thus a more extensive Early or Middle 

Wisconsin glaciation may have reached the continental shelf. Evans and Rogerson (1986) provide 

evide11r.e of local ice activity in Nacbvak Fiord; regional ice appears to have been extensive during 

the Early and Late Wisconsin periods, though a restricted Late Wisconsin ice-sheet was suggested. 

Bell (1987) considers the fiord threshold to mark the maximum extent or the latter phase. 

Evidence Cor these reconstructions is based around the elevations of moraines at Ivitak and 

Naksaluk Coves, which indicate maximum ice thicknesses or 400m (Evans and Rogerson, 1986) 

and 350m (Bell, 1987) respectively. It was considered unlikely that an ice-sheet with these 

thicknesses 25-10 km inland would extend onto the Labrador Shelt. The well-preserved 

glaciomarine diamicton and an overlying marine sand unit led Bell to conclude that ice bad not 

entered Valley of the Flies after their formation; he also provided evidence for the eastern section 

of Adams Lake valley remaining ice-free in the Late Wisconsin. A date of 9,000 years BP was 

applied to a shoreline considered to extend through most or the fiord. It implied advanced 

deglaciation by that time, which suggests that the glacial maximum was relatively early and that 

the ice wa:; not so extensive as to preclude retreat by this date. 

Clark and Josenhans (1984) and Tomlinson (1963) considered the horizontal extent or the 

Late Wisconsin ice-sheet with regard to equations for maximum slope and stability or the ice-sheet 

(eg. Dahl, 1946; Schilling and Hollin, 1981). Clark and Josenhans (1986} drew profiles of the Late 

Wisconsin ice-sheet at Saglek and Nachvak Fiords on the basis or moraine elevation~: and the 

submarine glacial till observed on the shelf; in Nachvak Fiord, moraines varied between 200m and 

600m above sea level (asl). Bell, however, reports that the highest moraines east of Tinutyarvik 

Cove reached elevations or only 180m above high tide (aht), in Adams Lake valley and Naksaluk 

Cove. He disputed the measurement of one moraine in particular, which he reported to be ....... 130m 

aht, while it was represented as being 280m asl by Clark and Josenhans (1986). Bell considered 

the high moraines Clark and Josenhans observed on the northern side of the fiord (in Schooner 
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Cove and Outer Cove) to belong to a much earlier glacial phase. Clark (1988) produced similar 

profile diagrams, using the same north-shore moraines and those assigned a Late Ivitak age 

(Evans, 1984), to show an extensive Late Wisconsin ice surface in Nachvak Fiord. 

While Bell, Evans and Rogerson argue for restricted Late Wisconsin ice within Nachvak 

Fiord, they do consider it possible that ice in the fiords north and south of Nacbvak Fiord was 

more extensive at that time. Clark and Josenbans (1986) concluded that the Torngat Mountains 

would reduce the now of ice onto the Labra.dor Shelf for their entire length. Evans and Rogerson 

suggested that the higher mountain ranges around Nachvak Fiord in particular might have caused 

a divergent flow of ice to the north and south or it, allowing considerably less ice to enter 

Nachvak Fiord. This would explain tills or Late Wisconsin age on the Labrador Shelf, and Clark's 

interpretation of a high marine limit, and thus a fairly extensive ice-sheet, in Kangalaksiorvik 

Fiord (1984). 

Although Clark and Josenhans (1986) and Josenhans, Zevenhuizen and Klassen (1986) 

implied that acoustic units observed within riord basins correlated with those recognised on the 

continental shetr, they provided no evidence. This, together with the inaccurate mapping and 

plotting or elevation of Nachvak Fiord moraines in Clark and Josenhans (1986), Jed Bell to the 

conclusion that oCfshore evidence for an extensive Late Wisconsin glaciation is not unequivocal. He 

suggests that until the acoustic units or the riord and shelr can be accurately sampled, glacial 

models based on terrestrial surveys should be preferred. His argument is that down-core 

extrap{'iation or lithological and paleontological data introduces uncertain inCormation and may be 

very problematic. 

It appears that an impasse has been reached; marine evidence, in the form of seismic and 

acoustic stratigraphies supported by palaeontological, lithostratigraphic and compositional 

analysis of cores, which are usually shallow, appears to indicate that ice was grounded along the 

Labrador Shelf·approximately 20,000 years BP. Correlations with terrestrial data cause much 

debate, since, in certain locations, a restricted Late Wisconsin icc-sheet is suggest.ed by moraines 

of fairly low altitude, by dated coastal glaciomarine deposits, and by coastal raised marine 

shorelines preserved at high elevations. The attempted regional identification or offshore glacial 

inrtuences (Josenhans, 1983; Josenhans, Zevenhuizen and Klassen, 1986) may be too ambitiotJs at 

the present tirne; concentration on individual fiords and accurate correlation or offshore and 

onshore evidence appears to be necessary if these arguments are to be resolved. 
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Dyke and Prest (1987), in their most recent reconstruction or Late Wisconsin ice margins, 

place the ice sheet on the continental shell until at least 18,000 BP. They also leave nunataks in 

the Torngat Mountains, indicating restricted vertical extent. It is obvious that their interpretation 

is far from conclusive, as Rogerson, Evans and Bell maintain that Late Wisconsin ice did not 

extend onto the Labrador Shell through Nacbvak Fiord. 

2.5. Nachvak Fiord Chronologies 

Chronologies for Wisconsin and Holocene glacial events in Nachvak Fiord were proposed. 

after localised studies by Evans (1984) and Bell (1987). They are described here in some detail, so 

as to provide a b~ckground to research in the inner fiord. Their suggested correlations with 

chronologies from other parts or northern Labrador are also given. Figure 2·4 shows locations or 

places in the fiord mentioned in this section. 

Evans (1984) studied the surricial sediments, moraines and shorelines or the riord at and 

south of Ivitak Cove, extending into the Selamiut Mountains. Relative and absolute chronologies 

were proposed, based on lichenometry and depth of soil development on moraine surfaces. These 

are summarised in Evans and Rogerson, 1986. Three major phases or glaciation were suggested, 

each including some local ice activity by the Selamiut glaciers. 

The Ivitak glaciation was earliest, marked by extensive till sheets, above which felsenmeer· 

covered peak,; occur. These peaks were presumed to have been left as nunataks during that period 

(cg. Mesa-Top mountain). Moraines formed below these summits allowed Evans to map the extent 

of regional and local icc-sheets; regional ice appears to have occupied Ivitak Cove, while local ice 

extended throughout lvitak Valley. Local icc occupied the major part of McCornick Valley, which 

was not influenced by regional glaciation. An 80m aht raised shoreline in McCornick Valley was 

taken to indicate that the valley held a pro-glacial lake for at least part of this period. The Ivitak 

glaciation was divided into two phases on the strength of two separate moraines seen in Ivitak 

Valley; the pro-glacial lake appears to have formed during the Late Ivitak, after local McCornick 

Valley ice retreated. Early and Late lvitak phases were not. separated into individual glaciations 

as their respective moraines have similar soil profile depths. 

The subsequent Nachvak glaciation was- also marked by local and regional ice activity, 

regional ice again occupying lvitak Cove. Bell (1987) suggested that Nachvak ice extended to the 
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fiord threshold, and into Adams Lake valley. Local glacier activity formed more restricted lateral 

and end moraines within both Ivitak and McCornick Valleys, though anothoer ice-dammed lake 

appears to have occupied the lower McCoroick Valley. Two shorelines were observed here, at 67m 

and 53m aht, though again soil depths indicate that they are of similar age. 

The third major glaciation was termed the Superguksoak I; neoglacial subphases were 

named Superguksoak II and Ill. Evans detected considerable ice advances through moraines 

extending from cirques. The amount or ice almost reached the proportions suggested by the 

Nachvak glaciation. However, regional ice activity was not apparent, and it was concluded that if 

ice had extended downriord, it did not reach the lvitak Cove area. A 33m shoreline in Ivitak Cove 

was interpreted as the marine limit in this area, from which it was calculated that the post

Nachvak ice load must have been small, or that there had been a late rinal deglaciation. Cirque 

Lake end moraines mapped by McCoy (1983) were considered to be correlative to Superguksoak I 

moraines; these were dated at > 4 ka BP and were associated with the Late Wisconsin glaciation. 

These glaciations were dated according to the degree of soil development on their moraines. 

An absolute chronology was suggested by Evans (198'1) and reconsidered in Evans and Rogerson 

(198u). A development rate of 1.5cm ka'1 was initially adopted for the Torngat, using soil depth 

to the base or the Cox horizon; thus, a maximum age for the Superguksoak I glaciation was 12 ka 

BP, t.he Nachvak was dated at -23 ka BP, and the Late lvitak at > 40 ka BP. It was suggested 

that the Early Jvitak may be > iO ka BP, similar to the situation postulated by Clark (1984), 

who drew co.nparisons between Kangalaksiorvik Fiord deposits and the Kogalu glaciation of 

Baffin Island. An alternative chronology, using depth of soil to the base of the B horizon and a 

development rate of lcm ka'1, was put forward in Evans and Rogerson (1986). This placed the 

Late lvitak at -40 ka BP, the Nachvak at 17 ka BP and the Superguksoak I at a much younger 

o ka BP. Using this chronology, the Superguksoak l glaciation might still be correlative with the 

Cirque Lake basin moraines of McCoy (1983), though both events may have occurred in the 

Holocene (5 ka BP) or the Late Wisconsin (12 ka BP). A tentative correlation with Loken's 9 ka 

BP Kangalaksiorvik glaciation (19626) was also suggested. 

Two neoglacial subphases were identified through different sets or cirque moraines in the 

Selamiut; these were termed the Superguksoak ([ and III. Lichencmetric and pedologic dating was 

attempted, though a lack or synchroneity between the results from each set or moraines led Evans 
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to conclude tbat an absolute chronological sequence could not be devised ror the moraines in these 

two phases. 

A paper by Rogerson, Evans and McCoy (1986) queried the ~hronology suggested by Evans 

(1984) and Evans and Rogerson (1986) ror Nachvak Fiord glaciations, and bad important 

repercussions for soil deveJopment studies in the Torngat. Arter a 5 year assessment or lichen 

growth, the authoas found that lichen were growing at much raster rates than previously 

suspected. McCoy (1983) had adopted growth rates from Barrio Island; however, the Torngat. 

rates appeared to be 3 to 20 times raster. It had to be concluded that either the moraines assigned 

to the Superguksoak I glaciation were all or neoglacial age ( ~ 1300 years BP), or that an 

accurate curve or lichen growth rates cannot be drawn after only 5 years or study. Given the first 

condition, soil development rates must also be much faster than was originally suspected: in the 

order of 18cm ka·1• Although such a rate is unrealistic, more rapid soil development might be 

expected in the Torngat Mountains region compared with Baffin Island or more exposed coastal 

areas of Labrador. 

Bell (1987) conducted a study of relative sea level change and Quaternary glaciation in 

outer Nachvak Fiord. His study included acoustic surveys or the fiord (summarised in R.og<'rson, 

Josenhans and Bell, 1986) and of Adams Lake valley (Bell et al., 1987). Local and regional 

glaciations or various ages were detected; absolute dating was carried out using radiocarbon and 

amino acid methods on shells and organic deposits, and pedogenesis on some moraine surrar.<'s. 

The highest moraines in the outer fiord were taken to indicate the oldest glacial phase, 

termed the MI phase. Moraines and trimlines reaching a maximum or 180m aht were measured, 

above which relsenmeer and bedrock outcrops were recorded. Regional fiord ice is believed to have 

deposited these moraines and occupied Tinutyarvik anli Adams Lake valleys; Bell suggested that 

moraines observed by Clark and Josenhans (1986), on the north side of the riord, may be 

correlative. No raised shoreline was directly related to this phase, though numerous beaches at 

high elevations were observed. 

Lower moraines and a more restricted drirt sheet were attributed to the Adams Lake glacial 

phase. It was interpreted as a local ice advance, as moraines bordering Adams Lake valley and 

extending into Valley or the Flies and the I<ammarsuit Valley system indicate an origin rrom 

highland cirques. A recessional stage was also recognised, during which an ice-dammed lake 
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formed within Adams Lake valley. A 60-70m aht marine shoreline was associated with this phase, 

incorporating a diamicton and a sand unit describt·d in Valley or the Flies. 

Moraines bordering regional drift sheets showed that fiord ice entered Naksaluk Cove and 

the we!tern end of Adams Lake valley after the Adams Lake glacial phase. Cross-cutting 

relationships confirmed that this regional ice advance was youogerj the moraines are interpreted 

as the easterly limit or Evans' Nacbvak glacial phase. Ice-dammed lakes appear to have formed in 

Naksaluk and Tinutyarvik valleys at this time. 

Using a variety of methods, Bell suggested a tentative chronology for each of the phases 

recognised. The age or the MI phase is unknown. The maximum or the Adams Lake glacial phase 

occurred between 34-50 ka BP, based on radiocarbon dates obtained from shells in the 

glaciomarine diamicton (mean > 38 ka BP), on amino acid ratios from shells in the overlying 

marine sand (38-39 ka BP), and on soil development on Kammarsuit Valley East moraine ( < 50 

ka BP). The recessional phase occurred between 29-32 ka BP, according to similar dating 

methods. This phase was tentatively correlated with Clark's Iron Strand drift ( 1984; 33-50 ka BP) 

on the strength or these dates. 

Tentative correlations were drawn between the l\fl phase and the early lvitak phase of the 

Sclamiut Range (Evans and Rogerson, 1986). The latter was considered to be Early Wisconsin in 

age, and implies that Early Wisconsin gbciation was extensive and involved considerable regional 

ice-flow. A date of ~ 75 ka BP was given after consideration of consistent dates from other 

north-eastern areas (Bell, 1987, p.222). Moraines measured at 940m and i50m asl in 

Kangalaksiorvik Fiord and Ryans Bay by Clark {1984} may he MI equivalents. 

Soil development data suggested that the maximum of the Nachvak phase in the outer fiord 

occurred approximately 22:1::2 ka BP. This corresponds well with other dates suggested (or the 

Late Wisconsin glaci~! maximum, and allows correlation with the Saglek phase (for example 

Andrews, 1963: < 25 ka BP; Short, 1981: 18 ka BP; Josenhans, Zevenbuizen and Klassen, 1986: 

20 ka BP). 

An acoustic survey of the fiord was interpreted as showing glacial-deglacial sequences, with 

the major till~like unit (Unit C) being associated with the last (Late Wisconsin) glaciation. Unit C 

extends to the fiord threshold; this was proposed as the easterly extension of Late Wisconsin fiord 

ice according to terrestrial evidence, though an ice shelf east or Tinutyarvik Cove was sug( .. Ged 
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on the basis or acoustic evidence. Moraine-like ridges at Tinutyarvik (the Shoal Water Cove sill) 

and Kogarsok were interpreted as grounding points or the ice margin, suggesting a retreat in 

stages from the glacial maximum. A similar survey or Adams Lake showed that the Tinutyarv ik 

Moraine extends underwater, marking a definite boundary which was assigned a Late Wisconsin 

age. A radiocarbon date on marine organic deposits collected from the base or an Adams Lake 

core indicated that the lake was open to the sea 22,000 years ago; ie. that Late Wisconsin ice did 

not occupy the eastern part of this valley. However, this date might be inaccurate as organic 

matter is easily contaminated. 

A somewhat complicated system of ice retreat and relative sea level change was propost>d 

for the period after the last or Nachvak glacial maximum. A partially-grounded ice shelr was 

suggested for areas beyond the Tinutyarvik sill, up to the fiord threshold and Tinutyarvik 

Moraine. Retreat to Ivitak sil1 and/or Kogarsok sill, and a readvance phase, were suggl.'sted to 

explain the formation of several sets or shorelines. Bell associated his Shoal Water Cove readvance 

with Loken's ( 1 962b) Noodleook phase, and suggested that a stillstand at either Kogarsok or 

Townley Head may correspond with Loken 's Two Loon phase. A major stillstand or readvance, 

the Tessersoak, was identified on the basis of a shoreline (SI-D) thought to extend throughout. the 

fiord, and dated in Adams Lake Valley at 91i0 BP (radiocarbon date on marine shells found -lm 

below SI-D). This gives a minimum date for deglaciation, which corresponds well with Loken's 

9,000 BP Kangalaksiorvik readvance phase. Tentative correlations were made betw,.en the 

Tessersoak readvance and the Superguksoak I phase of the Selamiut; both were related to the 

Two Loon and Coleman phases of Clark (1984; 9 ka BP). Shorelines below SI-D were almost 

horizontal, interpreted as indicating minor readjustments of isostatic/eustatic equilibrium. A 15m 

shoreline was tentatively correlated with the Scandinavian Tapes transgression, and more 

positively correlated with Loken's 15.5m shoreline in northern Labrador (19626). 

2.6. Surr.tmary 

Recent studies indicate that, at the latitude oC the Torngat, at least two glaciations reached 

the Labrador Shelf during the Wisconsin. The Early Wisconsin appears to have supported 

extensive regional ice-sheets, as did the Late Wisconsin. Terrestrial evidence from Nachvak Fiord 

suggests that Early Wisconsin, or Ivitak, ice reached the continental shelf, but that Late 
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Wisconsin, or Nacbvak, ice did not. It is suggested that ice from other fiords was grounded on the 

Labrador shell at tbat time. The Middle Wisconsin in Nachvak Fiord appears to have ::upported 

only local ice activity, from cirque glaciers in highland areas. Sea levels appear to have been well 

above those ol today. Marine evidence bas been interpreted as showing that Late Wisconsin ice 

extended onto the Labrador Shelf from all fiords of the Torngat, to a distance or'25-30km 

offshore. 

Although new evidence lor the horizontal extent or Wisconsin glaciations 'will not be directly 

provided by this study of the inner fiord, the vertical thickness of ice at particular times should 

evaluate the two Late Wisconsin interpretations. Examination or cores from the central fiord, or 

the elevation, morphology and origin of moraines, and accurate measurement or raised shorelines 

observed well within the fiord should add more detailed information to the reconstruction o( late 

Quaternary history in Nacbvak Fiord. 
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Chapter 3 

Glacial Activity in Inner Nachvak Fiord 

3.1. Introduction 

This chapter deals with ice-now directions and the provenance or moraines and tills in the 

study area. Two types or glacial activity are described: local glaciation, referring to ice which 

derived from the mountains and valleys in the immediate vicinity or the fiord, and regional 

glaclatlon, referring to the widespread Laurentide ice-sheet which flowed eastward from central 

Labrador-Ungava. Moraines believed to have been formed by both local and regional ice sheets 

are round in this area, an hypothesis supported by ice-flow indicators (striations, fractures, 

moulded bedrock and similar features) and geochemical analysis. The morphological appearance 

and associations between moraines gives an impression or their relative age, though pedological 

dating and S-'me weathering studies were attempted in order to establish a more reliable relative 

chronoloJy. 

3.2. Morphology of Moraines 

Figure 3-1 shows the locations or moraines found within the study area. In general, there is 

an increase in age with increased elevation, so that higher moraines show charaderistics typical or 

older features (ie. degree of weathering, development or soil and vegetation). The mo~aines can be 

assigned to two categories: (i) those that were obviously formed by regional ice occupying the 

fiord trough, which are parallel and perpendicular to the riord, and (ii) those that occur inland, 

which are higher and less clearly related to regional glaciation. Moraines in category (i) appear to 

be recessional lateral and end moraines, resulting from the last retreat or the Laurentide ice-sheet 

out or Nachvak Fiord. They suggest a stage-like retreat, and are likely to be associated with 

specific distal marine limits and raised marine shorelines. 
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Two moraines were identified on the eastern shore of Tallek Arm near its junction with the 

main fiord. The ice-proximal slope of the higher one (at 300-SOOm above high tide (aht)) appears 

to face north-west into the fiord, indicating that regional ice backfilled into Tallek Arm at 

considerable elevation. The lower moraine (50-lOOm aht) has less clear origins, though it seems 

likely that it too is a product of fiord ice backfilling into the arm. 

The Kogarsok sill was identified by acoustic survey as a submarine moraine-like ridge 

crossing the fiord between Kipsimarvik Head and a fragment of terminal moraine on the south 

side of the fiord (Rogerson, Josenhans and Bell, 1986; Bell, 1987. See section 5.2). The sill was 

thought to be an end moraine, marking the ice-margin of a recessional phase after the last glacial 

maximum. Its landward manifestation is termed the Kogarsok moraine (KM), which has a steep 

ice-proximal side facing up-fiord (Figure 3-2). KM has no obvious continuation on the northern 

side of the fiord, suggesting that evidence of it may have been removed by a major meltwater or 

fluvial event that took place within Kogarsok Brook valley. 

Figure 3-2: Kogarsok ~loraine (KM), south-shore of inner achvak Fiord. 

To the north-west of Kogarsok Brook, a continuous and fairly long lateral moraine extends 

above Townley Bank (Figure 3-3). This has been called Kogarsok moraine 2 (K2), and it may be 

related to the Kogarsok sill and KM. It drops from 189m to 124m a.ht from west to east, then 
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divides into two ridges. One crest extends towards sea level, but is indistinct below 60m aht. The 

· other can be traced as a definite ridge at approximately 124m aht until it curves in toward 

Kogarsok Brook valley at ~116m; it is most easily identified by the boulders and erratics 

occurring on its surface. A steep-crested ridge located on a marine or fluvial terrace at 73m aht 

(Figure 3-4) may be a recurrence of this upper crest; it is within the valley, reaching a maximum 

elevation of 76m. A series of boulders, some of them erratics from up-fiord, was tentatively traced 

over the rock shoulder toward moraine K2. Moraine K2 appears to be relatively fresh, with a 

well-preserved crest easily traced over a considerable distance. It shows no signs of severe 

weathering. 

Figure 3-3: Kogarsok moraine 2 (K2, with arrows), north-shore of inner Nachvak 
Fiord. 
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Figure 3-4: Crested ridge on 73m aht terrace, west bank of Kogarsok Brook 
valley; a potential continuation of moraine K2. 

Other moraines formed within the fiord are almost perpendicular to the shore. Townley 

Bank moraine (Figure 3-5) appears to be structurally influenced as it merges with a bedrock crest 

at ......., 120m, and outcrops occur above ,.._.35m. Townley Head moraine is very clearly visible, 

extending over halfway across the fiord as a bouldery-clay ridge which may be walked on at low 

tide (Figures 3-6 and 3-7). A north shore continuation of it, called Moraine Point, can also be 

seen. Tasiuyak Arm moraine (Figure 3-8) does not reach sea level, and is less distinct as it has 

been subject to erosion (solifluction, surface water runoff); it occurs at the south-western end of 

two long and continuous benches, partway down Tasiuyak Arm (Figure 4-2). 

The majority of category (ii) moraines, those that are inland of the fiord trough which are 

not obviously related to regional glaciation, occur on the highland west of Kogarsok Brook valley. 

The area is covered by drift sheets, bas numerous moraines, and is further confused by ridges and 

hummocky ground apparently left by stagnating ice (Figure 3-9). Moraines were identified as 

definite crests and have been mapped in as much detail as possible. 
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Figure 3-5: Townley Bank moraine (arrows), north-shore of inner Nachvak Fiord. 

Figure 3-6: Townley Head Moraine, extending from Townley Head into the fiord. 
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Figure 3-7: Townley Head Moraine , facing northward to Moraine Point, its 
north-shore extension. 

Figure 3-8: Tasiuyak Arm moraine (arrows), south-east shore of Tasiuyak Arm. 
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Figure 3-g: The highland area west of Kogarsok Brook valley, showing numerous 
ridges and moraine crests . 

The highest moraine, MO, occurs at an approximate elevation of 500m aht as a crested 

ridge. It extends for several metres in a general north-south direction. The ridge is almost entirely 

made up of weathered rocks of varied size, having very little fine material and almost no 

vegetation. Most rocks are covered with black crustose lichen species, the only other vegetation 

being a few mosses and grasses. Ice depositing this moraine must have occupied the lower area to 

the east. Above and below MO are rubble terraces with outcropping bedrock (Figure 3-10). The 

higher terraces are characterised by dark lichen and a high degree of weathering. Hill tors occur 

on the hillside above and to the north of the highland study site, rising up to Mount Kaputyat. 

Although they were not visited, a similar tor near the summit of Mount Elizabeth was (Figure 

3-11). Below MO terracing is more pronounced, there being wide areas of wetland and bedrock 

between rises. Benches close to 500m aht contain less fine material and are poorly consolidated, 

the lower ones possessing soils and moss-grass-lichen vegetation, and containing snowpatches in 

late July. MO appears to be the oldest moraine fragment in the field area. 
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Figure 3-10: Terraces above and below moraine MO (A), with hill tors (B) on the 
sides of Kaputyat Mountain. 

Figure 3-11: Tor at approximately 790m aht, near the summit of Mount 
Elizabeth. 
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Below MO and the terraces rising to it is an area where ice appears to have stagnated, 

leaving hummocks and ridges or drift interspersed with meltwater channels. The channels have no 

particular orientation, though the ridge crests do follow a north-south pattern. A. sorted till 

'polygon field' occurs to the north, bounded roughly by meltwater channels. Moraine Ml rises as a 

lobe or crested till from the northern end of this field, curving around it to the south and east. 

The west-racing slope or this moraine is the steepest, though it does not appear to be the only 

ice-proximal race. It is possible that regional and local ice coalesced here, leaving Ml as an 

interlobate moraine. Meltwatr.r channels may have nowed around it, steepening the west slope. 

Sorted stone polygons arc abundant in the area east or Ml, reaching diameters or up to l.Sm. 

Moraine M3 is to the south oi :MI. It remains as two crests curving around the southern side 

or the summit, and appe<>:s to continue across the valley to the west where it might have once 

connected to moraine fragment PP. The crests of M3 are vegetated and well-consolidated, 

displaying little bare rock except where bedrock outcrops. In the western valley there are many 

ridges and cones or drift at various orientations, separated by meltwater channels. The large 

amount or drift material here makE's it difficult to associate ridges with the major moraines. 

Moraine M5 is long and sinuous, easily visible and characterised by a subdued boulder-gravel 

crest with little vegetation. It curves northward ~·:vm Kogarsok Brook, extending to the west and 

rcachiug the polygon field north-east or Ml (Fig. 4-2). A crest was also noted on the eastern side 

or the valley, approximately opposite that on the western side. The mapped location or M5 

suggests that it was formed by ice flowing out of Kogarsok Brook valley; where steep ice-proximal 

slopes could be identified, they supported this it> terpretation. 

Moraine Kl was less easily detected; it winds about the flattest part of the highland, on an 

area or exposed bedrock alongside Kogarsok Brook valley (Figure 3-12). The moraine is visible 

chiefly by its boulders and erratics; it bas very little fine material or soil, and is sparsely 

vegetated. It disappears into bedrock-controlled ridges below moraine M3, and is thus not thought 

to be related to that moraine. Most or the boulders along Kl showed considerable amounts or 

weathering. It was almost impossible to identify ice-proximal or ice-distal sides as the moraine 

contains so little material. 
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Figure 3-12: Moraine Kl (arrows), looking south onto bedrock plateau west 
of Kogarsok Brook valley. 

Figure 3-13: Kame terraces on the eastern side of Kogarsok Brook valley , 
approximately 200-240m aht. 
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Figure 3-14: Example of large moraines at the south-eastern end of Kutyaupak 
valley. 

Figure 3-15: Cirque valley with moraines (examples are arrowed), south-west 
Kutyaupak valley. 
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On the eastern side of Kosarsok Brook, at elevations of approximately 200-240m abt, were 

a series of terraces (Fi&ure 3-13). These are tentatively identified as kame terrates, though site 

KE6 has a crest or gravel and till which might be related to moraine MS. 

Another set or moraines occurs within Kutyaup~k valley. The moraines form 'V' shapes 

across the yaiJey noor, pondin& water bodies toward the centre or the valley and helping to create 

a wetland area to the north-west. Those in the south-east are considerably larger than those 

further north (Figure 3-14), being clearly visible on aerial photographs. The shapes and locations 

or these moraines indicate that they were created by ice no wing into the valley from Tasiuy ak 

Arm, though the type or material found in them suggests that tills have been deposited and 

reworked more than once. The moraines are poorly vegetated but well consolidated, formed 

mainly or clays and rubble with ilUmerous large boulders. 

A smaller set or moraines was mapped toward the cirque in the south-western section or the 

valley (Figure 3-15). These moraines probably derive from local ice, though they are greatly 

modified by kettle holes, frost-heaved ground and stone stripes and polygons. Their crests are 

poorly consolidated, formed largely of gravels, and support little vegetation. 

3.3. Ice-flow Indicators 

In order to confirm or establish the directions of ice movement within the fiord, striations, 

gouges, and plastically-moulded bedrock Corms were sought within the study area. It was hoped 

that these would reveal the dominant directions or ice flow, as well as any more minor or older 

directions. Ice-flow indicators were looked for on any areas or exposed bedrock; striations were 

most frequently found underneath coverings or loose rubble or below moss/herb vegetation, and 

along the sea shore where little weathering has taken plar.e. Roches moutonnees are common in 

highl~nd areas, for example on the high area west or Kogarsok Brook valley, and on top or 

Kipsimarvik Head where other P-forms were also found. Gouges and fractures were found at a 

variety of sites, though they are best preserved near sea level. 

Information obtained from these indicators is summarised in Figure 3-16. Most of the data 

derive from striae, the other indicators being marked in their locations. The arrow-heads show the 

direction of ice-movements as determined from striations; lines not marked with an arrow are 

those of dubious directional origin. Dominant ice-flow is seen to be r.:gional, with indicators 
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suggesting that ice pushed up onto the rocks along the shore of the fiord and into the mouths of 

valleys. A large number of striations was found around the western shoulder leading into 

Kutyaupak valley, showing the progressive movement of ice into that valley and confirming 

evidence shown by the moraines. Ice must have crossed over the top of Townley Head. It 

completely inundated Kipsimarvik Head, as shown by the roche moutonnee Corms existing at 

about 50m aht (Figure 3-17). Plastically-moulded bedrock north-east of Kipsimarvik Head 

indicates that ice also flowed around the rock knob, polishing bedrock and creating striated 

channels. 

Figure 3-16: 'Whalesback ' roche moutonee feature near top of Kipsimarvik 
Head. 

Striae and chattermarks at the mouth of Tallek Arm indicate that ice flowed from the fiord 

proper into the arm. This implies that ice did not flow out of Tallek Arm, at least during the last 

phase of the last glacial period. 

Striations and gouges within Kogarsok Brook valley and along Townley Bank indicate 

regional ice-fiow into these areas; they confirm that moraine K2 was formed by ice derived from 

the fiord, and suggest that ice did enter into the valley. To the east of the brook, most striae 

below 150m have a northerly orientation. However, there are some which have no clear directional 
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origin, and above 150m two sets or striae can be seen, indicating ice now both iuto and out or the 

valley. These suggest that local glacier activity occurred at the time when regional ice occupied 

the riord, and that the ice-sheets coalesced. 

Striae were found in abundance to the south-west of moraine Kl, and on the bedrock 

underlying it. Most of them suggest a push from the direction oC the fiord (average orientation 

240 • TN). Above Kl, close to the summit and moraine M3, the ice-flow indicators were less 

cetnclusive; some poorly preserved examples thought to be of regional origin were found, but the 

badly weathered bedrock and thick drift cover made directions difficult to determine. Roche 

moutonnee features in bedrock on the summit above M3 provided evidence for local ice-flow 

southward toward the fiord. The origins or M3 could not therefore be determined in this way. 

No striae were found below the level of moraine MS on the ' stern side or Kogarsok Brook 

valley; those on the eastern side suggest that regional ice entered the mouth of the valley but that 

local southward flows were responsible for movement north of the mouth. 

3.4. Drift Geochemistry 

3.4.1. Background Information 

Geochemical analysis of sediments is frequently carried out in remote areas with the aim ot 

assessing the economic value and distribution of minerals found there. The Geological Survey of 

Canada has performed large-scale systematic sampling in areas such as the Cordillera, northern 

Labrador-Quebec, and the central arctic. In glaciated areas, drift prospecting may provide 

evidence of ice-flow directions, as well as indicating the provenance and d istribution of economic 

minerals. 

Most geochemical mapping projects are done on a regional scale, with samples being taken 

at regular intervals from broad geographic areas. In Nachvak Fiord, however, samples have been 

collected on a more local scale by workers concentrating in very specific areas. Evans (1084) 

began sampling in 1983, collecting till samples from locations in the Selamiut Mountains south of 

lvitak Cove. Bell (1987) collected samples from the outer fiord south or Na'Cbvak Bay in 1984, and 

made a more detailed survey of the outer fiord area in 1985. In 1986, 54 samples were collected 

from the inner fiord, between Eskimo Cove and Tasiuyak Arm; five samples were also taken from 
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consideration are discussed in this section, though the geochemistry or the entire fiord is also 

considered using the earlier data. 

Aside from mappirg any minerals of potential exploratory value, the aim or this analysis 

was to see if minerals acted as ice-now indicators within the fiord, in which c:1se they might be 

visible as trains or material not local to the area. Such indications are likely to be seen in regional 

studies or large areas, and in areas which include distinctive bedrock types. Nacbvak Fiord divides 

into three geological zones, the Nain Province on the outer coast being most diverse. The 

Churchill Border Zone separates the Nain Province from the Inner Churchill Province in the inner 

fiord (see section 1.4.2). Since the inner fiord ;srea is largely homogeneous, being composed or 

granulite gneisses, the variety and distribution or minerals found there might be expected to be 

low. Toward the outer riord, the dispersal or distincti\·e local rock types suggests local ice activity 

and a division between regional and local drift deposits (Bell, 198i). 

The success of previous analyses bas been va· iable; Evans ( 1984) was unable to make any 

conclusions regarding ice-flow directions or the provenance or drift material, probably because the 

samples were from a limited area or similar rock type. Bell identified regional and local drift 

sheets in the outer fiord, defining the limits of each, and showing that the geochemical 

composition or their sediments is related to their clast lithology. 

Direct comparison of results from the 1985 survey with those of other years is not possible. 

The textural composition of sediments is such that analyses or different particle-size classes 

cannot be compared; each class has a different mineralogical and chemical composition, and the 

components or each may vary greatly within a study area. As a result, it is recommended that 

only one particle-size class be used in an analysis (Shilts, 19il). Since geochemical analyses or the 

1983, 1984 and 1986 data wece carried out on the clay size fraction (less than 2 microns: < '2Jl), 

and those or the 1985 data were on the silt and clay size rraction (le~!: than 63 microns: < 63Jl), 

BeU's detailed survey or outer fiord drifts cannot be directly compared with tbe other data. 
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3.4.1. Method• 

Sediment samples were collected from till sections and pits in the inner fiord area, at 

locations marked on Figure 3-18. Five additional samples were collected from Schooner and Outer 

Coves, close to Nachvak Bay. A total of 59 samples was analysed by Chemex Labs Ltd., North 

Vancouver, after preparation by the G.S.C. in Ottawa. The clay size fraction ( < 2p) was 

processed usif\~ ICP analysis to find 32 elements; or these, eleven metals were selected for 

consideration here, on the basis of other studies. These were: Ag, Co, Cr, Cu, Fe, Mo, Mn, Ni, Pb, 

U and Zn. 

Rose, Hawkes and Webb (1979) outline the principles and methods of geochemical analysis 

and interpretation. A background value of concentration should be identified for each element in 

the samples; samples containing elements at concentrations higb!!i than the background value 

may then be identified as anomalous and can be accorded further study. The background value is 

more accurately a range of values, within which the mean might be identified as typical. The 

range can be seen by plotting a frequency histogram or each element's concentration. Frequency 

histograms sometimes show anomalously high values, or a secondary peak separate from the main 

body or data, indicating two populations; however, Rose, Hawkes and Webb stress that other 

methods or background delimitation should be considered. The identification or a ' threshold' 

concentration to accurately define anomakusly high values is important to the effectiveness of 

such dt'Cinitions. A threshold set at too low a concentration will show some background 

conccntrat.ons to be anomalous; too high a thresholll will not recognise significant metals. In 

mineral exploration this is or great importance, as uneconomic quantities or minerals may be 

researched, or potentially valuable minerals may be overlooked. A threshold should therefore be 

set using the background information for each element within the individual population, while also 

considering the purpose of the survey. 

In this study the threshold was calculated for each metal by adding two standard deviations 

to the mean concentration or the metal, worked out using a population of 54 samples for the inner 

fiord data set. This is the method suggested by Rose, Hawkes and Webb (1979) for use in initial 

and general sur..-eys. Figure 3-19 shows frequency histograms for the 1986 data, on wbicb the 

range of background values can be seen, and where the threshold values are marked. Threshold 

concentrations and mean 'background' values are listed for each metal in Table 3-1. They are 
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Locations of sample sites used in geochemical analysis; sites with 
· anomalous heavy metal concentrations are shown. 



compared with the threshold values used by Evans (1984; obtained directly rrom Dyke, 1983) and 

Bell (1987). 

Bell calculated threshold values by taking 2.5% or the total number or observations or each 

metal, excluding erratically high values. Dyke's thresholds were based on the clay size fraction or 

Somerset Island samples, though he gives no details of how the values were decided upon. It is 

considered unwise to transfer threshold values between data sets, since they should be based on 

the background and anomalies within the working data set alone. Comparison with threshold 

values used by Bell io the outer fiord, as calculated from the silt and clay size fraction, shows the 

1986 concentrations to be much higher; this was expected given the difference in particle-size 

class. Bell showed that concentrations of metals in the < 2Jl fraction were almost twice those of 

the < 631J fraction for the same sample sites analysed in 1984 and 1985 respectively (1987, Table 

3-10). The 1986 threshold concentrations are also higher than Dyke's values. 



Table 3-la Table or Background and Threshold Values, with anomalous samples 
(all values are in ppm unless otherwise indicated). 

Background Threshold Threshold Threshold Anomalous 
Metal value value (Bell,l 987) (Dyke,Hl83) Samples 

KM1 
Ag 0.29 0.602 >100 K2·3,K2·5 

Co 62.46 121.02 42 >100 K2-4 

SC1 
Cr 111.81 186.77 85 >100 BC6,KV1 

KMl 
Cu 240.00 457.80 187 >100 KVl ,Kl·l 

Fe 6.26% 9.82% 8.5% >10% KVl,TMl 

Mn 837.90 1574.70 950 >IOOO K2-4 

KW5 
Mo 2.i0 9.45 KVl,TMl 

K2-4 
Ni 182.60 385.60 100 >100 NF1,NF5 

EC3 
Pb 4.81 12.00 25 >100 BC3,KW·I 

u < 10.00 10.00 1.6 0. 1.6 

K2-4,NF·I 
Zn 143.93 280.9i 150 >I .SO NFS.KV·I 

3.4.3. Results 

The concentrations or metals at all sample sites are given in Table A-1, Appendix A. Firtf'l"n 

sites gave anomalously high concentrations of one or more metals, as listed in T:thle I and Tahlf' 

A-1; anomalous sites are also indicated on Figure 3-18. Csing the threshold calculation ffi(•thod of 

Bell similar results would have been obtained, though th«'re would haH been a lower numbN of 

anomalies in most cases. The only anomalously high sites identified by Bell's method, but not by 

the method used here, were at site Kl-1 (high Co) and site KV-5 (high Mo). 

All or the anomalous sites occur along the fiord coast, extending throughout Kutyaupak 

valley and into North Fan. Three of the six sample sites on moraine K2 show high metal 

concentrations, as does the 'terrace moraine' (site KW-5) and the 73m t~>rrace at the mouth of 
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Kogarsok Brook. The single site on moraine Kl contains anomalous concentrations or copper. 

Other moraine sites around Kogarsok Brook noticeably show no anomalous metal concentrations. 

There do not appear to be any pa'lticular metals that are abnormally high; silver and uranium 

have the most uniform range or values. 

3.4.4. Dlsc:usalon 

These results have been analysed by examining the distributions of the anomalous metal 

concentrations, and by comparing the 1986 data with those collected down-fiord. In the inner 

fiord study area, little difference was expected between the lithologies of local and regional drift 

composition; the entire area is composed or Nachvak and Tasiuyak gneiss, and the geological area 

beyond Nachvak Lake is also thought to be composed of a similar granulite gneiss (Wardle, 1983). 

As lithology was not examined in this study, differences between the gneisses and the possible 

provenance of drift material travelling over similar rock types cannot be suggested; however, 

major differences allowing detailed reconstruction of ice-flow directions were not expected. 

The background metal concentrations calculated from the entire data set appear to be fairly 

uniform, giving normal or slightly skewed histograms and indicating a single set or populations. 

D~spite this, a number or anomalously high metal concentrations occur in tills along the fiord 

trough. High concentrations suggest an additional source of metals and thus a somewhat different 

supply of sediments; in a glacial environment they are usually related to drift sheets of different 

provenance to the background, presumably local, sediments. It might therefore be su&gested that 

some of the materials in the fiord trough were carried into it by a regional ice-sheet from further 

inland. The location of anomalies mapped on Figure 3-18 shows that only sediments thought to 

have been influenced by regional ice contain metals in high concentration. The Kogarsok highland 

tills appear to be of local provenance, deposited by local ice, and thus displaying more uniform 

'background' metal concentrations. 

Since the 1986 data cannot be compared directly with Bell's survey of 1985, a relative 

comparison was attempted. The percentage composition of key metals used in the definition or 

clusters in the outer fiord was calculated for all the 1985 data ( < 63~-t). Average percentages were 

then round for each cluster. The compositions of the clusters were compared to see if clusters 

could be identified using their relative concentrations only, in which case similar relative 
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compositions might indicate clusters or similar origin in the inner fiord. The 1985 cluster averages 

did not, however, show any distinct patterns or groups using their relative concentrations, the 

percentages or each metal being almost identical in each cluster. The silt and clay size fraction 

could not, therefore, be easily compared with the clay si1.e fraction. 

Other attempts to compare the data obtained from the entire fiord were made: 

1. The < 2p. fraction data from samples collected in 1983, 1984 and 1986 (including those 

from Outer Cove and Schooner Cove) were treated as a single population; background and 

threshold values were calculated as previously described, and anomalous values were mapped. 

Histograms or the metal concentrations show that background values produce normal or only 

slightly skewed populations, thus indicating that the sediment data belong to one population 

(Appendix A, Figure A·l). 

Figure 3-20 shows th~ sediment sample sites and the anomalous metal concentrations 

throughout the fiord, as analysed in 1983, Hl84 and 1986. Abnormally high concentrations occur 

in Outer and Schooner Coves, in lvitak, McCornick and Kutyaupak valleys, on the Kogarsok 

highlands, in the Adams Lake and Tinutyarvik Valleys and on the northern shore or Delabarre 

Bay. The latter outer fiord examples have few sample sites and thus might be less representative. 

These results show no clear patterns or distribution. They do not correspond with the Hl86 

high concentration data, nor with proposed patterns or drift sheet provenance as inferred from 

moraine and striae information. Anomalous concentrations occur within the fiord trough and in 

upland areas, almost irregularly. It is possible that they have been influenced by post-depositional 

processes, and thus that they give metal concentrations unrelated to their original metal content. 

This is suggested on the basis or these concentrations being derived from the clay size fraction or 

the sediment; the clay fraction is very active, having a high capacity for ion exchange with 

groundwater (Shilts, 1971; Rose, Hawkes and Webb, 1979). It is thus most likely to be altered in 

the process of soil formation, or by groundwater exchange, which may lead to ion concentration 

or depletion. Since there is no pattern displayed by the anomalous samples seen in this total 

population, it is suggested that they renect post-depositional changes in composition. 

2. A comparison llC the concentrations oC certain metals round at selected sites throughout 

the fiord was made to see iC there were any visible patterns or concentration increase or decrease. 

Sites along the edge of the fiord were chosen where possible, in n transect from west to east. If 
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Figure 3-20: Sites sampled for geochemical analysis in 1983, 1984 and 1986 
throughout Nachvak Fiord; anomalous metal concentrations, found by 

considering the data to be one population, are shown. 
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regional ice now did account for some or the concentrations, a dilution or decrease in relative 

concentrations or some metals might be expected dowofiord. Visual inspection or the 

concentrations showed no distinct patterns; Figure A-2 in Appendix A shows the relative 

concentrations or metals common to each study in histogram form, the baseline being a west-east 

transect. There do not appear to be any patterns in any or the metals used. This is probably a 

reflection or the bedrock geology or the area, which alters greatly from the inner to the outer 

fiord; it is not taken to indicate that regional ice did not once occupy the fiord. 

3.5. Weathering Observations 

Dating or events in northern Labrador is hampered by a lack or organic materials Cor which 

absolute radiocarbon ages can be obtained. Relative techniques such as lichenometry, weathering 

studies and pedogenesis have been used instead. Observations of weathering characteristics were 

made on the l<ogarsok highland moraines, with the intent of establishing a quantified estimate of 

their relative ages. Pedological analyses are discussed in the next section. 

Weathering zones were identified in northern Labrador during the late 1950s and early 

1060s by Ives, Loken, Andrews and others. Similar zones were recognised and dated on Baffin 

Island (eg. Pheasant and Andrews, 1973; section 2.3), and relative dating methods were devised by 

Boyer and Pheasant (1974). It is difficult to quantify the degree or weathering on a rock surface, 

and it Is particularly difficult to compare surfaces which are at different elevations and have 

different bedrock material. The methods of Boyer and Pheasant involved counting and measuring 

certain types of features, and some qualitative observations. Through statistical analysis they 

found five characteristics which were most useful in identifying weathering zones I, II and III; the 

older boundary (1/11} was more difficult to identify than the younger boundary (11/UI). 

A combination of the criteria used in Maktak and Narpaing Fiords was used in this study. 

Observati.ons were carried out only on the highland west of l<ogarsok Brook, an area which 

appears to display several phases of glaciation. Potential division into the weathering zones 

identified by lves (1978) and others would greatly facilitate correlation or the moraines in this 

area with dated features elsewhere in northern Labrador. 



Weathering Criteria 585m abt 568m aht 381m aht 236m aht 

1. Occurrence of large 
pits (>25cm) in bedrock 
boulders Abundant Few; none very large. Infrequent Infrequent 

1-i 
~ -2. Percent of surficial 

boulders, cobbles, pebbles 

.. .. 
~ 

with small pits ( <3mm} -100% 100% -100% -80% > 
3. Percent or a boulder, 
cobble or pebble surface 
covered with small pits -70% -70% -..SO% 50% 

r:l 
~ 

'< 
5 
= 4. Soil development None, except in nivation 

hollows Shallow; in bog areas only None Poor 

Co .. ,. .. 
.:: 

5. Percent or oxidised 
rocks St. cobbles that 
disintegrate with light 

blow from hammer --85% 65.70% --85% -as% 

i: .,o 
r:J"~ 

"' It ~ !toOl I ct .. .. 
a~ 
~~ 

6. Edge modification or Considerable, though Gre~t modification; 
in 3itu split rocks Consider:1blc on all rocks few split rocks more th:1n higher rocks Some; less obvious 

.... -· o" ~~~~~ ..... 
"':'""'-.:: c. 

7. Occurrence or tors Sever:1l Only above this elevation None None if -8. Felscnmeer Q 

~ 
development Good; abundant Good; abuod:1nt None None 

9. Occurrence or Obvious on large Obvious oa larse 
macroweatbering Less apparent than on cbsts, along inclusiona clasts but incluaiou 

Present on all rocks higher rocks & fractures more subdued 

q 

f 
It .. 
= Q. 

10. Occurrence o( Present on most Present oa all 
microweatbering Present on all rocks Very obvious rocks rocks 
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Table 3-2 shows the criteria used to describe weathering, and the results found at four sites 

on the highland. Sites were chosen at locations where different degrees or weathering were 

apparent. A thick till-like cover and standing water made observations in the area between the 

terraces below crest MO and moraine M3 unrealistic. Sites 1 and 2 were well above the MO crest, 

on very well weathered terraces, at 585m and 568m respectively. At site 3, approximately 381m 

aht and dose to the M3 crest, bedrock modification appeared to be much greater than at lower 

elevations, though it was obviously less than at the first two sites. The fourth site, at 236m, again 

showed less weathering. Soil, vegetation and till cover prevented observations of bedrock 

weatherir g on or around moraine K2; below it, weathering appeared to be highly dependant on 

the type of bedrock and boulders present: Tasiuyak gneisses showed a greater severity of 

weathering than did Nachvak gneisses. 

The data in Table 3-2 provide little real information that could be analysed statistically; as 

only four sites were described, any character analysis programme is unlikely to be significant. 

They are therefore not compared with the data of Boyer and Pheasant (1974). There is a pattern 

of increased weathering at higher elevations, with tors visible only on slopes atove 585m, 

felsenmeer development being complete at that elevation but intermittent bdow. Soils were poorly 

developed at all sites, perhaps because of the considerable elevation and harsh climatic conditions 

in this area. Microweathering was fairly uniform at all sites; macrowcathcring was less common at 

the lower two sites, but similar between sites 1 and ::!, and sites 3 and .t. The· occurrence and 

frequency or pitting on rock surfaces also varied considerably between the two upper and the two 

lower sites. The test on rock strength was found to be highly subjective, dependent on the 

st rengt.h of ear.h blow and the observation of disintegration; although all tests were performed by 

the author, their reliability is questioned. Results or an angularity study are provided although 

th«:>y show no significant patterns; greater angularity was expected at lower sites, though analysis 

or frequency histograms drawn for each roundness class showed that this did not occur. 
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3.8. Pedological Analysis 

3.G.l. Introduction 

Pedogenesis is the study or soil development. Soil studies show that five factors innucnce the 

formation of a soil: nature of bedrock or parent material, cliinate, vegetation, topographic 

location and time (Jenny, 1941). If all other factors can be assumed to remain constant in a given 

area, time is the only variable. Thus the depth of weathered horizons on a particular landrorm 

may be taken as an indication or its age, or the time that it first became exposed to subaerial 

weathering (Birkeland, 1974, 1978). Soil depths of features within a limited area may be compared 

and a relatt\'!' chronology applied to them, deeper soils indicating greater age. 

This method has been used on Baffin Island by Birkeland {1978) and L.J. Evans and 

Cameron (1979). McCoy (1983) used soil development in conjunction with lichenometry to study 

Holocene glacier fluctuations in the Torngat Mountains; Clark (1984) developed a chronology for 

the Kangalaksiorvik Fiord area of northern Labrador using soils depths. Pedology also forml'(l thr 

basis of chronologies proposed by Evans ( 1984) and Evans and Rogerson ( 1986) for glad al e\'rnts 

in the Selamiut Range of the Torngat !\fountains, and was used by Bell in outer Nachvak Fiord . 

Although it is assumed that the physical parameters inrlu<'ncing soil d<'velopmrnt arf' h(•ld 

constant in a limited area, surficial drift deposits that act as parent materials for d<'V<'Ioping ~nils 

may be very varied. Altitudinal variations may also produce major differences in moisture supply 

and vegetative cover. Such factors must be considered when locating soil pits, and wh('n t lw soil 

depths are compared for the production of a relative chronology. ld('ally. only soils forming on 

similar landforms should be compared in relative dating. 

3.6.2. Methods 

Soil pits were dug on a variety of landforms in order to get an unbiased opinion of relative 

development rates. These incl•tded moraines, marine and rluvial terraces, and a kame terrace. 

Sites were chosen in well-drained, stable areas where soils were not obviously exposed to erosion 

or gelifluction; they were always on the crests of moraines, and toward the centre or terraces. Pits 

were generally dug until a marked colour change was observed, exceptions to th is being in sites 

where boulders prevented ti igging, or where no colour change occurred before about lm depth . 
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The intensity and depth of oxidation are recognised as the most important criteria for 

geomorphological studies relating to the time of soil development (Birkeland, 1974); measurements 

or the depths or the oxidized cambic B and Cox horizons are therefore taken as a relative 

measurement of the time taken since soil development began. Ideally, digging would continue into 

the unoxidised subsurface Cn horizon, which excludes bedrock, though this was not always 

possible because or the nature or the soil-forming parent material (abundant boulders, soils 

forming on top or tills with no solid bedrock, buried soils). Measurements given for the depth of 

Cox horizons are therefore minimum depths in most cases, and solum deptb2, to the base or the B 

horizon, is used as an indication or soil development in this study. These measurements are 

comparable with those or Clark (1984) and Evans (1984). 

No chemical analyses were carried out, as Birkeland {1978) and L.J. Evans and Cameron 

( 1979) round that properties such as pH, content of organic matter, clay mineralogy and other 

mineral composition values did not vary consistently with age. Depth and colour were th~ main 

parameters used by Clark (1 ~8·t) and Evans II 984 ). 

Soil colour is expected to show degree of oxidation; colour is not easily quantified, though 

Buntley and Westin (196.5) calculated a colour development equh·alent (CDE) using the numP.ric 

notation or the Munsell Soil Colour Chari.. CDE values are expected to increase with the 

preconceh·ed age or a soil. and with soil depth. Clark { 1984) adopted this method and found that 

CDE values from his cambic B horizons did increase with the pre!5umed age of landforms. Evans 

(1CJ8·t), however, found that CDEs showed no regular pattern with either depth or expected age. In 

this study, the colour of wetted soil horizons was found using a ~funsell coiour chart. CDE values 

were calculated by multiplying the soil's hue by its chroma, where a scale from 1 to 7 is applied to 

hue values from 5Y to lOR in ascending order. Since the B horizon is considered to be most 

critical in the assessment of oxidation, CDEs for that horizon only are provided in the tables of 

results. 

2•solum' is defined as the true soil, Including the weathered A and 8 horizons only. The C horizon is regarded as 
the partially-weathered parent material or subsoil (Whittow, 108.C}. 
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3.8.3. Reeulta and Dleeuealon 

Soil pit locations and their solum depths are shown on Figure :! ·21. Table B-2 in Appendix 8 

provides details or the depths, colours and site characteristics of each pit. Table 3-3 lists the site 

characteristics used in relative dating, giving depth to the Cox horiwn and CDEs of the B 

horizon, which is thought to be the most important indicator or oxidation (B1rkt-land, Hli-1). 

Table 3-3: Major site characteristics or soil pit locations, inner Nachvak Fiord. 

Alti- Depth Total CDE of 
tude to Cox depth B 

Site (m) (em) (em) horizon 

EC1 27.6 7 61 3 

EC2 46.5 . ., .. _, i6 3 

EC3 33.0 6 93 3 

EC4 49.4 ::!1 9~ 3 

BCl 38.4 59 94 ., 
BC2 3::!.0 - 9~ 3 

BC3 23.8 6:! 100 :3 

BC5 18.7 i 5•} ·- 3 

BC6 19.4 46 il 3 

KEl 35.5 4~ 67 3 

KE2 18 1~ 59 3 

KE3 3-1 32 62 3 . 

KE4 43.9 3:2 63 3 

KE5 131 24 61 3 

KE6 237 28 51 

KW1 38.9 23 56 3 

KW2 43 19 57 3 

KW3 50 35 63 3 

KW4 73 35 63 3 

KW5 76 23 69 3 

K2-1 181 27 61 3 

K2-2 156 26 90 3 

K2-3 124 17 60 3 

K2-4 122 44 69 3 

K2-5 124 26 79 3 
·-
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Alti- Depth Total CDEor 
tude to Cox depth B 

Site (m) (em) (em) horizon 

K2-6 124 47 58 4 

Ml·l 405 38 6i 2 

M1-2 308 27 62 2 

Ma.l 383 46 87 3 

Ma.2 387 16 iS 3 

Ma.3 370 24 63 3 

Ma.4 379 18 79 3 

Ma.5 371 44 57 3 

pp 269 44 54 4 

MS-1 1-18 26 52 3 

MS-2 228 50 i9 4 

M~3 380 41 62 I) .. 
KI-1 211 37 66 3 

TMl 69 18 64 3 

KVl 219 23 71 3 

KV2 217 35 94 3 

KV3 305 41 67 3 

KVS 363 37 66 3 

Resul: , or solum depth are discussed in two categories becal!"e of the very different nature 

of landforms on which pits were dug. Table 3-4 compares soil depths at moraine sites only, 

showing the mean soil depth on each moraine and the preconceived relative ages of the moraines. 

All moraine crests are considered comparable as they are dry, poorly-vegetated, have a substrate 

of till and are likely to be windswept. While their rates of ~nil development were expected to be 

similar, they were thought to be very different from the rates of the !ower terraces on whir.h other 

pits were located. Most terrace sites arc rtat and fair.ly well vegetated, with subsoils varying from 

coarse gravels to very rine sands and silts. 

The mean solum depths or moraines round on the highland west or Kogarsok Brook are very 

similar, ranging from 30-44cm (this excludes moraine MO, which supported no soil at all). This 

suggests that the moraines formed within a relatively short period of timej however, the fact that 

a variable number of soil pits was dug on each moraine (due to length of mora\nes, presence of 
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soil cover, and time limitations) makes the mean values difficult to compare. In addition, 

standard deviations about the means are considerable in some cases, indicating a wide variety or 

solum depths on those moraines. Given this background, comparisons and correlations between 

moraines must be made very carefully. Moraine K2 is definitely the youngest, with a mean of 

30cm to the Cox horizon and a fairly low standard deviation. The data from site KW-5 are 

included in these calculations, as the depth and colours of the saturn are similar to those or the 

rest of moraine K2 and morphological evidence suggests that the moraine continues into Kogarsok 

Brook valley. The depths of pits K2-4 and K2-6 are considerably greater than those of other pits 

on this moraine (44cm and 46cm respectively). Ir they were excluded from the calculation or the 

mean, solum depth range would be 17-27cm, with a mean or 23.8cm (s.d. = 4.09). This would 

suggest that K2 is considerably younger than its counterparts. 

Table 3-4: Mean solum depths on inner Nachvak Fiord moraines. 

Mean Mean Number 
alt. depth of 

Moraine (m) to Cox s.d. Range sites Age 

TMl 69.0 18.0 1 young 

K2 129.6 30.0 11.14 17-47 7 

MS 221.8 35.25 12.42 24-50 4 

Kl 211.0 37.0 i 
pp 269.0 44.0 1 

M3 378.0 ~9.6 14.38 16-46 5 

Ml 401.5 32.5 7.78 27-38 2 old 

The single pit on moraine Kl has a solum depth anomalous with its Bge as interpreted from 

morphological data. It is believed to be younger than moraines Ml and M3, though it may be 

older than MS. 

Pits from moraines Ml, M3 and M5 indicate a confused relative chronology. While their 

mean solum. depths suggest that M5 is older than both Ml and M3 (mean depths of 35.25cm, 

32.5cm .and 32.0cm respectively), wide standard deviations indicate that the means alone are not 

reliable. Morphological evidence shows that M5 is in fact younger than M3, and probably younger 

than Ml. Moraine MS is taken to include site KE-5 on the eastern side or Kogarsok Brook, 
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approximately opposite site M5-1; both or these pits have similar solum depths (24cm and 26cm 

respectively). Moraines Ml and M3 may have been rormed within a short period or time, 

particularly if the ice-contact area immediately north or the highland summit does indicate 

coalescing local and regional ice. These moraines are therefore considered likely to be of similar 

age, greater than that or MS. 

Moraine segment PP is tentatively associated with M3, on the basis or solum depth (5-tcm 

to the Cox horizon; ::;ite M3-5 has a solum depth or 57cm) and its location and orientation. 

However, this requires that M3 was deposited by a regional ice sheet, a fact not clearly shown by 

ice-flow indicators. 

The Tasiuyak Arm moraine without doubt bas the most shallow soil profile. This agrees 

with its geographic location as the most westerly moraine in the fiord, and thus with the 

assumption that it is younger than all other moraines formed by the regional ice-sheet. However, 

c.nly one soil pit was dug; on the basis or soil profiles on other moraines, which yield very variable 

depths in some cases (eg. moraine M3), this single pit is not necessarily reliable. 

Figure 3-22 shows each soil pit site on every moraine, with elevation above high tide plotted 

against depth or solum. Up to ~pproximately 250m as! there is a general pattern or depth 

increasing with altitude, as expected given that older moraines occur at high elevations and have 

been subject to longer periods or weathering. Moraine K2 is the exception to this, with pits K2-·l 

and 1<2-6 displaying very deep solum depths at less than 150m altitude. Abo\·e approximately 

250m aht, however, solum depths range between 16 and 46cm. The wide scatter makes relative 

age difficult to determine, and suggests that above a certain altitude, weathering and solum 

development is unpredictable and of little use as an indicator of age. These observations are 

similar to those made by Evans (108·1), who also found that high altitude sites displayed widely 

differing solum depths. 

As a result, these depths are not considered to be representative or age. Single moraines 

that were sampled several times show that rates or solum de\'elopment are not equal in all places 

along a crest. Factors other than time are shown to be inrluential in soil development by the wide 

standard deviations about the means or moraines such as 1<2, M3 and MS. Single soil pits are thus 

considered to be poor indicators or age; the work or L.J. Evans and Cameron (1979), who based 

an absolute chr "'no logy spanning 107,000 years on development in four pits, might also be 
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considered unreliable. Clark (1988) used only 15 soil profiles, between Eclipse Channel and Saglek 

Fiord, to describe a number or moraines which comprise tbe Saglek Allorormation. Many or these 

were at bigh elevations {245m and 396m in Nachvak Fiord), thus factors other than time may 

have infiuenced their rate or solum development. 

Mean colour development equivalents for each or the moraines are given in Table 3-5. CDE 

is expected to increase with the age or a soil and with soil depth. As can be seen from Table 3-4, 

the pattern of CDE's is very irregular, moraine K2 having the highest value while it ia the 

youngest or the highland moraines. M3 is more oxidised than MS, though Ml is less cxidised than 

them both. Reasons ior this irregularity are unknown. Certainly the calculation cannot be used as 

an indicator or relative age. Further calculations showed that CDE values did not regularly 

increase with depth in all pits. 

Table 3-5: Mean CDE values for inner Nachvak Fiord moraines. 

Mean Number 
Moraine CDE s.d. Range or sites Age . 

TMl 9.0 1 ~·oung 

K2 19.29 5.44 9-24 7 

M5 9.75 4.35 6-16 4 

Kl 6.0 1 

pp 16.0 

M3 14.17 3.71 9-18 6 

Ml 4.0 old 

Site KE-6 was located on top or a kame terrace at --237m aht. It is on the highest terrace 

in a series, and has a crest of gravel and large boulders which suggest till deposition and possibly 

an association with moraine M5. The solum has a depth of 28cm, within the range or cambic D 

horizon depths at other M5 sites. The kame therefore appears to have b.:<:n formed at 

approximately the same time as the moraines on the western highland. No colour identifications 

were made at this site. 

Moraines in Kutyaupak valley show a regular sequence of soil depths. The innermost 

moraine (KV3) has the deepest solum, at 4lcm. To the north-west, site I<V2 bas a cambic B 

horizon 35cm deep, while that of site I<Vl is relatively shallow at 23cm. So!um depths decrease to 
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the north-west indicating that moraines become younger in that direction. This refiects the 

hairpin-shaped pattern or moraines and the logical expectation that ice retreated out or the valley 

in a gradual sequence over time. Pit KV&, located within the cirque valley to the south or 

Kutyaupak valley, has a B horizon depth of 37cm. This suggests that it is of intermediate age 

between KV2 and KV3. It was probably formed by local ice during a minor glacial advance, or 

perhaps during retreat from the maio vaiJey where local and regioaal ice coalesced. The moraine is 

thought to be as young as or younger than KV2, on morphological evidence only; at 363m asl it 

appears to be above tbe altitude where solum depth reflects age, making the depth of solum 

development meaningless as an age parameter. 

CDE v_alues in Kutyaupak valley may be taken to indicate that all the moraines are of 

similar age; they each have an oxidation measure of 3. However, the similarity in soil colouring 

may also reflect the small areal extent of this valley and ttre uniformity of till material making up 

the soil substrate. 

Pits dug on fluvial and marine terraces show soil development since subaerial weathering 

began; they are therefore an indication of the relative age of raised beaches and river terraces. 

Th~sc sites were originally chosen in order to establish a regional rate of soil development for all 

surfaces. They also served to confirm the origin of certain benches. Table 3-6 shows the expected 

Table 3·1h Mean solum depths on inner Nachvak Fiord terraces. 

Site Alt. Site Alt. Site Alt. Depth Individual Age 
(m) (m) (m) to Cox means 

(em) 

K-2 18.0 BC-5 ~8.7 9.5 12+7 young 

BC-6 19.4 46.0 

BC-3 23.8 62.0 

KE-3 34.0 BC-2 32.0 32.0 32+? 

KW-1 38.9 KE-1 35.5 32.5 23+42 

I<W-2 -43 KE-4 43.9 BC-1 38.4 36.7 19+32+59 

KW-3 -50 35.0 

KW-4 -73 35.0 old 

ages or the terraces in which pits were dug, and the depth to their Cox horizon. Benches which are 

of similar elevation and which are likely to have rormed during a single sea level stand are 

correlated. In these cases, depths are given as mean values. 
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It is apparent that depth to the Cox horizon does not correspond with expected age. 

Although the lowest pits are most shallow, the pattern becomes very erratic at higher altitudes 

even though elevations are far below those of the moraine soil pit sites. This can be partially 

explained by the nature of the substrate forming particular terraces, and by the soil-forming 

processes influencing them. Although pits were dug in the centre or terraces as far as possible, nat 

s•ufaces are prone to changes in drainage and sediment input within short distances. Poor 

drainage, rapid through-now, overflow or aera.don are likely to have contributed t.o the differences 

in development. For example, three sequential benches on the north-east face or Kipsimarvik Head 

provided very deep pits (sites BC-1, BC-2, BC-3), each displaying evidence or water saturation 

and gleying. It was impossible to identify normal soil horizons, as the ,>its contained rine sands 

and silts in alternating yellowish-hrown anJ dark-brown layers (Figure 3-23). Similar results were 

round at site BC-6, which was characterised by banded muds and silts in gleyed and oxidised 

layers. Soil depths are not regarded as representative of relath·e age. 

The soil pit at site KE-1 was distinctive because it included a buried soil. At 3lcm depth a 

dark orange-brown soil was encountered, below a coarse grit and sand H-C horizon. This bench is 

located north of Kipsimarvik Head, below a steep ,·egetated cliff slope. It is open to debris falling 

from above, an event that probably caused burial or an earlier soil and provided new substrate for 

more recent soil development. The depth of the weathered horizons here is not representative of 

the age of this bench, and the bench itself must have been modified by processes occurring aftrr 

its formation. 

Other soil pits were dug in the coarser material of terraces on either side of the Kogarsok 

Brook valley. The highest benches have maximum depths, though at 50m and 73m aht pits 1\W-3 

and KW-4 have identical 8 horizon development (35cm); their difference in :. ' litude suggestr that 

they are or very different ages .. \gain, different soil substrates and thus drainage r.haractcristir.s 

are thought to have caused these variations. Site KW-3 shows ft>w large dasts but an extrt•nlf'ly 

gritty subsoil. Frost action has disrupted the latter terract>, and may havP innuenced soil 

development a.t the site of KW-3 although it was located in an area with little indication of 

disturbance. 

Other pits show DO patterns in their rates or soil development. Correlated terraces have ~nils 

of different depths, out of sequence with their expected age, despite their similar substrates and 

vegetation. 
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Figure 3-23: Soil profile at site BC-2, showing irregular oxidation and 
gleization. 

Colour development equivalents for the B horizons of terrace pits are very varied , as seen in 

Table 3-7. There appears to be no pattern of increase with age, and the highest, oldest terrace 

(site KW-4) has the lowest CDE value. Even within the Kipsimarvik Head benches there is no 

pattern, suggesting that degree of oxidation in these soils cannot be used as an indication of age. 

Sites EC-1 to EC-4 were dug in terraces on either side of Eskimo Cove at the eastern end of 

the study area. The lower benches, at 27.6m and 33m aht, have very similar soil depths. They are 

likely to have been formed at the same time, or within a short period of time. The western bench 

shows effects of frost heaving and poor drainage in its central area; the eastern bench is 

undisturbed, being extremely sandy with no coarse particles. 
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Table 3-7: CDE values ror inner Nachvak Fiord terraces. 

Terrace CDE Terrace CDE Terrace CDE Age 

KE-2 6 BC-5 6 young 

BC-6 12 

BC-3 6 

KE-3 12 BC-2 3-l:! 

KW-1 6 KE-1 12 

KW-2 6 KE-4 6 ne-t 8 

KW-3 6 

KW-4 3 old 

r3<'nch EC-·t is at an ele\·ation of -HUm aht and has a ~oil profilr •·xll'll'ling ·1\km to till' Cox 

horiwn. As it i~ highN, it. is thought to hr old••r than till' .1fi)jm IH'III'h whid1 :;huws c:on:;icltorahl~· 

lrss soil dr\'l'lopmrnt (2iern to hasr of n hnriwn ). Thr laq~r diffNf'IIC'I'S in tlu·~t· ~oil ell' pi hs 

suggr~t~ that thrrr was a long tirnr p••riod lll'lWrf'n tlu•ir formation. This :;pt•ms urllik c·l~· :r,ivt·n 

thrir similarity in rlrvation, unlt,ss t hf' wrstc•rn bf'nr·h was frP~hty furm"rl hy fhH·ial r!Ppu~it~ aftc•r 

the relati\·1' fall of sea lev<'l. Diffrrr•nr·es :HI' mot!:' rrati~tic· all~· PXpbirll'rl by thf' Hry diffNPilt 

c~haradt'rist irs of !:'aslNn and wr•strrn hrndH·s: sitrs EC-:l anrl I·:C'-·1 ~how vrr~· sand~· snh~t rat··~ 

with I itt II' •·oarse rnatNial and no houldt•rs. whit" sill'S EC'-1 and EC-::! hav!:' many rcwh anrl 

l)f)uldrrs an1l rdativ<'IY littlr fine-graint.•il matPrial. C'nlnur drvf'loprrll'lll f'<Juivalrnts an! '''JIIal on 

all bt·ndte:,, 

The Eskimo Cm·e terr:u:C's appi':H (:) ha\'(' a rate of soil de\'Pinpment not r.omp:uahlf' to thP 

rates on benches in the Kogarsok £Jrook arra, and with thosf' of thr morainf's. Eskimo C'ovl' is 

likely to have b!:'come ice-free before othrr terrae<' sites to the Wf'st nf it, and the high<'r lwndtf'~ 

are probably older than all but the highest terraces within the 1\ogarsok vallf'y systr.m. Tlwy do 

not, however, show a greater degree of soil de,·elopment. Soil depths on the low<'r hr.nch(•s suggc~t 

that they were formed relatively recently. although it is probable that they arc older than , for 

example, the low ridges and the kettled ground area at the rHouth of 1\ogarsok Brook. 
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3.6.4. An Absolute Chronology 

Soil depths can provide an absolute dating method if the rate of soil development over time 

is known. In eastern Canada, rates have been decided upon by independent dating of landforms 

either through radiocarbon dating (eg. Clark, 1984; Kangalaksiorvik Fiord) or correlation with 

other dated features (eg. L.J. Evans and Cameron, 1979; Baffin Island), and by modifying a rate 

used in a similar location (eg. Evans, Hl84; Bell, 198i; Nachvak Fiord). Consideration of 

environmental and climatic conditions changing over time has led to non-linear rates of 

development: for example, in Clark (1084), more reeent. soil d<'V<'Iopment. is consicl<'frd to haH 

been faster than that taking place 10 ka ago. Evans and RogNson (l!J8fi) did not exprd !i<'dimrnts 

to be greater than 10,000 years old, thus th<'Y used a linrar ratf'. Th<' accuracy of dating is 

dependent on knowing the rate of soil df'\'elopmrnt, and :ll~o on timr bf'ing thf' only \':triahlr 

factor in the soil formation proce~s. flralist k dating IJI IISt t ltNf'forr hr l'arrit•d out llt'illg soiJ.; from 

surfaces similar in their lot· at ion, all it udt•, \'('gf'l at iH t'O\'N and parl'lll rn:tll'fial. In tlli' ~t ud,v . 

analysis of soil d('pth alone suggf'sls that thr~r othl'f f:ll'tors an· not I'IJllal on all of till' moraill•'' 

(particularly above a certain elevation). and indicat1·~ that an ahsolutr daronolog~· ,·an not lw 

firmly establish<'d. llowcv<'r, in ordN to obtain sonw indifoal ion of agr. and to allow tt•nt at iv1• 

correlations with other i'\arhvak Fiord ~tudil':; , appro:ximatl' rat(•!' of dl'\'f'lopnwnt willlu• appli•·•l 

to th<'se depths. 

L .. J. Evans and Canwron ( IOi\J) l'akulat<'d a ral•' of lcm ka-t for ~oib in lhffin bland . 

which were expectrd to d('\'f'lop ~Jowl)' lll'«:au~r of har:;h f'nvironuu•ntal •·onditions. Clark ( l!JX I) 

based his rate of l.::!5cm k:\" 1 on two radiocarbon dal<'s. and usf'<l p('(logf'lll'sis in part of his 

chronology for Kangalaksiorvik Fiord. D<'ll (l!l8i) adopt<'d Clark 's rate for a chronology using 

solum drpths at sites in outer NachYak Fiord. E,·ans (I 98·1) used a rate of Uicrn ka"1 for soils in 

central Nachvak Fiord; this was 0.::!5rm ka" 1 faster than thl' Kang:daksinrvik Fiord rail' as his 

d<'plhs included the Cox horizon (Clark measured to the base of the 13 horizon). Th.,re is sonw 

doubt over the measured depths of soils used by L.J. E,·ans and Cameron (Clark, 108i; Rog!'fson 

and Evans, 1987), and the results of this study suggest that ag(' of a single moraine cannot he 

determined from the depth of one soil pit alone. However, the rates used by Evans and Clark 

appeared to give realistic results. Soil development rates in i'\ach\·ak Fiord are expected to he 

much faster than those of Baffin Island. 
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The use of soil development rates in Nachvak Fiord formed the basis of a three-phase 

chronology proposed by Evans (1984), and Evans and Rogerson (!986). Ages of related landforms 

were estimated according tc• the m<'an of their soil depths; thus the lvitak phase is considered to 

have occurred more than 40 ka BP, the Nachvak phase 17··23 ka BP and the Superguksoak I 

approv:mately 5-l!: ka BP. Evans (1!184), and Evans and Rogerson (1986), made direct 

comparisons with Clark's work by C"xclucling the Cox from their measurements and recalculating 

the mean ages according to a rate of l.Ocm k:l.-1
. Bell's r.hronology utilised more than soil dates 

alone, but the soil-based chronology corresponded well with other absolute dates and with 

morphostratigraphic observations. A fourth phase was added to Evans' glacial sequence: the 

Adams Lake phase, occurring 29-50 ka BP (Bell, 1987). 

As soil depths on moraines in inner Nachvak Fiord show at least two rates of development 

(in f\utyaupak valley and on the Kogarsok highland), the rates suggested by both Evans and 

Clark are IIS<'d to t<'ntativE.>Iy outline the agE.>s of these moraines. Kutpupak va:ley soils are 

considrrahly de<'per than those on thr highland, though their ln<:ation in the fiord and their 

morphology suggest that they are recent features. Tlu•y have th<"refore been dated using Evans' 

rate of l.!iern ka"1
, assuming a rapid rate of d<'\'clopmt'nt. A rate of I.~.)cm ka" 1 is preferred for 

the 1\ogarsok moraines, though morphostratigraphic intrrpretations are still considered more 

r<'li:tble lh:tn the dates so obtained. particularly at high elr\'ations. Tab)(' 3-8 shows the mean soil 

cll'pths of rar.h moraine exprt'ssrd as an absolute age according to these rat<'s; Tasiuyak Arm has 

age limits prn\'ided by both rates. 

Thrsr data suggest that thr. highland moraines formed within a short period of time, 

although gi\'f'n the wide range of soil depths on certain moraines, a broader time span is 

considw~d possiblt'. M5 is known to br younger than MI and M3, contradicting the soils data; ((l 

is likt'l~· to be older than MS, though it is certainly younger than ~1 l and ~13 . Site PP is thought 

to be associated with ~13. 1\torphologir.ally, 1\~ is younger than ~tl and ~13, its suggested age 

perhaps pro\'iding a minimum date for their formation. However, the larger number of soil pits 

dug on K::! make it difficult to accurately correlate mean solum depth with the depths of other 

moraines. 
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Table 3-8: Estimated absolute ages or moraines in inner Nachvak Fiord. 

Depth 
to Cox Age 

Moraine (em) (ka BP) 

Koga.rsok highland; rate 1.25cm ka·1 

TMI 18.0 14.4 

K2 30.0 24.0 

M5 35.25 28.2 . 
Kl 37.0 <29.6 

M3 29.6 23.7 

pp 44.0 35.2 

Ml 32.5 26.0 

Kutyaupak valley; rate 1.Sr.m ka"1 

TM1 18.0 I :!.0 

KV1 23.0 15.3 

KV2 35.0 ~3.3 

KV.) 37.0 21.6i 

KV3 ·t 1.0 < 2i.3 

A date or 12-14 b BP for the Tasiuyak Arm morainr may be a maximum for Cl)mpll'!!' 

deglaciation of the fiord, it being within the framework suggested by other wurkrrs. Thr. soil 

development ratt's in Kutyaupak vallt•y arc not synchronous with those on thr. 1\ogarsok highlanrl , 

making it difricult to date moraines found there. ~loraint's arc expected to have brrn formed at 

about the time of K2 deposition, with final retreat or ice from the valley shortly before the 

dt'posit.ion or the Tasiuyak Arm moraine. 

3.7. Conclusions 

InnN Nach\-ak Fiord shows evidl'nce of several pNiods or glaciation. Figure 3-2·1 surnmarisr•s 

information obtained through examination of various aspects of the landscape, showing relat ivr. 

ages or moraines and the sources or ice which formed them. 

The highland west or Kogarsok Brook includes the oldest moraines in this area. The 

Kogarsok moraine and moraine K2 mark the most eastt'rly location or recent glacial activity in 
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this area; they may be representative or a readvance phase, or a stillstand from a greater 

maximum. Moraines west or K2, at lower elevations, are thought to represent stillstands, such 

that they decrease in age.> to the west. The presence of at least one recessional moraine at the 

mouth of Tallek Arm suggests either that ice did not enter the fiord from the arm during the last 

glacial period, Clf that after recession there wa.s a readvance from the west which backfilled the 

mouth of the arm. Moraines extending to the south-eastern end or Kutyaupak valley tend to 

support the first interpretation, as they indicate no resistance to ice occupying the whole valley, 

and perhaps part of Tallek t\rm. Regional ice entered I<utyaupak vall!.'y from Tasiuyak Arm. The 

location of the valley, west CJi moraine 1<2, and its low elevation, suggests that ice retreat 

proceeded during and aftu retreat from K2. 

Ice-flow directions marked on Figure 3-2·1 were provided by the morphology aud location or 

moraines and by the di:ectional measurement of striations, grooves, gouges and moulded bf'drock. 

The last glacial phase was characterisetl by regional fiord icc extending to at ll'ast morainf' 1\~ 

and the 1\ogarsok sill, and occupying the mouth of Kutyaupak Yallry. ~torainf' 1\1 appl'ars to 

have bl'l'n forml'd by a more ext<'nsiYc phase or regional glaciation, and it too may he rel:ltf'd to 

the 1\ogarsok sill. Striations were idl'ntificd on the bedroc:k along~idc 1\1, though none Wf'fc Sf'f'n 

furthl'f cast; those above Kl, close to ~13, werr not easily dl'ter.ted . This might be taken as 

cYidencl' for Kl marking the limit of thf' last glacial maximum in this stud)· ar~•a. 

~~:~was initially interprrted as f'Vidf'nre uf an oldf'r rrgional glacial ad\'ance whkh ne,:upiPd 

I h<' f'll I ire high land plateau, and con tinned in to nwrain~ srgmt•nl PP. llowrvN, roc/11·.i 

moutonnccs and striae on the summit indicate that icc from the north oHrrode the rock in this 

area, whit<' the polygon field or ice-rontar.t area bctWI'f'n ~11 and ~13 suggests that ir.e of nortlwrn 

origin stagnated here. Drift geochemistry data indicate that ~13 contains no anomalous metal~. 

henr.e it may not b<' of regional proHnancc. The origin or ~13 is thrrrforc unclr.ar. ~loraine :-.f.), 

which truncates ~13 to the east, is a remnant of a local kc ad\·ancr, probably dating from th<' last 

glaciation. It may have removed evidence or a larger icc lobe occupying Kogar~ok Orook val"•y 

from the south by truncating moraine 1\ l. 

Although geochemical analysis of sediments did not prO\· ide any new evidence, it dors not 

contradict the results of other ice-flow indicators. I leaYy mrtal concf'ntrations show a har.kground 

value for sediments throughout the area, with anomalously high concl'ntrations occurring only 
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along the fiord trough. It is suggested that the high concentrations result from a regional input of 

drift material derived from tbe inland Laurentide ice-sheet; local drift accounts for the majority 

background material, and explains why the moraines within and west or the Kogarsok Brook 

valley do not contain high concentrations of metals. Attempts to correlate the 1986 data with 

those of other geochemical analyses within the fiord were hampered by the fact that the particle· 

size fractions analysed were not the same in each study; different particle size classes are not 

comparable. Treatment of all the < 211 fraction data as one population showed no conclusive 

patterns, but the distribution or anomalies suggested that they were a result or post-depositional 

metal concentration. Regionally, metal concentrations do not appear to change in any consistent 

patterns throughout the fiord. 

Relative ages of moraines were !'Uggested aftl'r pedological analysis and qualitative 

weathering observations had been carri<'d out. At least two separate zones or weathering were 

dr.tectrd after examination of four site5 on the Kogarsok highland. WeathNing charact<'ristics of 

th<' llflJH'r sitf's differ<'d considerably from the lower sites, indicating a boundary at crest l\10. ThP 

charactrri:o;tics of the two )OW('f sit<'S may Sllgg<'St anolh<'r division above and b1•low t.h(' level of 

morainPs :\ fl, ~f3. and M5. It is logical to assume that another major boundary occurs at thr 

<'lev at inn of moraine K2. Although these boundaries cannot be proven from the data gathered 

hf'rr, thr drscriptions do support such a basic boundary di\'ision , with sitf's 1 and ~ b<'ing in th<' 

lopmul'l \\'f'athrring zonl', and sites 3 and ·l in th(' inll'rrnNiiatr Wil l' . 

Soil dl'\'rlopm('nt was m<'asurrd un a number of surfac:rs. Z\o singlf' rat(' of df'\'<'lopmrnt is 

adoplrcl. hm\'r\'er, and soil d<'pths cannot be rrlird upon to show the agf's of moraines. ~lean 

sol urn drpt h for each moraine was calculated, the r<'sults gf'n<'rally corresponding to prcconcrivf'd 

ages cxc('pt in the case of certain highland moraines. llow<'\'er, morphological evidence is prefcrrf'd 

over I hat of :mlum df'pth alone. ~lorainf's ~11 and ~13 thus app<'ar lo have bern formrd within a 

short tirnl' pNiocl; moraine ~10 is intrrprctrd :\S bl'ing c-unsidNably oldrr, though its exposed 

loc:al ion has r<'sult<'d in no soil d('nloprncnt at all . ~ forainrs 1\2 and ~15 arc thought to he th<' 

youngrst of thr highland morain<'s, probably forming aft<'r the maximum of the last glaciation: 1\1 

is likely to be older than ~15, and is crrtainl)· older than K~. It may rrpr<'sc•nt the Late Wisr.onsin 

maximum. Soil development rat<'S in Kutyaupak valley appear to have been faster than on thP 

highland, giving the moraines a d<'<'PN, 'oldrr' solum d<'pl h. Thry are assurn<'d to have been 
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formed at about the same time as, or later than, moraine K2, with their age decreasing to the 

north-west. Tasiuyak Arm moraine is the youngest in the study area, and has the shallowest soil 

profile tbcugh only one pit was dug in it. 

Relative agea or moraines are provided using solum depth in conjunction with other 

morphologic characteristics. Absolute ages are very difficult to estimate given the lack of a dating 

control for the inner fiord, the irregular rates or soil development, and the inequal number of 

sample pits dug on each moraine. The 'dates' provided on Table 3-8 for each of the highland 

moraines are therefore not regarded as reliable age-indicators. Comparison of the topographic 

locations and elevations of these moraines with others found in the central and outer fiord is 

preferred as a method or dating. 

On a relative timescale only, moraine MO is most certainly the old('st moraine mapprd in 

the inner fiord. It was formed by a regional ice-shert. A second gl:\cial period appears to have 

caused moraines l\11 aod M3 to b(' deposited within a short timf' period; M3 may have h<'cn 

formf'd by coalescing local and rf'gional icc-sheets. ~lorainr 1\ 1 may r£'prf'scnt the maximum 

extf'nt of the last. glacial pf'riod in this study area, and may ht> associatrd with thr 1\og:mok sill. 

1\~ was drposited during a rt>cessional phast> from that maximum. and is more df'fini!t·ly linkf'd to 

th£> 1\ogarsok sill. Local irt> app£':\rs to h:we been active at thl' same timf', withdrawing to thr 

north tn df'posit morain£> M5 in 1\ogar!'ok Ornok vallt•y. ~forainf's in Ku tyaupak vallt•y arr 

ron:-idNrd to he of similar age to morainl' 1\::::. Other morainrs wrst of 1\~ are intf'r(lrf'tf'd as 

rrprr!'rnting rrc£>ssional phases from the la~t glacial maximum. hrroming youngc•r luward lht• ht•acl 

of thr fiord. 
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Chapter 4 

Relative Sea Level Change 

4.1. Introduction 

Raised shorelines arc common features or glaciated coastal landscapes, representing relative 

sea lcHI change which results from glacial isostatic and associatt'd gravitational processes. Many 

short fragments o( raised shorelines are visible within inner Nachvak Fiord, providing some 

indication or the naturr and timing of glacial rctrt'al and marint' inundation. Their elevation 

abo\'1' prl'l'l'nt Sl':\ lcvt'l was mcasuml, and they wcrc correlated into synchronously formt'd 

shorclinl's. Th!.' existence of several oiffNcnt. sea level stands is dcmonstratNI in this chaptt'r; thrsr 

pro\"idr information about the naturl' of dl'glariation, it:; timing and its effects on the earth's crust 

and gl'oid. 

4.2. Methodology 

Altitudl's or rai~l'd Ol':t('h fragrni'Otl! WNf' initially llli':I!'Urf'd h) altunrtrr during field 

I raHfl'l'~. Thl'se prl'liminary ~UT\'l')" S allowf•t.l bt•ndll'~ to IJI' icll'nt ifil'd as parttcul:u shorl'linl'!-, and 

coni inunus h<'nrlt{'s to be marked for suhsequt•nt. dt•taill'cl SUf\'I'Y. An optical sun·l'yor's levl'l was 

thl'n used to measure the l'lc\·ation of signifirant rnarin1• and fhn·ial feat\lrl's, since it is 1:on~iclf'ml 

to Ill' rnorc accuratl' than lhl' altinwtc·r. In c:Ntain c·a:;rs tht• altiml'tf'r r'•aclings arf' U!'il''l in 

!'horrlitu• analysi~. as it was not practic-al to '''"''' all lwndJI'!'i. nor tho!-of' in arf'as dirrirult to rl'a•·h. 

Thi'SI! l'lcvations arc marked !AI to di~lingubh tlwrn . 

All nH'asurenlt'nts W<'re mad1• in met rl'!\ ahu\'t' prr~t·nt high 1 idl' I aht ). Thl' l'l<'vat ion of h;gh 

tidt• was (lStablish<'d using surrogate watN 11•\'f'l indkators: in this 1':\St', thr upp1•r limit of !'l':l 

drift(ld debris, such as Sl!aWet'd, drift wood, l'lc .. This approximation of a dat urn lin!! was nt•c•(':;:;ary 

~inct' thert' is no established datum in northern Labrador. A tt'mporary datum plant' was thN<'rore 
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created ror the field season, using bench marks at measured elevations above tbe high tide line. 

This method assumes that the water body is horizontal, and thererore t.hat it rorms a surface or 

equal elevation all around its edge. The errors involved with such an assumption are considered in 

the next section. Bench marks were established slightly above the datum line so as to avoid the 

possibility of storms or higher tides destroying the original datum. 

Traverses were made across and along r:lised shoreline segments, which often occurred one 

above another in discontinuous steps. When the altimeter was used, closure to the datum line was 

made at the beginning and end or each tra.,.erse, and as many times as possible during it. Lcvcllrd 

traverses opened and closed at major bench marks, although closure directly to high tide levrl 

(the surrogate water level or drifted material) was made in order to reduce tra~·erse length when it. 

was known that no rurt her traverses would be made from that point. ~fin or hrnch marks wrrr 

srt up during travt>rses which included srveral beach s••gmrnt:-: thesr made it easirr to enMJre that 

t ra\'ersrs WNe closed, and reduced potrnt&al errors. F igurr ·1- 1 shows thr l<'l'rllrd shorrlines on 

rach tr:L\'l'fSI', plus major bench mark locations and l'll'\'ation point:. mrasumJ hy altmwtrr alorw. 

C'on~istrnry in the rl'bliH hl'ight of lnl':lSIIrNI points 1111 diffrrt•nt raisrd (l•:tlllfi'S Wa~ 

maintainrd by taking elr\'ations at or within I m I horizontal) of thr brrak of ~lop•• on th1•ir 

landward sicfe. Care was takr.n to aYoid po~t-formatinnalmndifir'atinns su.·h as st:"dinwnt ~lump~ 

rorkfaiJS or rrosional gUilii'S, \\ ht•rl'\'f'r pns:-;iblt•. nt•ndtl'!" 1\t•rt• 1':'1::\llllnl'd for !•\'idi'IIC't' of tltl'ir 

marinl' origin; pits wt•rr dug in ~nnll' to irn ••:-tlg.lll' t lll'ir •·nmpo~i11011 and ,otJ I~• ·•· "''c·: '"" :u;.:q 

Stnwtural fraturl's ;mel twdrol'k outc·rup:- WNc' notc•cl . Ttu~ lll'lt"'cl in tht• intc•rpr,.tation ancl 

I'Orn•lat ion or rai~NI shorrlinr !"rgrw•nt!". 

ld<'ntirication of the highrst rai!-rd marint• f1•aturr in alllcll'atrclll~ h. abo important to 

intf'fpr<'tatinn, ~farinr limitS rPprrst•IJi till' rnaXilllllm hPigJtl or a partic-ular ~t•:t Jr.,.,,, ~t:tltd aho\'1' 

prl'sc>nt high tidt'. \\'hilc> it was nftt•n app:w•ntl~· r:t.",l' to clt•t••rmin•• \\hll'h lll'ndw!'> clicl rt•p r~'"'llt 

the marine limit on a particular t ra\'C'fSI'. ('l'ft a in arwmalou~t~· h t~h t t•rrac·t•s int rocluc·t•d a ""~rc• f' of 

uncertainty. In thrse situations it was partic·tllarl~· important to ,.,·aluatt• wh••tlwr "'""'" pro•'''"" 

other than a marine shorrzone procr~~ could ha\'r formt•rl till' tr·rra•·••. For in~tanc·r. flu\'ial 

terract's, far above a contemporanrous sra lf'\'t•l. may on rirsl sight apJH•ar ~imilar to llf':u·h•·"· 

Steep inland gradients and proximity to major drainage allow scunr rl'cognition of flu\'ial origrn . 

and such characteristics were carefully examined and a.o;st•sst•d in the field. 
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4.2.1. Errore Involved 

There are a number or errors involved with the measurement or shoreline elevation. It is 

important to make precise measurements to ensure accurate correlation or discontinuous shoreline 

segments. In an ideal situation, it would be possible to trace shorelines continuously throughout a 

field area; this is very unusual however, and in Nachvak Fiord preserved fragmPnts tend to be 

short and are clustered on gentle slopes. A systematic mrthod of elrvation measurc:-mPnt was usNI 

here, as outlined by Gray (1!)83). This reduced the probability of f.'rrors, although thPrP arr a 

number of sources or error which rf.'main. Thest' are assodatrd with tht' datum linr, 

instrumentation, field techniques and rinal correlation of shorrlin(.' data. 

1. The datum llne 

Surrogate water lev PI indicators provided an approximation of t h" high tide' pl:ln" around 

the riord. This method of c.atum linr n•prPs(.'ntation was c•ho~rn IH·<·ausr northf'fn Lahradnr b not 

linkf'ci to a national datum: thrr(.' ar,. no hrnfh mark~. and tidal oh~N\'ations arc• ~·· arc·c•. II~· 

assuming that the surface of a watNhod~· is horiwntal. a c•on\·c·nic•nt planr rna~· hr r~tahlbhc•tl 

IHosr. 1U81: Gray, 108~). !n thr l'a~w of the• Sl'a. howc•\'N, thi" a~~umption j.., \'iolatc•cl: lofal 

diffNrncr!' in tidal rangr and tht• rl'f•·•·ts of ~torrns introdllt'c• irrc•gularit~· and a potc•ntiall~ IJIIt'\'c•n 

surfat·r .. Johnl'on ( 1~85) points out that thc• im•gular ~hapc• ancl dc•pth of a fiord c·oa~tlirll' makc• for 

l:trgr diffNrnc·c•s in t hr timing and rang" of lew a I I idl'~. 1'\'c•n lwt w••c•n indi\' idual ha)· ~. Th•·~" 

\'ariatinns arc• likf'ly tu br rnhanrrtl h~· thr pa~~agt• of wc•alllf'r ~)· ~tc•rns and hy t•ha'lloV'S in 

atrnospht•ric: prrsl'urr. :\s a result. c•rrors rna~· irwrc·a~" ir IH•rwh mark~ :He• not •·~• 1hli .. h••cl in till' 

sam(' met('rological period. 

In outN ;-.;arhvak Fiord, Ddaharr1• Bay and on th<• shorrs uf :\darns Lakr. ll••llllU~7) 

rstablishrd a temporary datum plane:- using surrogatr watl.'r le\'el indicators. Through 

construction of multiple brnch marks, he was abll' to rrassP~s its hl'ight some timr aftt•r it W:ls 

formed. 0\'f.'f a ~2-day period, a maximum error of O.O!J~m was att ributrcl to c:hangrs in tIll' 

datum plane; Dell concluded that surrogate water It•\'!' IS makP rrliahlr datum lin•·s whrre t hc•rl' i~ 

no official datum. He also noted that th(.' differ(.'nce in error bl'tWcrn co\·rs withm the fiord ancl in 

Delabam• Bay was minimal, suggrsting that the im•gular shapr and dt•pth of thPse arras did not 

greatly affect the tidal range, at least within the area of study. 
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While it is assumed that inner Nachvak Fiord has a different tidal range from that at the 

mouth of the fiord, it is thought that the rangP. is likely to vary little within the field area itself. 

Bench marks were constructed over a period or 35 days. The error margin associated with the 

datum plane is therefore assumed to be larger than that calculated for the outer fiord. Although 

error depends on meterological as well as tidal changes throughout a period, an approximation of 

error should probably incorporate the 28~day lunar month. An error or 0.12m witlthen•rorf'! he 

allowed for the 3~day survey period. 

11. Instrument error 

The altimeter is an easy and con\'enient instrument for one person to carry and operate 

over any t<:rrain. It is an aneroid barometer, which works on the basis of pressure change with 

altitude, and is ther<'fore most ar.curatf' whf'n conditions of at rnosphNir. pressurE.' ar~> stahl<' or arf' 

changing at a lin<'ar ratf'. Since optimum conditions could not bf' guarantf'f'd in thf' fif'lcl. and t inw 

was not pfrnti(ul. the altirnetf'r was ll~<'d dr~pitf' changing rtJI'Ic•rolngic•al ronditions. Frc•cttlf•nt 

clwc·ks to thr datum lin<' h<'lp to impro\"1' :wcur:u:y. though tllf':-r Wf'r<' not always pu~~ihlf' . (ira~· 

(1 !JH~) and .Johnson ( HJST,) summari~c· t lw inadc•qu:ll'ic•s of I hi' all in It' I c•r and givf' possihlr 

!:'nlutinns: rnrrertional mc·thocls wrrr not introdur."d lwr" as the nptir.allrvrl was U!:'NI for mo~l 

travrr~f's. Loken (H)I):!b), working north of :'\ach\·ak Fiord. allnwrd an altirnetf'r error of ±O.irn: 

llc•ll(ltl87) calr.ulatl•d thf' Nror to he ±0.8:~8m. On thr. ba~is of thrse studi<'s, an rrror margin of 

±CU~rn will hi' allow<'d for this study. 

Dl'tailrd disc·us~ions on the advantagrs and dis:u)\'antagl's nf the altimeter Vt•rsus thl' optieal 

II' HI (rg. Hosf', HJ81; Gray. 1 083) ha\'f' drnwnstratl·d that 1 hf' lr.\'f'l is a more :u:r.urate instrumrnt 

pro\'iclNI that it is properly us<'d and conditions of opt'ration are fa\'ourable. Proper use includrs 

I hi' l"llrrl'cl alignment or cross-hairs within the instrument ; failure to do this produces a 

cnllimatinn <'rror. Poor field conditions such as high winds. rain and 5te<'p or unevl'n terrain 

inc•rrase the magnitude of this error. 

C'ullimation errors ar<' evident when the rl'ading taken at th<' closing point of a traver5e dof's 

not equal the known f'levation of thl' closing point (a bench mark or the datum line) .. Johnson 

( 1 !J85) suggests that short travers<'s ke<'p l'rrors to a minimum, though Df'll ( 1 08i) found that 

collimation <'rror did not increase with length or traverse. Instead, large errors were associated 

with survt>ys of high relief. Although the occurrence or error was not examined in this study, it 
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was apparent that poor weather, uneven ground and steep gradients caused the most difficulty in 

accurate levelling. 

The collimation errors or individual traverses are listed in Tables 4-1 and 4-2. These were 

not distributed throughout each traverse as has been done in previous studies {Gray, 1983), since 

that tends to give a false impression or the accuracy or results. Instead, an error deviation is given 

for each traverse and thus for each altitude. Major traversl's are those opening from and closing 

to a 'major' bench mark located close to the datum line. Minor traverses centred around bench 

marks created during longer surveys. Table 4-2 includes a cumulative error, found by adding the 

errors associated ···lth major tra,·erscs to t.he minor traverse error. 

Table 4-1: Collimation errors associated with major traverses. 

Height of 
Traverse Collimation bench marks Additional 
location error creatt>d bench marks 

1 E. Kogarsok 0.235 A- 0.618 1-1 

2 \V, Kogarsok 0.294 B- 1.373 

3 Townl('y Head O..lOi c- 0.555 

4 Town' ~y Bank 0.129 E- 1.70i 4-1 . -~-2.·1-3, ·1-·1 

So Bay Cove 0.390 F- 2.010 S-1,5-2,5-3,5-·l.S-5 

6 Kipsim:uvik Hd. 0.207 G - 0.688 16-1,6-2 
i Eskimo Cove E. 0.154 

8 Eskimo Cove \V. 0.598 
I 

0 Tasiuyak Arm 0.32·1 9-1 ,9.-2,9-3,9-·1 I 
10 North Fan 0.332 

~lean: 0.307 

The mean closing error for major traverses is 0.30im; that for the minor traverses is 

0..138m, while the cumulath·e error increases to O.i93m. All of these values are larger than the 

closing error quoted by Gray (1083) as being too large to be acceptable in Scottish studir.s. There, 

traverses were repeated or checked if they were found to have an error gr!o'ater than 0.15m. 

However, the conditions in Labrador are thought to warrant a higher error margin than allowed 

for Scotland, when the short field season, unavoidable weather conditions and poorly accessible 

beaches are considered. Bell (1987) had a mean closing error or 0.18·tm per traverse, considerably 
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les!l than the mean error rnr this field area. This may be attributed to the comparatively more 

gentle terrain in the outer fiord, where longer stretches of gently sloping shorelines are visible. The 

Kogarsok area is char ... cterised by short fragmented benches, not always obviously identifiable as 

raised beaches, and reached for the most part by steep s: pes (for example, on Kipsimarvik Head 

or in Tasiuyak Arm). 

Table 4·2: Collimation errors associated with minor traverses. 

Traverse Collimation Cumulative Bench marks 
number error error created 

'· 
Ia 0.213 0.448 

Jb 0. 165 O.bb i 

4a 0.~83 0.412 

4b 0.099 0.228 4b-a 

I 
-th-i 0.302 0.530 . 
·lc 0.-164 o .. j93 

I 53 0.023 0.413 
I 

5b 1.032 1.422 j 

I 
5c 0. 104 0.494 I I 

I 

I Sd 0.590 0.980 I 
6a O.lSi 0.364 I 6a-i,6a-ii 

! 
fib 0.108 I 0.315 I 
flc 0.130 0.707 ! 6c-i 

i ! 
6e-i 1.!)2·1 2.631 I 6c-ia 

' 
Ua 1.351 1.675 ' 

9b 0.060 0.924 

Mean: 0.4382 0,7933 

Although the mean closing errors from the opticalleYcl arc less than the 0.8m error allowed 

for the altimetl'r, sen•ral bench marks can be seen to have considerably higher cumulative errors 

(cg. travcrscs 5h, 6c-i, 9a and b). This shows that there is likely to be little difference between an 

altimeter read in~ and an optical level reading of this accuracy , and is considered as evidence for 

the usefulness of the altimete:- as a reasonably accurate instrument. 
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lll. Measurement Procedures 

Errors may also be introduced through inconsistency in measuring techniques. Elevation is 

likely to vary considerably between different points on a single feature, so a representative 

elevation should be measured. Points at the inner break of slope at the back of each shoreline 

were measured so as to avoid any natural slope toward the sea. There were still variations in 

elevation measurement, however, especially where post-formational modifications had affected a 

shoreline (for example, the benches in Tasiuyak Arm). Some benches showed structural control, 

having frequen~ bedrock outcrops or considerable gradient; these were noted, as they could br 

inconsistent with the interpretation of raised shorelines throughout the area. An error margin of 

±0.5m has been allowed for the variety of measurements that might be made on a single 

landform. This was the figure used by Johnson (1985) in northern Labrador, and adopted by Bf'll 

(198i). 

It is also imrortant to make some interpretation of the origin of a feature at the time of 

survl'y. Raised features of differt'nl origin are likely to have distinct relationships to thr tidal 

regimes that created them; for example a delta will form both aboH and below the ti<l:lllcHI, 

whilt- a wcathcrt'd water-level or drift platform usually forms well above it (Rose, 1 U81 ). Situ:<• tlw 

elevation of a feature need not represent the high tide level of its time of formation, a corrrc:tional 

factor may be associated with it to bring it to a more appropriate lrvel. To detrrrninr thr 

magnitudr of this factor , studirs rstimating the rel::ltionship of modern coastal fratures to high 

tide len.•ls have been carried out. Siner it cannot be assumed that past conditions or tidal rang•• . 

storm frequency, topography and ~o on were l he same as thf'~· arc today, such stud ics ma~· not llf' 

significant, but thl.'y can providl.' some guide to thl.' amount of corrl.'ction rcquirrd. 

Studies of modern coastallandfor1ns in Nach\·ak Fiord werr nnt carried nut, as thry would 

have been time-consuming; instrad, error \':tiUeS rrorn ollll'r arf'aS h:\\'1' bc('n illt'orporatf'd . 

Rel<.'vant figures have bcl.'n takl.'n from studil.'s carrird out in northern ~orway (Ho~r.. IU78), 

western Scotland (Dawson, HJi9, and Sutherland, 1!>81. i11 Gray. JU8:'), ar:d Baffin Island 

(Andrews, 19i0). Most levi.'Jied platforms in inner Nachvak Fiord were idf'ntifictl as shorrlinf's, so 

have a correctional factor of ±t.Om. The spit and trrr:u:<' f<'atur«•s of thf' widr drlta at 1\ogar~ok 

Brook probably require a fairly Jarg<.' correction to bring t hrm to ~:wan SPa !l.'nl: on t hf' ha~b nf 

work in Norway and Scotland, an error margin of +::!.0-:~ .0111 has hrrn applied. Thfl \"arird 
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elevations or the kettled ground areas north and east of Kipsimarvik Head suggest that sea 

washed over them, probably at several different levels. A correction or ±1-2m had thus been 
• 

allowed, based on estimations for platforms made by Rose (1981) and Sutherland (in Gray, 1983). 

4.2.2. Interpretation ot Data 

Correlation is carried out using both surveyed elevations and field evidence, with the aim of 

cst::.blishing links between discontinuous segments formed at the same time by a single sea level 

stand. A number of difficulties may be encountered, depending on the nature of data distribution, 

the accuracy of individual data points, and the events of deglaciation and relative sea level 

change. 

Relati\'e sea level change occurs on glacial unloading, when uplirt of land and geoidal 

adjustment causes shorelines to emerge from the sea. Uplift is expected to be greatest at the 

centre of ice disprrsal, although the highest raised beaches are often found around the former ice 

margin where the length of the total period of emergence is greatest. In a fiord situation such as 

this, ice is likely to retreat in stages. Pro\'ided that the earth's crust is clastic enough to respond 

to indi\'idual stages of glacial retreat, several shorelines of different elevation might be found in a. 

fiord, which actually reprrscnt stillstand conditions. The shorelines may be successively more 

cxtensiH upfiord, as age and elevation decrea:'\e. In northcrn Labrador, marine limits toward the 

oulrr part or a (iord are expected lo be at high<'f elc\'ations than those further within it, since 

l hl'y arl' older and ha\'e undergone more uplift than their younger counterparts. Johnson ( 1085) 

used Nachrak Fiord as an example to illustrate this phenomenon, although he had no hard data 

t.o support his statement. 

Icc margins, positions where the icc stood still or readvanccd during overall deglaciation, arc 

usually marked by the presence of moraines. Such locations are often the site or an obvious up-

riord drop in the height of the marine limit on the proximal side of the moraine. Moraines are not 

always present, however, so the patterns of marine limits reprcs<.'nted by the maximum elevation 

of raised marine features must be carerully observed. A marine limit, as rererred to in this study. 

is defin<'d as the highest shoreline in a particular locality. All marine limits in inner Nachvak Fiord 

are likely to be Late Wisconsin or lloloc:ene, as the fiord was glaciated until that time and those 

of previous glacial periods are unlikely to have survived. This contrasts with the outer riord, 

where Bell (198i) considered the highest marine limits to be of pre-Late Wisconsinan age. 
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Depending on local conditions of crustal elasticity and glacial retreat, shorelines may exhibit 

a concave profile, increasing in height and gradient toward the position or an ice margin or the 

centre of uplift. The elevation or a single strandline is therefore expected to increase exponentially 

up-fiord. Continuous shoreline segments can provide valuable information about the gradient or a 

shoreline, and so about the elevations or segments expected to belong to that shoreline further up

or down-fiord. The gradients or the oldest (and highest) shorelines are expected to be the greatest; 

those below should become progressively less steep until almost horizontal beaches are attained. 

These factors were considered in the correlation and interpretation of shoreline data. By 

describing raised benches as they were levelled, an indication of their origin and relationship to 

both tidai regime and other shorelines was gained. Once data analysis began, other field 

constraints were considered. These restrict the correlation of shoreline segments, basically relating 

to the logical pattern of shoreline development on glacial retreat. They have been formalised by 

Cullingford ( Hl7i), as follows: 

1. The staircase constraint. Where raised beaches occur above one 
another on a 'staircase' they cannot haYe been formed at the same tim('; thus 
their elevations must not be correlatt•d on a diagram, e\·en if they are 
statistically similar. 

2. The continuity constraint. Ir two or more measurements are made 
on the same beach fragment, th('y must correlate, eHn if they show a 
considerable degree of slope on that beach. It is, of course, important to 
detNmine that a bench is in fact marine, and not a structurally-controlled 
terrae('. 

3 . Th(' ir.e margin (or marine limit) constraint. Shorelin('s form('d 
at a time wh('n an adjacent area is known to have be('n ir:e-coHrr.d cannot be 
correlated with raised features observed in that area. 

Each of these constraints reduces the number of possible correlations, and thus makes 

drawing shoreline diagram!! slightly ('asicr. It can still be difficult, however, especially when many 

differ('nt shorelines exist at only short distances bt•low one another. Shorf'lin(' gradients and 

marine limits at locations successiv('ly closN to the ir.e centrl' then become vital to int(' rpretation. 

Clustered data points also cause difficulty. Gray (ID8a) recommends that scvNal ei«!Vat iun 

points taken from the sam(' segm('nt b(' represented by a singl«.> point for purposes of corrf'lation. 

The single point would be 3l a mean geographic location and mean elevation. This would rl'lllOVI' 

some of the effects of spati31 clustering and prevents autocorrt>lation betWI'I'n poi:ats wht'n 

shoreline diagr:lms are drawn. It also remo,·cs the visible gradient of shorelines, and placf!S 
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equivalent weight on raised fragments of difrering length and reliability (Cullingford, 1977). In this 

study, when two elevations were measured on a short shoreline segment, a mean height and 

position was used for correlation purposes. However, where a longer beach was measured, two or 

more points were included so that the gradient of the feature could be incorporated into the 

overall interpretation. 

One of the problems in this study area was the clustered 'staircase' nature of many of the 

raised beaches. Due to the linearity of the fiord, shorelines tend to remain only in the wide bays 

and on gentle slopes. Where they are found, for example at the mouth of Kogarsok Brook valley, 

they are often at many levels (Figure 4-2). An area such as Townley Bank was difficult to 

interpret because of frequent bedrock outcrops and numerous benches with different gradients. 

Figure 4-2: The mouth of Kogarsok Brook valley; a small mi fit stream runs 
through this wide valley, which has several prominent raised shorelines and 
fluvial terraces at different levels on either side. A raised spit and terrace 

is shown at point A; the 73m aht terrace , with moraine, is shown at point B. 
Also marked are moraines K2 and M5. 
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4.2.3. Shoreline Representation 

Results or this study are presented in a series or shoreline diagrams, where elevation points 

are plotted into a projection plane drawn at azimuths running parallel to different sections or the 

fiord trough. These arc approximations or the conventional equidistant or height-distance 

diagrams preferred for use in Scotland and North America; other types attempt to show a rate of 

sea l~!vel change over time. The baseline o( an equidistant diagram is drawn normal to the isobase 

trends of a particular shoreline. An isobase is defined as • a line joining points of equal postglacial 

emergence• (Andrews, 1970, p.i). By convention, it is taken to refer to simultaneously-formed 

features (Loken, 1962b). If the earth's crust is sufficiently flexible to respond to local glacial 

unloading, local isobase direction is likely to change over time as an ice centre shrinks and shirts 

its position. Thus each shoreline might have an individual bohase tu•nd. Where r!'sponse to 

unloading is not rapid. or the topography or an area controls the direction or ice retreat, changrs 

in isobase direction are likely to be less pronounced. 

Two assumptions are made in the normal construction or an equidistant shoreline diagram. 

violation of <'ither or which results in error (Gray, 1!)83). lsouases should not be curved; if thf'y 

are, individual points will plot in the wrong position relative to each other. The likelihood of this 

increas!.'s in large field areas and close to the c!.'ntre of uplirt. In this study, it is thought that thr 

area corNed is small enough and suffir.ien t ly distant from t ht• probablf' eentre of th(' LaiJr('nl idr 

iee she!.'t to minimise the dangf'r of isoha::.e curvatllr!.'. S('t'Oildly, thr bobast•~ t)r :-ohoreliiii'S plotlrtl 

on the ~am!.' diagram should be parallrl to on!.' anothf'r; if tlii',Y arr not. points from onl' :;hon·lint• 

will plot in the wrong position rel:lti\'e to those or othl'F short•linrs. This means that seHml 

shorclin!.'s cannot br plotted on one diagram. The problem has bl•rn overcome by using a 

proj!.'ction plane normal to the mean isobase trrnd (rg. I3t•ll. HJ87). although points may slill ht• 

plolt!.'d in the wrong position and gradiPnts arr nnl at·,~uralr. 

Corr!.'lation for this study was earriPd out hy plotting ~hof(•linf' t•lt•vation point:- into a 

number of projection planes roughly J>arall('l to thr urirnlalion of till' fiord. An arbitrary ori~in at 

grid refNenrr H3000 65·1:!000, to the sout h-wrst or I hi' !it ud~· :\f(':\. was usrd f(lr all prnjt•t•l ion~ . 

They are measured in degrees from Truf' ~orth. Th(' ·surfat'f' II' digitizing prograrnmr (S :unp~on. 

lOiS) was used for accurate results. It may br assurnt•d that isohasr linrs run across thr finrtl. 

since ice retreat must have taken place along thr fiord trough. ~Iarin!.' limits W!.'re markrd a~ 
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potential indicators of an ice margin, and thus the termination of a shoreline. These helped to 

identify the number of shorelines present in the area, which was made more difficult by the small 

differences in elevation between successive raised beach levels. Particular attention was paid to 

the gradient of continuous shorelines and those which were noted for having frequent outcrops of 

bedrock along them. The latter were suspected ol' being structural features, perhaps enhanced by 

marine action. 

The resulting interpretation includes marine features from the delta at the far end of 

Tasiuyak Arm to Eskimo Cove in the east. The orientation of the fiord is very different between 

these areas, being at a bearing o( approximately 036 • 30' in Tasiuyak Arm and 118 '30' in the 

main trough (bearings arc from True North). No single projection plane could therefore be used 

for the entire data set, without ha\'ing elc\'ation points plotted in the wrong positions relative to 

each other. Inst£-ad, plots wer£' made along the orientations mentioned for initial interpretation, 

following which they were transposed into planes more likely to be normal to a regional isobasc 

trrnd. \\'hNe more than one interpretation is possible, alternatives are suggested. 

4.2.4. Summary or Errors 

Correctional errors associated with the datum line, in~trumentation and measurement 

proeedur1•s are summarisl'd in Table ·1-~. :\n attrmpt to quantify these errors is made in respon~r 

to Gra~· ·s critid:;rn o( authors who do not sp<>dfy their nwtlwds nor thP accuracy placed upon 

th1•ir rl'~ultl' (108:l). Although thr data havr W('aknE'S!'I's, thf'~r arc indicated and some attempt 

has hrcn madr to quantify thrm. 

An o\'crall error margin for each t'le\'ation may b<> found by adding the rele\'ant sections 

frnm rach nr the error typt>s 1), 2), 3) and ·1). By following a systf'rnatir. approach to data 

rnllrdion. it is a~sumrcl that thrrf' havP lH'l'll no major t•rrors in nwasureml'nl or in landform 

r(•cngnition .• Johnson {I 08!;) argul's that no <'lrvatiun tn nort hl.'rn Labrador will br acc:urat,. tn 

within a lll<'lrr, dU(.' to the lad or :t datum and ttw poor prf'~f'f\'alion of rabNJ (('aturr~ . Thf' 

gr1•atl•st Nror is associatrd with relation~hip to tidal rl'girnr, a factor attributed to the varil'ty of 

landform types seen in this part of the riord. The df'grl'c of 11rror associated with data 

int<>rpretation cannot be quantified, and it must be assumed that careful consideration of bl'nch 

descriptions and field conditions resulted in an accurate correlation. 
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Table 4·3: Table of Errors. 

Error Margin 
Type of Error (metres) 

1-' 

l) Datum error ±0.12 

2) Instrument error 

a) surveyor~ ~vel-

i. major traverses ±0.307 

ii. minor traverses ±0.703 

b) altimeter ±0.8 

3) Landform error ±0.5 

4) Relationship to 

tidal regime 

4i) raised terrace ±1.0 

·Iii) delta features + ::!.0. 3.0 

·I iii) ket t led ground ± 1.0. :!.0 

4.3. Results 

Thl' final interpretation and corrPi:ltion of ~horPiinP 1lata i~ prP~Pillt•d in a ~l'fil·~ of lwi~hr-

distance shordinl' diagrams. C'oirl'lat ion rl'lil'd upon t hi' idt•nt ifkat ion of an IIJIIIPr all itu1hnal lirntl 

for l'ach of I he higher shnrl'lines. and I h1• gradil'nl~ suggl'~l ,.tJ hy I' IIIII inunus shor1•ltrw ~~·~rt ' "llh for 

lower onl's. 

4.3.1. Identlncatlon of Marine Limits 

The marine limits obser\'t'd in 1 his area indkatl' ~1'\'Nal ~"a l•·nl ~land~. fornwd duriu~ 

stepwise gl:u:ial retrl'at up the fiord with diffN1•nttal dtang .. s in rt•lati\'1' ~~·a 1,.,.,., a,·,·ompau~· iug 

!'ach stage of deglaciation (all naml•d lo1·at ion~ arl' ~hown ou F igur•· 1-JI. ThNI' ar•• many 

moraines in the area, supporting this int!'rprl'tation of shnrPiint• formation, though thl'fl' aptwar to 

be more changes in the marine limit than thert' are surviving morain"~· This may b" du" to 

incomplete preservation of marine limit features or failures in identification. 



The marine limit at Green Point, where a short 52-55m bench was measured by altimeter, 

may be the oldest in the field area. Although there is no corresponding indication or glacial 

stillstand at this point, neither are there any shorelines above the bench to represent a higher 

marine limit. This bench appears to correlate with others of high elevation down-fiord. 

A 48-SOm terrace within Bay Cove (traverse 5v) may represent the marine limit o( a slightly 

lower shoreline. Again, there are no obvious moraines in the vicinity, though this shoreline could 

be associated with the Kogarsok !>ill, a moraine-like ridge crossing the fiord between Kogarsok 

moraine and 1\ipsimarvik Head. It is possible, however, that this is not the marine limit, as there 

is a terrace on the western side of l\ogarsok Brook vall~y, at an elevation or 73.09m aht. This 

terrace may be marine or fluvial in origin. Although the gradient between it and the Bay Cove 

beach is considerable, that is expectrd of a fairly old and high shoreline. It is possible that the two 

were connrcted and represent a contemporaneous watrr Jevl'l. 

On Townley D: .1:\ a marin~ limit was idrntified at .53-'i·lm aht, a short distance east or an 

oh,·ious moraine whid. runs dowil to sea level from approximately lOOm aht j:\j. \\'h ilf' many 

lwndu.•s arf' visible on Townley Bank. th" higher Olli'S arf' ~hort and HQ' fragml'nlaQ·. with 

frNJIIf'nt bf'dror.k outcrops. Certain lowN hf'nch1•s f'Xhihit ,..onw :o;trul'tural control, m:ulf' morP 

apparl'nt hy thf'ir ll'ngth and grad11•nt (1•g. traversf' ·li). Somf' IH'drcwk infhll'nr.f' to th<.' uppl'r 

hl'nc·hl's is al~n possiblr. 

:-.lorain<.' Point is IH'lic,·('(J to lw 1 h,.. nortlu·rl.Y c• .\t c·n~ ion or till' Town try ll,.ad morainl'. Two 

ll<'IH~h('s arc• c:ut into it. thf' highrsl at Hi111 aht lA}. Tltb i!' not c:on:o;idNI'd to he as~nciatf'll with 

thl' Townh•y llrad stillstand bl'c:HISl' it al'tually cxbts in the> morainl', and bec:\Ust.• hight•r 

shnrelinrs were levelled on Townlry Bank. No shorelinrs at Townlf'y llf'ad reach as high as ·IUm 

aht. It is possible that a shoreline !;f'gmf'nt of S1-5::!m aht on Townley Dank is a remnant of a sl'a 

lc\·r.l stand that onctt extended from Townl<.'y Head morainf'. This might explain its similarit~· in 

cle\'ation to the 53-S·Im bench previously described. 

North Fan is a wide valley systcrn displaying well-developed raised fluvial terraces. Two 

terraces on the south-western side or the \'alley were levelled from an area in which the valll'y 

mouth opened out, to a point of stream dh·ergence in the north-west. The lower end or each 

terrace is therefore approximately at the level where the stream once met the sea. Based on these 

terraces, sea levels here are suggested to h:l\'e been at 41.3m and 68.8m :1ht. 
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Two long, continuous benches were levelled in Tasiuyak Arm (Figure 4-3). Bench A, the 

highest, is identified as the marine limit for this area, reaching a maximum elevation of 73.9m 

aht, The Tasiuyak Arm moraine runs down beside both benches to their south-west, indicating 

that ice halted partway down Tasiuyak Arm, at least during the formation of Bench A. 

Figure 4-3: Continuous shoreline be.nches A and B, south shore of Tasiuyak Arm. 

At the far enc, :l: Tasiuyak Arrr. a landslide f::tn or allu\·ial fan divides ~achvak Lake from 

the fiord proper. Ah::o .... gh the )a;. ,:- area was not examined, a bench on the Ta iuyak Arm ide of 

the fan provided a marine limit of 59m aht [AJ. Ice may have halted at the fan , or beyond the 

lake. Other shorelines, visible as lower segments within the main fiord , may occur beyond the 

head of the lake. 

It should be noted that the 33m shoreline in Eskimo Cove, which was identified as the 

marine limit by Evans (1984) and Evans and Rogerson (1986), is actually below the marine limit. 

Two higher beaches were levelled in this study, at 49m on the eastern side of the cove, and 47m 

on the west. The 49m beach is correlated with a 51-52m bench at Small Fan and the 52-55m 

marine limit at Green Point. A sea level probably existed above 33m in Eskimo Cove although 

there is no evidence of it in the field. This may require a reexamination and reinterpretation of 

the lower lake shorelines in the McCornick valley (Evans, 1984; Evans and Rogerson, 1986), as 

suggested by Bell (1987), and of their proposed 33m marine limit in lvitak Cove. 
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4.3.2. Correlation ot Shorelines 

Once marine limits had been identified, correlation or certain shoreline segments was 

straightforward. Thus Shoreline 13 consists of the highest marine features measured in Eskimo 

Cove, Small Fan and Green Point. Shoreline 12 includes the 47m terrace at Eskimo Cove, a .J8m 

!AI bench at the mouth or Tallek Arm (Site :!) and the 48-50m beach in Bay Cove, with the 

possible inclusion or the high terrace to the west or Kogarsok Brook vallf.'y. Shorf.'Jine 11 is rirst 

visible at -..4-Jm aht in Bay Cove, continuing to a .SOm levt>l west or 1\ogarsok Drook and the 

.53-5-tm marine limit on Townley Dank. Tht> hight>st terracl's observed on Kipsimarvik Hl'ad, at 

4~rn aht, are associated with Shorf.'line 10, which continut's as a 48m bl'nch west of Kogarsok 

Brook, and the 51-5~m segment on Townlf'y Dank, consid('red to be its marine limit. The 33m 

raised beac:h in Eskimo Co\'e might )ossibly relate tu ShorrlinE' 10, or to Shoreline 9. 

Correlation of lower shorE"Iines r.•lif'd upon the elt'v:ttion :tnd gr:tdif'nt of the continuous 

bt'nchrs in Tasiuyak Ar:n. Shorrlines of this altitudf' Wf'ff' not f'Xpt•rlt•d !'O far inside the fiord. as 

art'as towards the Cf.'ntrr· of ic(' dispN~aJ do not USUally havr a ff'r.ord or as mut:h rmNgrnr.e as 

those furthf'r down-fiord, and thf' maximum ('levation or shorrhnes in the outer fiord was 7:3m 

(131'11. i!l8i; Sl-K). Thr high elevation and stt~cp gradif'nts of these shnrrlines implies that thr,y arr 

quite oltl ::nd that difrrrential uplift has bt't'n considerable since their formation. llowev<>r, tht>y rit 

du.• sN •.• t•nti:ll pat INn or shoreline developmrnt indicated b.v marine limits in the main fiord 

trough, and provide a control for tht> gradit'nts of shorclin('~ found below them. 

Elf'vat ion points from Denchrs A and 13 were plottrd into an azimuth running parallel to 

Tasiuyak Arm at 36 • 30'. Scatterplots showing height against distance from the origin display 

\'NY variable l'levation data, which are thought to be due to the large number of erosional gullit•s 

and meltwater strrams running across both benches. Gradients were drawn on each bench using 

lrast squar('S rf.'gr('ssion analysis; th('St' show the ovrrall slope of the shorelines without considering 

th(' minor variations in elevation (Figure -1-·1 ). 

Deneb A drops by 4.55m km' 1 to the north·east, from a ht'ight or about i3m aht. Shoreline!\ 

round bt>low Bench A are expected to have proportionally d('creasing gradients, since they will 

have experienced less relative uplift. Howe\'er, Bench B has a gradient or 2.05m km'1
, less than 

half that or Bench A. This places an even greater control on lower shorelines, which must becom~ 

close to horizonta~ relatively quickly. 
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It is assumed that the gradient or Shoreline 9, which is marked by Bench A, becomes 

progressively less steep down-riord. Extrapolation or the Bench A gradient provided elevations too 

low for the shoreline segments observed in the main riord; it is therefore assumed that the 

gradient decreased in a relatively short distance. The upper terrace levelled in North Fan is 

included in this shoreline, as it is above the elevation or Bench B. Shoreline 9 then drops fairly 

rapidly, to include :l6·38m benches on Kipsimarvik Head and possibly the 33m beach at Eskimo 

Cove. 

Tasiupk Arm Bench B was similarly extrapolated down-fiord, where it intersected Moraine 

Point at ·18m aht. A bench of ·16m was measured here; it is considered sufficiently close to be 

included in Shoreline 8. Lower terraces in the main fiord correlated fairly well as far as 

1\ipsimar\'ik Head, where beaches or 33-3.Sm aht were included. 

Thl' 2.05m km·1 gradient or Deneb B was applied to the short•line commencing at Nach\'ak 

Lakr drlta. Shordinr i. It inte~scctl'd i\orth Fan at ·l~m. Townl('y Head at ~Om. and Townley 

nank at :\im aht. l 'sing thrsc approximations as a guidl', :'\orth Fan 's ·lim fluvial terrace is 

n•latrd to this sl'a ll'vel. as arl' a rangr or sPgmrnts varying brt\\'l'f'D ~fl-38m on Townley Dank . 

. Till' shon•linr is thought to rxtf'nd to a --~3m illatrorm in nay Co\'t'. 

J3f':Whrs below this wt•rr mort> cJjrfi,:ult to eorrelate into ~horf'linrs. though a number of 

hrnl'hr~ at about ~Om aht ~uggf'Stl'd that ~hnrrlines had lll'wrne horizontal at that elevation. 

Com•lat ion \\a~ rarrird out hy cnn~idt•ring I hf' grad if'nt llf'l\\'f't•n puints and th<' quality of data 

whNf' morr than onf' intNprPtation Wa" po~~ihl1•. The rncl rl'~ult clof'~ l••a\'f' a few disr.nnnPrtf"cl 

IH·ndt lt•\'f'b, and ~OIIIf' slwrrlinf'S l'on~i~t or Vt~ry ft•w data point!'. Thr lowrst ~horrlinr i~ 

I'OillllO~f'~~ of a mull it Udf' or Jloints raugin~ lwt WI'!' II 7-1 ~Ill ah t. tIll' Ollf' above or points 

tm•tlnminantl~· at Hm aht. ExtrPmf'l~· :-hallow gr:ulit•nt:; arl' f'Xhihitf'd hy tht• two shorPiinr~ 

immt•tliatl'ly abm·r lht•m. 

4.3.3. Data Presentation 

F'igurr ·1-.S is a com posit<' heighl-tlbtanc•p diagram fnr t hP !-I udy arra. joining raisrd hrad11·~ 

from Tastt:/ak Arm. which arr plottl'd in a projt•l'tton pl:lllf' or :m :m·. to those of thf' main fiord . 

plollrd at 118 • 30'. Ell'\'ation points r1•latt•d to lhl' same shurf'linr art• connected to gi\'e an 

imprrssion of the conca\'f' profile of t•at:h. and the decreasr in gradirnt occurring with successively 
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lower shorelines. This scatterplot cannot be referred to as an equidistant shoreline diagram since it 

gives no consideration to the isobase trends or each shoreline. lo previous studies, several diagrams 

have been drawn ror each shoreline, the angle or each projection plane varying over S • to 15 • 

(Gray, 1983). The aim of this was to find the baseline most obviously normal to a shllreline's 

isobase direction. In Nacbvak Fiord, deglaciation has clearly taken place along the fiord trough, 

with the glacier altering direction according to the fiord's orientation. The technique or drawing 

multiple shoreline diagrams in order to find a single isobasc trend for each shoreline would 

therefore produce baselines running parallel to thl' fiord at each orientation; no trend would be 

continuous throughout the length of the fiord. 

Given these conditions, a regional interpretation or isobase trends might be more realistic, 

since, although the centre of ice dispE.'rsal might have shifted over time, the whole of the Nach\'ak 

Fiord area is likely to ha\'e undergonP a relatively slight r.hangc in its dominant direction of uplift. 

This i,s especially likely gi\'en the apparently rapid relati\'e l'ea lcn•l changes which took plac~e 

bf'twcrn the outrr fiord and Tasiupk :\rm. 

Bt'll ( H>8i) identified isobasr t rrnds for th irt <'('n raist'cl ~ horelinPs in t hr ou trr fiord: hr 

plotted thl' shorelines into a singlr rquidistant shorPiinr diagram using thr mtnll of the isnhasc• 

trrnd!\, ~3i · from True North. This orthogonal ha~ llf'rn aclnptrd hf'ff' so that rlire!'t c·omparison:-: 

may he mad<' with 8f'll's shorf'lines. and so as to pro\'idr a tf•gional oriPntation for tlw fiord. 

Figure ·1-fl shows innN fiord shorl'lint•s plottPd into this azim11 t h. Elc•\' at ion point~ art• not plotiPtl 

in thrir rorrf'l't posit ions rl'latiYe to ont• anotlll'r lll'!'aU~r thf' ~hott•lint• i..:oha:<l'" arr not parall••l 

4.3.4. Interpretation of Shorellne Diagrams 

Tlll'se diagrams show thirtl'l'll dil'rrrrnt raised ~horl'litws within inrH•r :'\adl\'ak Fiord . Th•• 

lowest wrrr probahly caused by eml'rgc•ncc artl'r cnmplrtl' dPgladat iun. hut :ohorrlinc•s ti I u I :~ 

almost. C('rtainly accompanied temporary halts in it'l' rt•lrt•at . Ciladal ~till~t:uuls arr indh-atPtl h\' 

morainrs ,·isihll' on the fiord walls in Sl'\'l'tallocations. It st•t>ms likf'l.y that somr form or I h•• 

Kogarsok moraine and sill was associated with Shorf'linl' I::!. Part or a moraine rrm:tins on t hr 

i3m terrace, rising to ap;>roximat.rly i5rn aht; rnorain••s arf' also visibiP on top or and to th" wr~t 

of the rock knoll bordering this side or thr brook (I' 1 and K:! rt>spectinly ). 
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The highest bench on Townley Bank occurs to the east of Townley Bank moraine, which 

may have continued across to Townley Head, or to t.he lesser headland to the east. A north shore 

continuation of Townley Head moraine can be seen west of Townley Bank; it is a ridge rising from 

bedrock at about 15m aht. and passing into much higher rock walls above. The marine limit 

associated with the latter mo: .line is on Townley Bank at 51-5::!m aht. 

A crested ridge partway down Tasiuyak Arm was identified as a moraine. It repr('sents a 

stillstand during the formation of Bench A. Bench B must have been formed at a later dat<' as its 

gradient is considerably less than that of A. This proximity to an ice margin might explain the 

large difference in gradient between benches A and B, which is anomalous because of their clos<' 

elevation. Clark (19i6), and Farrell and Clark (1976) showed how the surface of a water body, the 

ocean, may be deformed by gravitational attraction to a largf' ice mass. Very steep instantan<'ous 

curves of r<'lative sea level change were exp<'cted in areas which had had large ice bodies 

rcf.reating at sea level. In this case, Df"nch A might represent an earlier shoreline severely distorted 

by the gravitational attraetion of ice resting at the position of th(' Tasiuyak Arm moraine. On icP. 

ret r<'at, a lowrr sea level would be attained almost instantly as the gravitational distortion was 

rc>movc>d. f3rn<:h B, formed at a latrr p<'riod by icc furth<'r up-fiord, would show no distortion at 

t.his location, its gradirnt rrflecting emergence that tonk plac:e ovrr a longer period of time. Figure 

·1-i dNnonstrat<'s this mod<'l, showing how b<'nch A and B elevations might have remained similar 

while> their gradi«'nts varied considerably. 

It is possible that Deneb B formed during another stillstand in Tasiuyak Arm, though the 

cliff-like nature or tht' fiord walls that prevented preservation of other shoreline segmrnts has not 

favoured the preservation of moraines either. Alternatively, a stillstand between Nachv ak Lake 

and Tasiuyak Arm might have accompanied the (ormation or Dench B; this could also be related 

to the .)Om raised beach se<'n at the Nachvak Lake fan . Aerial photographs show moraines in the 

\'all<'y beyond the head of Nach\'ak Lake. These might relate to Shorelin<'s 5 and 6, and possibly 

to Shoreline 7. 

The fact that so many shorelines are present in the study area might sugg<'st that Nachvak 

Fiord experienced several major phases of ice retreat. Stillstands, followed by periods of ice melt. 

may have stimulated formation of proximal beaches and platforms during the Holocene. 

Similarly, periods of retreat may have been marked by relative sea level change, so that older 
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preserved 
~ aegmeata ~ I 

sen. level A 

sen. level B 

Figure 4-7s Model to show how differing shoreline gradients might be caused by 
the gravitational attraction or water to ice. Shoreline A forms against ice 

margin 1; in a subsequent period, shoreline B forms against ice margin ~. The 
segments between the dashed lines represent the preserved shorelines 

remaining in Tasiuyak Arm. 

shorelines have been continuously uplifted. This would imply that the earth's crust responded 

rapidly to changing ice and ocean loads. 

The high elevations and steep gradients of the raised beaches in Tasiuyak Arm arc typical 

or old shorelines located close to an ice margin. The ract that such high benches exist so far inland 

indicates that dcgl:lciation must have been rapid; the extreme tilt of the shorelines suggests that. 

the earth's crust was rairiy flexible at this dme. 

1.4. Comparison with Shorelines in the Outer Fiord 

Raised shorelines and relative sea level changes have been studied in outer Nachvak Fiord, 

Dclabarre Bay and Adams Lake valley by Bell (1987). Eleven individual shorelines were identified, 

ranging in height between 9m and 73m aht, although the highest (Sl-K) was recognised as being 

pre-Late Wisconsin. A complex system or glacial retreat was hypothesised for the creation or 

these shorelines and a number or moraines seen in the area. Bell made tentative correlations with 

shorelines observed by Loken in the Eclipse Channel - Ekortiarsok Fiord area or northern 

Labrador (1962b); he also used the gradients or shorelines in the outer fiord to IJredict elevations 

or raised beaches at certain locations in the inner riord. As mentioned previously, marine limits at 

Eskimo Cove and Ivitak Cove, as identified by Evans (1984) and Evans and Rogerson (1986), arc 
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considered to be in error; other raised benches in the McCornick valley may be more 

controversial. Although there have been earlier observations o( shorelines within Nachvak Fiord 

(eg. Daly, 1902), the later studies are the most detailed and will be discussed in full. 

Some correlation is expected between shorelines of this study area and those of the outer 

fiord. Although Bell made estimations of shoreline elevations expected to be found within the 

fiord, these are probably wrong because gradients appear to increase so rapidly inland. His 

interpretation included six shorelines that continue into this study area, Sl-A to Sl-F. There are 

obviously many more than six, however, which suggests that raised beach preservation in the 

outer fiord was poor, and that segments observed there might have belonged to more than the 

eleven sea level stands that they were thought to represent. Attempts to correlate shorelines by 

extrapolating the decreasing gradients of inner shorelines 1 to 13 down-fiord produced uncertain 

results without additional elevation data from the central part of the fiord. Shorelines are depicted 

as linrs rapidly increasing in lin<'arity down-fiord, while they decrease in gradient. They may be 

more stcl'p than this in reality, and th<' higher ones arc cxpcctl'd to be slightly curvilinear. 

The lowest shorelines almost certainly run throughout the fiord as horizontal benches, thus 

Ucll's Sl-A and SI-B arc related to Shorelines 1 and 3 . In the outer fiord , they are found at 

elevations of 9m :md 15.5m respecti\'ely. A third horizontal set of shoreline segments measuring 

-..)3m aht is tentatively correlated with Shoreline~. These segments were not classified as a 

shoreline by Dell because thl'y consisted or so few data points. Shoreline C, at 17-20m in the 

outrr fiord , might he a continuation or Sl-·1, which has a \'cry slight gradient in the inner fiord. 

:\lternali\'<'ly, it might relate to Sl-3, if it can be assumed that that bench remains horizontal. 

Shor<'line D appears to be contemporaneous with one or the Tasiuyak Arm benches, Sl-8 or Sl-9. 

Some relationship to both benches might explain the variation in height shown by Sl-D in the 

outer fiord. If SI-D docs relate to SI-8 or Sl-9, its date of formation, 9170±100 BP (GSC-1161 ; 

0<'11, HJ8i), must be applied to the Tasiuyak Arm benches. Other comparisons are equally difficult 

to make: outer fiord Sl-E might continue from either Shoreline 10 or 11; SI-F from Shoreline 12 or 

13. 

While little comment can be made about the older shorelines in the outer fiord, somP doubt, 

is placed on the hypothesis that readvance phases account ro.· Shorelines I, H and D. Bell argues 

that t.he glacio-isostatic process of recovery was reversed twice during general deglaciation, when 
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glacial readvances caused renewed downwarping of the crust (1987, p.159); this was demonstratrd 

by the 'backward' tilt (ie. toward the ice dispersal centre) of Shorelines H and E. Further evidt"ncc 

for these phases was provided by the Shoal \Vater Cove moraine and two raised benches obst"n·ed 

in lvitak Cove (Evans, 1984; Evans and Rogerson, 1986), which werr associated with Shorelin<"s I 

and H; and by a r.1araine system observed by Rogerson beyond the head of Nathvak Lake, 

associated with SI·D, the Tessersoak Readvance. /u; pointed out above, SI-D is unlikely to h:wc 

extended as far a~ Nachva~< Lake, and t.he moraines mentioned are not considered to be related to 

SI-D at all. The higher benches in McCornick Valley were originally interpreted by Evans and 

Rogerson to be lacustrine features. Whether the earth's crust is rlt'xihle enough to respond almost 

instantaneously to glacial loading is open to debate; it seems unlikely that renewed downwarping 

occurred here, as deglaciation and isostatic rebound occurred rapidly, pro-Jucing many different 

sea levels. 

Shoreline J in the outer fiord provides some evidence that deglaciation did take place 

rapidly. It consists of a number of raised beach fragments in Bigelow Day, Delaharrc Bay, Adaws 

Lake \'alll.'y and Valley of the Flies, and rl.'presents the highl.'st Late Wisconsin shoreline in th(' 

outer fiord (height range 4i to 68m aht). One would normally expect inner fiord shorelinl.'s to hi' 

of low<'r elevation than those in the outer fiord, since the older outer shorelines would have 

normally undf'rgone more relati\'e uplift than their younger counterparts {flg. Johnson, Hl8!j). In 

Nach\'ak Fiord, howc\'cr, shorelines 8 and 0, and possibly shorelinf' 1:!, have elevations r.clual to, 

or greater than, those or SI·J. This suggests that deglaciation and relati\'«' sea leYel change has 

taken place quite rapidly; the amount of emergence experirnced by the inner shorelines is ahout 

equal to that or the outer shorelines. The period or relative sea le\'el change between the time of 

formation or Sl-J and Sl-8 appears to ha\'C been very short. 

Dell made tentative correlations between his SI-D and Loken's Sl-3 ( 1 96~b), suggesting that 

they resulted rrom synchronous readvance phases. Dates obt:lined rrorn shells associated with 

each shoreline were similar, indir.ating formation about 9000 years ago. This correlation might still 

be valid, although in this study it is based on elevation data and the ages or the shorelin<'s alon«', 

excluding readvance hypotheses and comparison of moraine sequences. 

The lowest horizontal benches visible throughout the fiord may correlate with others in 

northern Labrador. Loken measured one at 15.5m aht, which he related to the Tapes transgression 
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of western Norway. The latter was given an age of 4700 years BP (Faegri , in Holtedahl, 1960). 

Bell correlated SI-B, 15.5m aht, with Loken's shoreline, and tentatively applied the same date. A 

radiocarbon date of 8260 ±60 years BP (T0-1084) was recently obtained by the author from 

shells found at 14m aht, in a beach to the west of Bay Cove. Fragments of Astarte spp., Acmaea 

spp., Balanus balanus, Chlamys islandica, Hiatella arctica and other cold-water species were 

found in a heavy marine clay. These are full-salinity subtidal filter-feeders, found living today on 

rocky or gravelly substrates rather than deep water or soft sediments. They are likely to have 

lived at a time when sea level was above 14m aht, and thus their date is not thought to be 

representative of the age of Shoreline 2. However, the date does correlate with that proposed for 

deglaciation of the fiord, 9170 years BP (Bell, 1987). 

Very marked horizontal benches 8-lOm aht are reported by R.J. Rogerson from the 

Porcupine Strand area (1977), where they were formed during a significant Holocene transgression , 

and from lvitak Cove (personal communication, 1988) . Other transgressive beaches of this 

elevation have been reported from the St. Lawrence area by Dionne (1988). Figure 4-8 shows the 

modern coast and an 8m aht bench in Tasiuya.k Arm. 

Figure 4-8: Modern coast in Tasiuyak Arm , with raised bench at 8m aht. 
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4.4.1. Postglacial Faulting 

The high degree or tilt displayed by shoreline benches A and B in Tasiuyak Arm led to an 

investigation of mechanisms other than relative sea level change which could have influenced 

them. The possibility or postglacial faulting was considered, particularly since there is growing 

evidence that such faults occurred in eastern Canada (Adams, 1081; Gale ct al., 1986). A local 

fault in the area of Tasiuyak Arm might have caused the benches to be uplifted, thus increasing 

their elevation, at the same time tilting them and exaggerating thrir gradient. While the 

difference in gradient between the benches may have existed prior to faulting, both gradients 

might have been quite low. 

Postglacial faulting has been investigated in Fennoscandia, where the stability or the Daltic 

Shield has become an important question with regard to the disposal of nuclear waste. It has hrrn 

proposed that glacio-isostatic rebound was accompanied by faulting, usually along structural 

boundarirs, and often rejuvenating old faults (:\lorncr, 108:.:!). Lundq,·ist an1l Lager hack ( 19ifi) 

documented scnral t'arly observations (from the 1930s) of possihlr srismic or tectonic movl'rrwnl~. 

and recorded their own observations or tht' Parve Fault. Thr Parve Fault is continuous for oHr 

50km in northern Sweden, it has an angular scmp and consistrnt duwnthrow tu the west and 

north-west. Although it appears to have been inrtuenced by much <'arlicr grological evrnts, its 

angularity and the fact that it brraks a till CO\'er blanketing the area suggt!sts that it is 

postglacial. The aut!lors describe a numi;_.r of sites when~ glacial and late-glacial formation~ 

(eskers, drumlins and the like) have been altered by the fault. ~o very recent acti\'ity has ht•"n 

recordt'd; it was suggested that the rault was activated by isostatic rebound on dr.glaciation . 

Arter the Pan·e Fault had bet>n discovNed, several other 'late-glacial' faults were found in 

northrrn Swedt'n. They have been described as ha\' ing conspicuous morphologic form, oftt'n bring 

\'t'ry long, and frequt'ntly offscttin~ glacial phenomena. lnvestigati<Jns were grnerally initiatrd hy 

i11tcrpretat.ion or aerial photographs, ground reconnaissance taking place after pot<'ntial faults had 

been identified. Lagerback and Witschard (1983) report several prominent faults; Henkel ct al. 

( 1983) compared a number of these 'late-glacial' phenomena with older fault zones using 

aeromagnetic maps. Lagrrlund (l!Ji7) reports tills or 13,·100 years BP which arc cut. by latrr 

faults. 
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Since late and postglacial faulting in Fennoscandia bas been proposed, the implications 

similar events might have for the stability of shield areas in North America have prompted 

investigations here. In a literature survey, Adams (1981) documented bedrock faults of 

approximately 10,000 years of age, occurring in eastern Canada and parts of the United States. 

Most have been observed between western Ontario and southern Newfoundland. They appear to 

be mainly small thrust and reverse faults which have displaced glacial features, most frequently 

striations and polished surfaces, but sometimes depositional features. It is assumed that glaciation, 

the smoothing of bedrock surfaces and deposition of debris, would remove or subdue the most 

noticeable effects of previous fault lines. Grant (1980) and Neale (1963a,b, in Adams, 1981), for 

example, ohser\'cd postglacial faulting along raised shorelin~s. which appears to have made the 

shorelines higher and. in some cases, increased their gradient. Gale et al. ( 1986) note that 

observations of postglacial faulting h:n·e occurred predominantly in the populated areas of north 

America. Few such phenomena have bf'rn observed in Labrador, although Lee (Hl65) and MoroN 

( tuiU, ;, Gale rt al., HJ86) recorded possible postglacial faults around Hudson Day and Foste-df'-

1:\-Dalcinf', respecti\'ely. A post-df'positional fault was also observed in the sediments recorded by 

:u:oustir. sun·f'y below Adams Lake>, just south of N:u:hvak Fiord (Df'll ct al., l!J8i). While 

indl'pendent <'vidence from a \':triety of sources and area!' suggest that postglacial faulting hne 

m:currf'd, it may have b<'t'n caused by tectonic rather than glacio-isostatic activity. Gale et al. 

( tmW) l('ft this question op1•n, suggesting that further tnHl>ligation was nec<'ssary, particularly in 

the north American shi<'ld areas. 

Gi\'en this background, a<'fial photographs of i'\ach\'ak Fiord and those available for the 

surrounding ar<•as were examined for any indication of faults. Certain very straight and very 

noticeable lineam<'nts were seen, many in the Korok River \'alley, south or Nachvak Fiord; some 

sl ff':tm off~rts \\'<'fe not('d, these indicating more clearly the size and nature of the faults. 

Occasional moraines \\'Ne thought to be offset or di\'ided by faults. Figure 4-9 shows a numbN of 

tentali\'dy identified faults, as drawn from aerial photographs in the study area and the valley 

inland of Nachv ak Lake. Their down throw appears to be to the east or west; examination or 

stereo pairs sugge:~ts that elevation differences are in the order of 1-Sm. Within the study area 

~everal offsets are suggested, for example along a north-westerly trend from Bay Cove into 

Kogarsok Drook valley, and from thl' east side of Tallek Arm to Kutyaupak valley and beyond. 
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The Kogarsok Brook valley examples are most noticeable, since stream offsets are visible, 

and a tributary stream appears to have been caused to run northward into the brook. These 

lineaments were not visited in the field, since their presence was not considered until after the 

field season. Their age cannot be estimated, but the fact that they are so apparent in an area 

that was glaciated during the Late Wisconsin suggests that they occurred on or soon after 

drglaciation. In the field, no evidence of faulting was seen. However, such features were not looked 

for, and natural slope processes may have hidden any prominent signs of crustal activity. This 

explanation for both the magnitude of tilt and the elevation of the benches is therefore considered 

possible, though it has not been incorporated into the interpretation of shorelines since it cannot 

be proven. 

4.5. S urn mary 

This chapter deals with the rrlative sea le\-el change of inner i'\achvak Fiord, from which 

sugg«•sl ions concerning the drglaciation of the whole fiord can be made. There are thirteen 

shorrlinPs visihlr in the innt'r fiord, St>\'cral of which brcome marine limits in this area. All of them 

:trr e:q)('ctrd to c.xtcnd to the outN fiord, though thE.' Car.t that only six obsE.'rvt'd there could 

pns:;ibly r.ontinur inland suggests that those bt>nches belong to more than one shoreline, and 

po~sihly that short>lint> pres«'n·atinn bPtwrrn Tinutyarvik Con ancl Delabarre Bay is poor. 

C'orrrlatinn (l( short>lint'S throughout the fiorcf is not of primary imr1ortancr cXCt'pt in terms 

of thf' chronology of t'\'t'!lts. It is suggc~ted that deglaciation was rapid and that isostatic rt•r.ovcQ· 

lwgan on or soon aftrr initial :c,· ,·et rc•al. lee retreat must have takt•n place in several phases, sin<:t' 

thrrr. are numt>rous morninf'S around tht> fiord; uplift may haH occurred rapic.lly in response to 

f':tch phast>, 11roducing many shorl'linf:'s of different elt>vation. Despite this step-wise deglaci:tl 

srqurncf', kr rt>treat was quite rapid . as indicated by thf' high elt>\' ation of shorelines within the 

fiord . Shorrlinrs 8 and 0, and possibly Sl-1::!. are as high or higher than those observed in the outN 

riorcl (SI-.J; Brll, 198i). Their degree of tilt implies that thr earth 's crust was \'cry flexible at that 

timr. 

Tht' luwf'St two slllm•lines arf' thought to o<:cur in Sf'\'Pral parts of northNn Labrador at 

approximately the same elt'vations, and probably rt>latr to major transgrrssional events. t..larinf' 

sh!.'lls associatt'd with SI-D Wt're found in Adams Lake vallt>y : they prm·idt'd a radiocarbon datr of 
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9170±100 (GSC-4161; Bell, 198i) for the formation of SI-D, and thus indicate that the fiord was 

ice free at least as far as Tasiuyak Arm by that time. A new radiocarbon date or 8280±60 

(T0-1084), assodated with a sea level above 14m aht, appears to to support this interpretation. 

The formation of SI-D is not associated with a readvance phase as hypothesised by Dell, as there 

is no evidence or such; it may, however, be correlative wit h Loken's Sl-3, also dated at 

approximately 9000 years BP (Loken, 1962b). 

Assuming that the fiord was largely ice-free by 0000 BP and recognising that deglaciation 

took place very rapidly, initial ice retreat m:\V have begun at a relatively late period. The many 

shorelines seen below Shorelines 7, 8 and 0 may represent a slower period or relative st.>a level 

chang~. possibly lasting from the mid-Holocene. 
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Chapter 5 

Analysis of Sediment Cores 

5.1. Introduction 

Sediments of the continental shelve::: of eastern Canada have been examined extensively 

through acoustic and seismic surveys, and analysis of cores. These explomtions have provided 

some information on the style and ext.ent of glacial periods by showing deposits of glacial origin in 

:;cqurntial layers. More recently, the riords of Baffin Island. western Greenland and northern 

Labrador have been subject to such srrutiny . Fiordic sediments arr. considered to bc of grrat 

potential in thr. attr.mpt to correlate• trrrestrial and m:uinP f'\'idence concr.rning the extent of 

glacial c\·rnt:;, as thry sen·c as a link b~twet•n oceanic and c:ontinrntal rn\'ironrnents (t\ndrrws el 

nl .. I!J8.')). The glacial sediments of thr Labrador shrlf h:\\'f' hf'f'n f'Xamined in detail through 

\'arious sun·r~· s and coring opNations (SP(' !Wr.tion ~. ·1) . An ;woustir. sun·ry of :'\ach\'ak Fiord 

••arrird nut in IU81 was followed by ~•·i~mi•· and air-gun profi(P studil's in thr ~urnmrr of I!JH.'j: 

~f'dirnf'nt •·orf's Wf'ff' al.n l'ollected in 1085. lntNpn•tatwns of thf' sNiinu•ntary units St'f'll in thP 

fionl :Iff' gi\'(•n in HogNson, .Josenhans and [J!'II ( IU8n) and Bt•ll (J!J87): this chaptt•r eorll'rrns th•• 

lit hologirs and dtronolngies shown hy four •·ores from 1 h1• ''"II t raJ part of the fiord, and t lwir 

contrihution to an undt•rslanding of thf' lalf'- and po:-:tgladal hi.<:lory of tllf' fiord. 

ChapiPr ::! summari:-:f'd thf' argumPnts for ancl again~t an f'XIt'nl'iH Lair \\'iseonsin 

~ladation . 13a~rd mainly on t('rrrstriall'\'ident:t', Rogerson, E,·ans and Orll (Evans, 198·1: E\'ans 

and HogN~on, 108f3: nngrrson, Josl•nhans and Bell, IU8fi: llrll. IU87: rtc.) argue for a limitrd Latl' 

\\'iseonsin ke shrel, while Clark and .Josf'nhans {Clark. 1 !J8·1: Clark, .Josrnhans and McCoy. HJ8.1; 

Clark and Josrnhans, 1086; Joscnhans. 1 086) use mainly marine 1'\'idr.ncf' to support their morP 

extensi\'e \'crsion. At the latitude of the Torngat Mountains, Clark and Josenhans (1986) 

attrmptcd to correlate land and sea r!.'cords for the Late Quaternary and postglacial periods; thry 
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drew models or Late Wisconsinan ice surfaces in Nacbvak and Saglek Fiords, and proposed a 

deglacial chronCIIogy for northern Labrador. As pointed out by Bell (1987), however, they gave no 

evidence to support their claim that acoustic units have been traced from the Labrador Shelf into 

fiord basins; the interpretations of Nachvak Fiord sedimentary units do not match those of the 

continental shelf :mits as proposed by Clark and Josenhans (1986) nor Josenltans, Zevenhuizen 

and Klassen (1986). Analysis of fiord cores in this study may provide some ground-truthing ror 

the sedimentary units interpreted by Rogerson, Josenhans and Bell, and Dell, and may hdp to 

evaluate the opposing models or glaciation proposed by Rogerson and Bell ( H}8i) and Clark and 

Josenhans (1986). 

5.2. Nachvak Fiord Sediments 

A ~.5kHz acoustic survey or Nachvak F'iord was carrird out in 198-t during a joint otwration 

bi'IW<'en the Canadian Hydrographic Stlr\'c•y and thc• :\tl:tntk Gf'o~c·if'nc· f' Cc•ntr<' (:\.G.C'.). Th1• 

main travers<', from Nachvak Day to 1\ip~imarvik II'•:ul. ~how~ rour ha~i n~. r adt sc·p:tra tr!l h~· a 

distinct sill. Fin• ~f'dimr:ntary units wf'rf' jcJ,•ntiriPcl hy Hogc•r!»on . .l o!o>f' llh:tn~ and nc•!l ( IUXn). who 

intrrprrtrcl thl'rn as indicating a d .. gladal :wqllf'llc'r rangtng from !>:,sal tills to j,·,•-di!o>tal and 

modrrn drposits. 

In l!J8!i the :\.G.C. took a1r-guu prorilf':i and maclt• a //rwl t , . df•f•JHow sl'i!»mk sun·,·y of t h1• 

fiord dllring C'S8 l/ud~on cruisr SS-11'.!7; at tlw :;amf' tinlf' . pi:-tnn and gravity c·or1•s Wl'tf' C'Oll••,. t•·•l 

(rom ~·ari :·n:; lor.atior.s. 13t•ll's intrrprl•lation or :":wln' ak Fiord :of'clilllf'nls ( I!JS7 ) irwluclf'~ thi .... lllllff' 

rref'nt inrorrnation as Wf'll as th<' aconstir data. and thu~ utili1.1•s tlu• grf'atc•r rf':-olution pro\·id••d 

by 1/un/ fc and air-gun systrrns. Again, ~rdinlf'nts \\'t'ff' intt'f(HPtrd as indicating a df'glal'ial 

Sl'qllrner, though :\unit drposit<'cJ bt•fort' IIH' last gJac·iation WaS ff'f'Ognisf'd Oil top or till' 

imp<'n<'trahl<' basNnent unit. Four uf thf' c·orl.'s nrr analysf'd in this study. 

Figures 5-l and 5-~ show th<' locations of thl' four major sills that divide the fiord into 

basins, 5-2 d<.'picting the s<.'dimentary units idenliril'd by Bc•ll . From th<' west, Kogarsok Sill 

separates Townley and Koktortoaluk Basins, Ivitak Sill divid<'s 1\:oktortoaluk ancl lvitin nasins, 

and Tinutyarvik or Shoal Water Co\'e Sill divides l\·itin and Outer 13asins. The ftord threshold 

separates Nachvak Bay from Out('r Basin. The cores discus:~l.'cl were tak<'n from the ice-proximal 

side of two of these ridges, both or which are thought to be moraines. Cores 85027-105 and 100 
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Figure 5-l: Bathymetry of Nachvak Fiord, showing positions of basins and 
sills (after Rogerson, Josenhans and Bell, 1986). 
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were collected from the Shoal Water Cove Sill in Ivitin Basin, at position 59· 03' 12• N, 063 • 34' 

39• W; Cores 85027-107 and 85027-108 were extracted from Kogarsok SiJI, Townley Basin, at 

positions 59 • 03' 58• N, 063 • 54' 37• W and 59 • 03' 54• N, 063 • 54' 22• W. 

The interpretation of acoustic and seismic records by Bell and Rogerson, Josenhans and Bell 

includes a sequence of sedimentary deposits that represent a dcglacial cycle; Bell, with the added 

resolution provided by seismic and air-gun surveys, identified a unit of glacial till (Unit C) and a 

unit of marine or lacustrine sediments that predate the last glacial period (Unit B). Table 5-l 

simplifies the interpretations of both sets of authors, giving a short description and the proposed 

origin of each unit. 

Unit B in Rogerson, Josenhans and Bell, and Unit C in Bell, are interpreted as basal till. At 

Kogarsok and Shoal Water Cove sills the units have the form of moraines, and are thought to 

have been deposited during still-stands in recession. A 1985 traverse in a Pisces IV submersible 

showed Tinutyarvik sill to be a •steep bouldcry ridge• (RogNson, Josenhans :~nd Bell, 1986), 

resembling a moraine. Above the till and moraine complex are ice-contact sediments, thought to 

he coarse grained sands interspersed with fine grained sediments (llnits C and D respectively). 13ell 

suggested that they were laid down in open water ice-shelf conditions, the cyclic stratification 

being due to a freeze-thaw sequence which allowed suspended sediments to settle. The uniformity 

of this dPposit was tal\en to indicate close proximity to an ice margin. 

lc·P-proximnl and ice-distal glaciomarine deposits (l:nits D and E) are considered to O\'Nlay 

thr ice-r.ontac:t unit. These display acoustic variations thought to have bPen caused by a 

rtuctuating ice margin, which would ha\'e produced changes in the quantity and type or sedim('nt 

b('ing laid down. There may haYC heen complete disintegration or the icc shclr. leaving only a 

drifting ic(' r.o\'er. tlsing the facies model or Powell (1081), Dell suggest<'d that a tidewater glacier 

with an ac·t ivcly calving icc-front may account. for parts or his l;nit E, particularly at the 

Kog:usok moraine and in Townley 13asin. 
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Table 5-l: Lithological units interpreted from acoustic/seismic surveys 

Rogerson et al., 1986 Bell, 1987 

Unit E: Well stratified fine grained Unit£: A sheet draped over all lower 
sediments, uniform rain-out. Upper part deposits, continuous with modern deposits 
continuous with modern deposits. Lower part above. Ice-distal sediments below, 
ice-distal sediments. uniformly stratified fine grained 

sediments indicated by parallel 
reflectors. Dropstones present. 
F1

: Koktortoaluk Basin only . 
Stratified sediments, considerable 
input of material from Tallek Arm. 

!l!!lill: Glaciomarine sediments. Unit E: Ice-proximal to ice-distal 
Discontinuous stratification, some glaciomarine sediment.s. Acoustically 
ponding, gas pockets and lenses variable due to fluctuating icc-margin 
visible. Deposits variable due to and changes in sediment input. 
changes in amount and type of 
sediments received from fluctuating 
ice margin. 

LTnit C: Icc-contact sediments. !:!.!!.iLQ: Icc-proximal deposit showing 
Partially stratified, with some massh·e cyclic sedimentati,..n of finc-grainrd 
beds. llummocks and layers of ponded sediments. Has two subunits: 0 1 

deposits present, maybe due to ponded sediments, D2 fin('ly 
disturbances caused by glacial processes stratifird S('dim<'nts. 
or slumping. Coarse-grained sands with 
lat('rally extensive silt; perhaps 
drposited at immediate ice-margin. 

tTnit 8: Poorly-stratified bedded tinit C: :\ thir.k unit not pcnctratrd 
s<'<limcnts forming moraine-like ridges cornpletf'ly hy 3.5k liz sun·cy. Glarial 
hctwc<'n basins; interpreted as basal till and morainr complrxes indkatrd 
tills and frontal moraine complrX!'S by distitwtiH morphologirs, lens ancl I drJnlsit ed during still-stands in wedge shaprd units, hummoc:ks and 
rrcession. lenticular configurations. 

t:nit B: Stratified ba!'in deposits, 
unconformities at both upper and lowN 
boundaries, Nodnd by ground icr. !\lay h<' 
marine /larustri d('posits or 
~r.rrigenous sccliments, or proglal'ial 
deltaic unit. 

Unit A: lrnpenctrable base of fiord . l'nit :\: lmprnrtrahlr basf' of fiord. 
rarely exposed. Composed or cxpo!'f'd rarrly . IJNI rock sills occurring 
crystalline gneisses, anortho!'ites and betW('<'II basins ar(' ovrrlain hy upp('r units. 
metasediments. t\fay include coarsf' bloc:ks 
of talus, fanglomeratrs and tills. 
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The topmost unit shows well stratified sediments conformable with the underlying deposits; 

it is taken to indicate a uniform rain-out or Cine grained sediments. An ice-distal environment is 

suggested, with little influence from the ice front. Bell interprets point source reflectors as 

indicating dropstones from icebergs or floating ice; since these decrease in frequency toward the 

upper part of his Unit F, the influence of icebergs is considered to have declined steadily during 

the deposition of this unit. In the interpretations of both Bell, and Rogerson, Josenhans and Bell, 

the upper part or the topn:.ost unit is considered to be continuous with modern sediments. 

The thickness of each sedimentary unit was observed to increase toward the east. This, and 

the existence or steeply dipping strata at the western ends of the three easterly basins, was taken 

to indicate an upfiord source for the sediments. Such an interpretation correlates with the time

transgressive nature or the sedimentary units; it follows that Outer Basin became ice-free before 

Ivitin Basin, Ivitin before Koktortoaluk Basin, and so on, as ice retreated to the west. There is, 

however, some indication that a large quantity of sediment emitted from Tallek Arm to form a 

wedge-like sul,unit within the 1\oktortoaluk Basin sediments; a subunit is recognised by RogN:;on, 

Josenhans and Dell in Unit D, and by Bell in Unit F. 

Subunit F1 was interpreted as an acoustically stratified deposit, overlain by slumped 

material. Drll proposed that it was rrlaled to either lacustrine deposition from Tallek Arm, carried 

in while ice occupied I<\oktortoaluk na~in, or to a catastrophic: input of lake sediments arter thf"ir 

drainagl' through the Palmf'f Rivf'r into Tallek Arm (I3<'11, HJ8i, p.JO.)}. 

Thr. lattf'f hypothesis was initiatPd hy R.A. 1\lass(ln, who in a rP.cr.nt. presf'ntation IJ088) 

prnpo~rd that \'ast quantili<'s of watl'f and sediment was emitted from the Pahn<•r River into 

Nachvak Fiord toward the end or thr last glacial period. llis hypothesis was based upon lak P. 

lrvels during the deterioration of thr Laur<'ntide ice sheet, and thl' fact that ice app(':us to h:t\'f' 

deflated without d<'creasing its areal ~izr. r<·m:lining thidr~t at C'apr Chidlr.y in ra:.t t:ngava na~· . 

Evidenl'r was obtained mainly from air-photograph intrrprrlation. but indudrd analysis of "~krrs 

and measurem(lnt of lake and river l!'\'rls at. thrir points of outflow. 1\lassf'n conrludf'd that tIll' 

ice sheet stagnated in llitu, leaving relativf'ly high lake le\'t•h; along the Labrador-Qut•br•· hordf't 

and allowing their waters to drain to the north following that watNshed. Lakrs I.'Xaminrd in thf' 

study included the Naskaupi sequt>nce, all of which Wt>rt> thought to have drain(ld northward into 

an outlet at the Palmer River, and thencf' into Tall ... k Arm. This hypothesis appears to support 
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the notion of non-glacial sediments in the basins east of Kogarsok sill, and might explain the 

thickness of deposits in those basins as compared to the deposits in Townley Basin. 

Bell offers two tentative suggestions for the presence of his Unit n, for which there is nn 

equivalent in the interpretation of RogNson, Josenhans and Bell. The sediments are int.erprrlrd a~ 

basin-fill deposits which occur in the three outer basins. Bell suggests th,.t the drposits originalNI 

from the rivers draining into the fiord, as they show sh. 'oly dipping rrfler.tors which arr talif'n to 

indicate major drainage input to the fiord. They may have he<'n laid down in a marin~ or 

lacustrine environment, possibly duri11g a low sea level stand, and WNf' subsrllllf'ntly t•rudt•ll hy kf' 

and/or ice-contact sediments. An altf.'rnative hypothesis ~ugg<'sts that tht•se sf'dimf'nls art• a 

proglacial deltaic unit, deposited at the close of the pf'flUit irnatf' glad at ion of lh<' fiord. Eilllf'r 

way, they appear to predate the la:-;t glacial advanr<', rl'prt•!'t•ntf'(l hy t.hf' df'pnsition of l'nit ('. 

The cores consider<'d in this study were f'Xtractrd from the irl'·proximal !'id1•s of Shoal 

WatN Cove and Kogarsok sills. Thesf' locations were rho::of'n so that thf' larg<'~t pu:-;sihlc• numhN 

of sedimentary units could be penetrated. the aim l)('ing to ~:unpll' postglarial ic-e-c.ontart anti 

upper till deposits. In this way, the cor<'s provid<' a mf'thod for ground-truthing th<' at:oustit: ancl 

sf.'ismic intNprrtations. and add to thr information on thr late and pnstgl:u:ial histnr~· of thr finrtl. 

1\nowledg<' of the sedimentary history of th(< fiord allows cornpari~ons to be made with 

obsf'tvations on the continental shdf and in other high latitude rinrd:.. The paucity of 1latahlf' 

matf'rials in north<'rn Labrador mahs any information on the timing of kl' retreat valuahl<', anti 

th<' corf's prm·ide additional dating tedwiques with radiocarhnn datf's and pnll!'n anab·si~. Tht• 

CIJr!'S, and the dating controls used on their S<'dirnt'nts, provide a good basis for a late- and 

postglacial chronology of eYCnts. 

5.3. Lithological Analysis of Sediments 

5.3.1. Methods · 

The Nachvak Fiord cores were raised using a Pingo winch and the forward crane on th!' 

CSS Hudeon. Cores 85027-105 and 85027-107 were extracted using a Benthos piston corer; cor('s 

8502i-106 and 85027-108 were collected using a Lehigh gravity corer. The gra\·ity corer is able to 

retain the uppermost water-saturated layers of mud which cannot be preserved by the piston 
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corer, thus cores 106 and 108 are likely to represent recent deposits, while the upper centimetres 

of cores 105 and 107 are not likely to be recent. 

Table 5-2 summarises the locations, water depths and lengths of each of the cores. The 

longer cores are considered to represent continuous deposition within their respective basins, and 

have been subject to most analyses. X-radiographs of all the cores were taken at the BPdrord 

Institute of Oceanography (8.1.0.), where subsamplcs for grain size and pollen analyses wP.re al~o 

taken from the piston cores. A number of shell fragmt>nts were collected, and total organic carhon 

was assessed in part of core 107. 

Table 5-2: Core locations and statistics 

Core Core Location Wat<'r Core 
Number Type Depth Length 

85027-10.5 piston !jg • 03' 12 n N, 63 ' 34 '39 • \V 170m 5.9 m 

85027-106 gravity ,)!) '03' l ~· N, 6~ '3·1'39" W 170m O.i m 

850::!7-107 piston 59'03'58"N, 63 ' .)4'37"\\' 8·1 . .) m 4.5 m 

85027-108 gravity ,)g '03'5·1 aN, 63 '.)4 '2::?• \V 8·l.5 m 0.6 m 

Lithostratigraphic analysis was carried out using the core x-radiographs; the coH·s 

thrrnsrlves were not seen by the author. a fact whieh introdur.rs potential error to their 

intrrprf'tat:on. Radiocarbon dates from sh,•ll fragrnrnts found within the piston cores were 

obtainf'd by the A.G.C.; these pro\'ided a chronostratigraphy. Pollrn analysis was carried out on 

onr set of rores at M<'rnorial l:niversity, so providing a supporting chronology. 

5.3.2. Lithology ot Cores 

Townley Basin cores 

Figure 5-3 is drawn from the :<-radiographs of cores lOi and 108 (A and B respectively). It 

shows the major lithological features of the cores, in which two facies can be seen. The lower 

facies, below 80cm depth in core 107, is distinctive for its lack of coarse material and its 

abundance of organic debris. Most of the deposits appear to be graded sands and silts; a few large 

clasts are seen. Solid dark lines within the x-rays are indicative of iron sulphide strands or organic 

debris. These, and the bioturbation tubes seen in places throughout the core, indicate faunal 

presence and organic activity. 
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Figure 5·3: Scdimen''\ry textures and structures of A: core 85-02i-107, and 
d: core 85-027-108, drawn from x-radio~rapbs. 
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The fine nature o( these deposits, their regularity, and the fact that the bioturbation tubes 

are not disturbed suggest a consistent sedimentary environment, with little or no influence from 

slumping or reworking. Graded sands may result from flow deposits, similar to turbidity currents, 

indicating fairly quiet waters. Normally-graded couplets seen between 200-240cm depth resemble 

Bouma sequences3 ; they may be a result or regular fluctuations in basal current rlow, perhaps in 

response to thermal turnover, spring melt, or summer rainfall events, but they are not considered 

to be annual varves. Large clasts seen scattered throughout the core may be evidence of ice-

rafting. 

Between 0 and .-.....80cm depth there are numerous outsized clasts, increasing in frequency 

toward the top of core 107. Sediments become more coarse above 50cm depth; a matrix or muds 

and sands is present, displaying bioturbation in places. There is little regular structuring and rew 

layers of fine-grained sediments above 30cm. Core 108 rescmbt\!s the uppermost centimetres or 

core 107, confirming the assumption that it represents more recent deposition on top or ~he piston 

cor~. It consists of large cbsts up to 4.5cm in length, with a matrix of coarse sandy material and 

r-o c\'idcncc of bioturbation or organic df.'bris. Shell fragments were noted at -18cm depth. The 

upprr srction of core lOi and all of core 108 will be treated as one facies. 

The outsized cl..tsts :tnd l:lck of fine material in this facies suggests a high-energy 

f'nvironnwnt with rapid deposition of large particles, and/or winnowing of fine sediments. This 

f'h\'ironmrnt app<'ars to have b<'en \'ariable in core lUi, wh<'re faunal activity and some fine-

grainrd :;(•dimrnl.s are cvidrnt; outsized clasts in the lowr.r part or thr facies might be the rrsult or 

ict·-rarting, from icebergs or floating sf'a-ice. In core 108, however, coarse materials are dominant. 

Strong currents may have both eroded fine-grained sediments already deposited, and brought in 

the larg<'r matt>rial seen in the core. 

lvitin Basin Cores 

Figure .5-·1 shows thr SC'dimrntary lf'Xturcs and structures of cnrl's 105 and 106 (A and 8 

respccti\'ely ). Two facit's arc idf'ntified, combining core 106 with the top UOcm or core 105. The 

lower part of core 105 (UO-SUOcm) displays an assortment of finely-grained sands and muds with 

!iections of co:usrr unstructured gra\'els but few \'<'Q' large clasts. The coarsPr materials generally 

3
Regular fining·upward depo .. its ranging from granular to sandy silts and into muds (Blatt, Middleton and 

Murray, 1080). 
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form layers or lenses across the cor,!, for example at 275-285cm; fine sediments are generally 

unbedded, although there is a notable exception in two laminations at 400-425cm depth. 

Bioturbation tubes and iron sulphide strands are seen in the fine-grained deposits, particularly 

between 210-260 and 285-320cm respectively. 

The lower section of core lOS appears to have been laid down in quiet waters, as it contains 

generally fine deposits. Fluctuations in basal current flows may have caused some of the bedding, 

with high energy input or ice-rafting depositing coarse layers. The presence or bioturbation tuh('s 

and iron sulphide strands at certain depths shows infrequent organic activity; sediments appr:u to 

be undisturbed, suggesting that slumping and reworking did not occur. The environment was, 

however, more variable than that indicated by the lower facies or core 107; sediments are 

generally coarser in 105 and show less consistent structuring. 

The top 90cm or core 105 contains more r.oarse matrrial, including gravels, sands and 

sev~ral outsized clasts. Lens-shaped sand and gr:n·el layers art> interspersed with laminated muds 

and sands, which act as a matrix for larger clast~. C'orf' 106 also has coarse lens-shaped layrrs and 

scalt<>r<>d gravel-sizrd particles, set in a matrix or riner sands or muds. 13ctW<'cn 0-·IOr.m thm• :ul' 

laminated rinc-graincd deposits layered with r.oarse matNial. Largt' clasts r<'ach a maximum 

length of l.ucm. There are no iron sulphidr strands, although bioturbation tuh<'s occur from 

I0-20~"m. Individual r.lasts arc not as l:lrg1!, nor as abundant. as thl'y are in th<' NJUivalf•nt fadP~ or 

r.orrs I Oi and 108. 

In core 10.5 coarse matrrials and largr clasts are intrrspersed with fine-grained sedirm·nts. 

suggesting that the en\' ironment fluctuated. Fine-graint'd srdimcnts were likely to have bf'f•n 

su~pcndcd, while coarse material may han~ been icc-rafted or deposited aftf'f variations in thr 

strength of current flows. In core 106 coarst' materials ::t.re consistently dominant, though thr 

presenc<> or fine deposits suggests that thcrt' was some fluctuation in current strength. Fluvial 

input is thought to account for the sediments here, though the smaller cl:lst size indicatf'~ a 

difrNent rlu\'i:J.l source than that providing sediments to Tuwnlry Dasin. The bioturbation in th•· 

top ~Ocm or core 106 indicates organic activity and thus suggests a relatively calm environment. 
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Figure 5-4: Sedimentary textures and structures of A: core 85-02i-105, and 
B: core 85-02i-106, drawn hom x-radiographs. 
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5.3.3. Comparison with Acouatle Record 

The above sections describe the lithology or the co~es under consideration. Two major 

facies can be identiried in each set of cores, with perhaps a wne of sediments 11trongly inrtuenced 

by ice-rafted debris between those two racies. An interpretation or the sediments described is 

attempted here, using the acoustic information and lithofacies analysis from other glaciomarine 

environments. The likely conditions within the fiord during and after deglaciation, the shape and 

dimensions or the fiord basins, and the influence of terrestrial input should also be taken into 

account. 

The locations or the coring sites were chosen with the aim of penetrating a maximum 

number of acoustic units; units were expected to be thin on the steeply sloping sills. Rogerson, 

Josenhans ancl Bell {1986) gave maximum depths of acoustic units D and E in the four riord 

basins. BE'll (1087) gave maximum drpths of all fh·e units aho\'e solid hrdrock . Thrs<' sugg(•st that 

Townley Dasin core lOi should p••netrat.~ at lrast through units F and E. whilr lvit in Basin •·or•· 

105 might pl•netratc only into l'nit F. If thr lillwf:wirs appf•arant'r e:an be takf•n as an indkatiou 

of ae:ouslic boundaries, two units \\l'rr ~amplrcl in cad1 •·a:;P; hoWI'\'Pf, tlw uppN e:oar~" Sl'cliuwnt 

fari<'S of aJl four Cores WaS not desnilwd in 1•ith1•r intf'fprPtation of :li'OII~Iic' and !'f'i~llliC "ata. 

Doth Urll and Rogerson, Joscnhan:- and IJPII indi,.atr that thP tnpmo~t unit c·on~i:o;t!' of finP-~ralllt'd 

srdirnrnts, drpositcd uniform I~· m·e•r t ht• fiord bot tom: it i~ t•on:-idt•r,•d to ht• ie·t··dlst al and j., 

cnntin ... HJ:- with modNn Sf'dinwnt:-o. l1t•ll :-uggf'~t=- that icc•-,·:arrit•cl clrop:;tont•s ar•· prt·~e·nt in till' 

lnwf'r part. of l'nit F. hut hf' nott•s that thf'~· df•t'rt·:a~r in fn•qtll'lll'~· tuwarel thf' top 

This de~cript inn best makht•s tlw (m\ t'f fade·~ idt•nt ifit•cl in e·ort•:-o tor, anti I IIi: fairl~· fint• 

srdiments with rrgular laminations and oce·a~ional uutsiw dasls :w• ~l'rll IJI'Inw \llkm and Hlkm 

rcspPcti\'rly. Thr~· are not, howenr. l'ontiuuous with mndNn ~l'clinll'nts: thNP i~ a d~angf' to a 

more co:m;t' facies which is abo visihlc> in the rert•nt ~l'dinlf'nt t'ort·~. This uppl'f t•nars'' fal'il'" 

appears not to be ,·isible on tht' acuu:-;tic rrcord. or it has not ht•c>n intl'fprc•t c>d e·orrf't'lly in the• 

location of these cores. It is also pos:-;ihle• that th(' brraks in fade•s notl'd in thr lithw.tratigraph~· 

do not rrpresent the acoustic boundaries. in whkh case the> lowe•r fadc>s of both r.ort•s to:) :uul 1117 

might br divided into Cnits F and E. 

The cores analysed therefore appear to include the topmost unit identified by acoustic and 

seismic interpretation, that being the ice-distal fine-grained sediment unit , plus an upper, youngrr 
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unit dominated by coarse deposits. Alternatively, the boundaries between acoustic units may not 

be visible, and the lowest parts of cores 105 and 107 might represent ice-proximal deposits. 

5.3.4. Explanation ot Depositional Environments 

There is a considerable amount of literature relating to glaciomarine sedimentation and the 

analysis or lithofacies. Facies models for particular glacial and marine conditions are sometimes 

given, to which examples can easily be compared. 

Townley Basin is the .;mallest basin as yet identified in Nachvak Fiord. It has an area or 

approximately 7km::, with a maximum recorded depth of 90m. It is bounded to the east by 

Kogarsok Sill, a steep submerged ridge believed to be a moraine, and to the west by Townley 

Head moraine, which is visible at low tide. 1\ogarsok Brook is the largest stream entering the 

basin; there are few large streams upfiord, beyond Townley Head. Rais~d marine features around 

th«' fiord walls indicate a maximum sra level 5-lm a bon prt•s«'nt high tide, believed to ha\·e 

tweurrrd while icr stood at Townlf'y Hrad moraine. Thi~ mran5 that the maximum possihlr watrr 

dPpl h in Townlf'y Basin was 1 Hm. Tht~ basin is prt·~umPd to h :n·r bN·ornP progressively mnrf' 

shallow with ir.f' retreat, as rdatin• ~ra ln«'l alterrd. 

)\'it in n~~in is larger and deept>r than Townh·~· Basin. It has an an·a of approxima!f·l~· fi0km2 

and a maximum recorclf'd w Ller d(•pt h of 1 iOm. All hough rai:-f'd ~horl"'litws in this area ha\'f' nnl 

IH•t•n stucllt'd hy the author, r .~.s<'d fpatun•s appPar to indkatl' a maximum watrr dl'pth of 

apprnximatrly ~10m. lv it in Dasin f('('t•i\'rs sl'dimrnts from Tallf·k .\rm ( \'ia 1\oktortoaluk Basin). 

from lvitak HiHr and :.OicC'ornir.k Hivrr, as well as frorn thr fiord. 

C'orr.s 105 and 1 Oi show a t ran~ it ion from a low-••nrrgy d('po~it ion a I environment, with finr· 

grainrd inlrrlaminalrrl muds and sands, to a high·Pnerg~· rnvironnwnt of coarse particles and 

numerous outsized clasts. The towN f:wies has bren rt>frrred to as an 'ice-distal deposit' in 

interpretations or acoustic and SE.'ismic records. Laminations are causl'd by variations in the 

discharge and amount of sediment carried by subaqueous streams (possibly due to seasonal 

changes in meltwater output), or by altrred current activity caused by temperature chang«>s, basin 

morphology or tidal e\'ents (Powell, 1981; 1984; ~(olnia. 1983; Eyles, 1984; Elverhoi, 108·1; Eyles, 

Eyles and Miall, 1985). These factors have been used to explain fine-grained, stratified ice

proximal and ice-distal sediments, for example Elverhoi (1984) notes that finely stratified 
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sediments in the Weddell Sea are associated with current activity on the sea floor, and that 

interbedded depoEi<~ occurring close to the Kongsvegen glacier are probably due to variations in 

the rate of overflow meltwater input. 

A facies model put forward by Powell {1981) may be analogous to the core 107 facies in 

Townley Basin. Powell describes a tidewater glacier slowly retreating or readvancing into a 

shallow, fairly constricted basin. Deposition under these conditions was observed in Glacier Day, 

Alaska; it lead to the proposal of Powell's 'Facies Association Ill' (1081; 1983).1n this example, 

sedimentation is influenced by numerous lateral streams clo&e to the ice-margin, which producl' 

large fan deltas or sand and gravel dt>posits; interlaminated sands and muds occur ncar 

subaqueous stream outlets and distal to delta formations. Where such streams do not exist, an 

'iceberg zone mud'4 may be drpositcd, prrhaps with intNcalating tongurs of gravel and sand in 

more distant areas. More occasional laminations in finely grainPd materials or.cur in an•as <li~talto 

the ice front. Glacirr retreat. is thought to be duP primarily In kl'-mPlt , rathrr than <·alvin~. 

:\way from the ice-front. Powf•ll rrports X· radiograph~ <lispla,y iug " intNrJnw df'posit s of thin 

laminae or very fine-grain<'d sand and silt" ( IU81, p.l:tq: ranrrtl:tll~·-~r :ult•d thidN ~and unit~ al-.o 

ot:cur. rrs(•mbling Douma scqul'nce:s. The k<•lwrg Will' 11111<1 g•·twrall~· 1'111\lains £1•w largt• da .. t!' 

(less than I 0:0 pebhlr-sizcd dasts ). :tnd I itt If' eoarsr icf'·raftPd df'hri~ rt•adlf'S mnrr dis I a! :m·a~ of 

a basin. Since core lOi is at the kc-di~tal l'nd of thr hasin. it is nwrl' lik<·l:; to fl's<•nthlr tht• 

kl.'berg-zone mud, whrrr sand and gra\'t•l dl'posits, with finr turhiditl'-lik '• sl"qurnrt•s , :HI' prt"·t·rat 

This description ..:u:rcsponds with thf' x-radiographs as thf',\' ar•• intPrprrtt•d hNr. 

Au alternative explanation for somr. of the layerrd c·oarsP- and fitw-grainrcl dl'fllt:-its in till' 

lower facies of core lOi might be slumping and subst'IJII('nt srttling. as orcurs on slreply-sluping 

side walls. Koga.rsok sill is Yery steep and high sedimrntat ion ratf's or o\'Crloading might call"'' 

local collaps~. Slumps can inrtucncc a considerable area around and IH'Iow thr location of thl" 

collapse as coarse {fining-upward) flow deposits and suspended sedinwnts are drpositetl. Tlw 

sedimentary record in a core might be distorted by this process, as depol>its arc likely to become 

thicker and out of chronological sequenct'. Although the strong bioturbation tubes and presence of 

iron sulphide strands in the core indicate faunal activity and thus a fairly stabll.' environml.'nt, the 

possibility of slumps cannot be overlooked. 

~A diamicton composed or silt and day from meltwater streams, plus ice-rafted debris from icebergs that contain 
a relatively low proportion of coarse-grained materials (Powell, 11181). 
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Many of the models describing ice-proximal sedin.entation also refer to the effects of 

prograding deltas, which advance across the floor of a basin as sediment is added to them. 

Depending on the location of a core site, the sedimentary record might cut through the lower 

foresets of such a delta, suddenly showing coa:ser material with perhaps some upward fining. Core 

107 is not considered to be in a position likely to be affected by such progradation, since it is on 

the ice-proximal side of Kogarsok sill, and not close to any major stream intlows. 

The occasionai outsized clasts seen in the lower facies of core 107 are likely to have been 

dropped from icebergs or floating sea-ice. This might also be the origin of thin layers of coarse 

scdimrnts. The importance of ice-rafted sediments is strf'ssed in the literature, it being described 

as • tlw unique depositional agent for glaciomarine sediments" (Eiverhoi, 1984, p.59); however, its 

importancr varies in different location!> and for different rrgirnr:s . In the lower section of cor<' IOi, 

ic~?-rafling probably accounts for the large cl:1sts; they are con!'idrred to he genuinrly ice-rafted as 

thry ocrur in lhr. middle c>f the core (out.;izecl dasts !'f'l'tl toward thl' edge of the ~~ore mi.~hl havr 

bf"rn pl:wl'd thNr during extrusion). 

Tlw uppN fades of core lOi n•prl'~rnts a rnt~t·h rnorl' al'live t•n\·ironment. with fl'w qai1•1 

dl'(lo:;itiunai prriods and littlr finl' rnatPrial. From 00-HIInn rh••rl' arl' !'omr pl'hbl(•-sizl'd cla~t~ and 

sand layt•rs in a sand and mud matrix. :\ bml' I hat (0-.11km), da:;ts brr.omr largN and I he mal rix 

c·ornpositinn is n•ducrd; vrr~· largl' r.la~•~ (maxunurn ·l.iicm) an• PvidPnt Jh•ar thl' top of thP rorl' 

and in c·orl' I OS. 

\\'hill' sornl' of thl' roarsr rnall•rial \'i!iibiP throughout this f:wiPs may be attributed to iel'

rafting, pt•rhaps dul' to an incrl'ase in calving and floating sea-ir.r, it seems unlik<>ly that this 

origin ~~ould account for the whole far.ies. A change to a high-energy environment and a change in 

the origin nf sedirnrnts is a more probable explanation. Considl'ration should be given to th<> 

incrl'asrd amounts of material available around thl' fiord walls. relative sra level change, and thr. 

t•hanging climatr and t>nvironment of the time. Stronger currl'nts may have been caused hy 

increa:<ed stream inputs, altered tidal conditions or basin morphology, or a change in the 

t('mperatu"e or the water body (~folni:l, 1983; Eyles, Eyles and .\liall, 1!>84). These factors, 

sl'p:uately or combined, could cause an increase in the size and amount of bedloa.ds. Fine 

materials, possibly even fines eroded from the bed, would be carried seaward in high energy 

rf'gimes, to be deposited beyond the core lo~ation. Alterations in current strength would allow 
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fine-grained sediments to be deposited in quiet periods. As local and regional glacial retreat 

continued, new sourcP.s of sediment must have become available, contributing to the change in 

depositional environment. 

Relative sea level change is likely to have altered basin morphology and thus the influence 

of tides and waves. As already stated, the maximum water depth in Townley Basin can be 

calculated as 144m; it has since dropped to 90m, making the basin smaller and shallower. \\':we 

and tide activity might influence the fiord bottom at these relatively shallow depths, causing a 

coarsening-upward facies; Eyles ( 1987) mentions a critical 'wave base' threshold, above which 

sediments are subject to disturbance. Powell (1983) suggests that the wave base might occur 

between 30-60m depth, thus making only the fiord walls and sills directly susceptible to stwh 

disturbance; they may, however, be the prl'cursNs of disturhancf' at greate-r dt•pth through 

slumping. Wave activity may not be particularly strong this far within the fiord. though it may 

become inrluential during severe storms. 

A morr important asp<'ct of rf'bth·f' ~f'a lrvt•l dtan)!.r in thi~ r•nvironnwnt is lihl)· to Ill' thr• 

inci!'ion of streams into their beds. and tlw suhsr11UI'Itl availahilit)· of loo~f' dt•hrb at and ahovt• ~r·a 

lt•vel. Shore-fast icc>, meltwatrr strParns and storm tidf's \\Nf' almost r•rrtainly ahlt• to r·arr~ ~umr• 

of this dt•bris into the fiord, providing lli'W. eo:U!\1' Ja~· t·r~ or ~t•dinll'nl. 

:\ r.hangP in thr. source of sc>dim<'nts. occurring as kr r"trralf'li out of thr fiord, b. howt•\·,.r. 

thought to hr. thr. main rc>a~on for thf' upprr fadt•s. \\'hilr it-t• n•maint•cl in thr riord. M•diuwllt~ 

would h:wr hrcn dominated h)· finf'-grainrd glacial rlour and ru·c·a~ion:d ir·t•-t ran~portt•d !"and!" anrl 

gravels. During and artr.r retreat. depo:;its would have graduall~ lwconw dominated by fluvial 

input, particularly with many mr.ltwatcr streams running into the fiord and the exposure> of ltulst• 

debris after ice and snow melt and relative sea level changrs. Strf'ams ~ul'h as l'ogarsok nronk 

show evidcnre of considerably greater amounts of dischargr, as thf'y ar~ now rnisrit stream~ in 

larger valleys. Flul'ial sediments and concentrated currents probably at:c:olJnt for thr. con~i~trnt 

presence of coarse matrrial in this facies. ~fodern sr.dinH'nlatiun is similarly dominated by rl11vial 

deposits, and. as can be seen from cores 106 and lOi, it produces a coarse sand and pebble racic>s. 

Cores lOS and 106 show similar facies to those or the Townley Basin cores; there is a 

transition at 90cm depth from sediments dominated by finr. materials !o a more clastic uppc>r 

facies. Here, however, the lower section appears to contain more coarse sand and gravel layers, 
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with few fine-grained deposits and less structuring than was evident in core 107. The upper facies 

in cores 105 and 106 does not contain as many large clasts, nor are their sizes as great as in the 

Townley Basin cores. These differences are sufficiently small that they may not indicate 

significantly different sediment sources or environments. 

Sediments at the bottom of core 105 are mainly fine-grained, perhaps representing ice-

proximal or predominantly ice-distal deposits. Occasional outsized clasts may have been ice-rafted 

or carried in on a stronger current. Above this the facies becomes more coarse and shows less 

stratification. It is possible that glacial sediments were no longer dominant, and that terrestrial 

input from Tallek Arm, via Koktortoaluk Basin, was contributing to the fluvial influence o( the 

McCornick and h·itak Rivers. The number of streams <'nlf'ring lvitin Basin, and th<' Tallf'k Arm 

drposits, may account for the thickf'r S('(lirnf'nt units Sf'f'n hNr. lc'f'·raftr.d debris is also likf'ly to 

have suppl<'rn<'nted the supply of coars" material. D<'ltair progradation, rrlative sra leHI rhangr 

and waH' acth·ity should again bl' con~idl'r('cl. partic-ularly "inn• tlw.v would disturb stratifil'ation. 

5.3.5. Summary 

C'orf's l!li and 1118 ~how two major ~c·dinwntar~ rnvironnwnts. Tit" lowf'r fac·ic•s. in c·urc• llli. 

appPars I o ha\'1' bf'f'n laid down in inc·rf'asingb· ic·f'-dist al c·oncl it ions. probably wbilf' thr 'gi:H'ii'T was 

at or WPst of Tuwnlt•y llead. It is c·harac·tNi~,.d by finr-gratnP.I srdinwnts. which arl' lihb· to han• 

hc•l'n dl'po~itrd fro.-r. suspc•nsion in quif'l waiNs, and intNI:uninatc•cl sands and muds, a ri'~Uit of 

suhaqurous strl'am flow and flow currc>nts. Organic indirators :;ugg,•st that thc>ff' was littlc> 

dislurhancf' dt:r:r.:; or artrr deposition. Oc:<'asional outsizrd clasts and grave•! lensl's arc lihl)' to 

he thr result of icc-rafting. 

The upper facirs. which continurs into modP.Tn s<'diml'nts, shows a change in the dominant 

proCI'SS<'s within the fiord. There is a gradual c:hangr to more coarse debris, probably indicating 

thr drclining infllll'ncc or glacial Sl'dimcnts and an increase in.Cill\'ial input. Relative s~a lc\'l'l 

changes may have allowed loose dobris around the fiord walls and in valleys to brcome more 

available, and an increase in seasonal sea-ice might ha\'e allowed that debris to be transported 

into thl' Cl'ntre ol the fiord. Sediment entering the fiord with streams appears to have becomt> 

dominant; coarst> deposits indicate large debris loads, and the lack of fine material suggests 

selective erosion (winnowing). It is also possible that a changing climate caused temperature and 
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tidal conditions to alter, or that the fall in relative sea level emphasised the coarsening upward 

effect by subjecting the riord bottom to storm conditions. Modern sedimentation is almost 

certainly dominated by rtuvial ~ediments and current action; core 108 is probably strongly 

inCluenced by Kogarsok Brook. 

Cores 105 and 106 show the same overall patterns, though the \'ariety of sedimr.nts in thf' 

lower facies of core 105 suggest a more Yariable environment. This maybe a result of tv it in 

Basin's different sediment sources, for example the Tallek Arm input, or brcause this basin was 

further from the ice-margin during deposit ion of this sect ion. The facies is still considrrrd to br 

ice-distal. Core 106 and the upper part of core 105 are interpreted as CIU\·ial df'posits, althouKh 

they are less coarse than those of the Townley Basin corPs. 

5.4. Radiocarbon Dating 

Radiocarbon dates wrrP obtain•·d from :ohrll fragm••nts and ~amplc•s of organil' rna II ••r in 

cores 105 and IOi allowing the d(•\'t•lot>nu•nl of a daronology whic-h c~an Ill' n•latl'd to 1111' l'ort··~ 

lithology . This can be usrd to estimalf' tlw agf' of drpo~itionalunits and thc•ir rat•·s of 

scdinH'ntation: the pn~ilion of the in•-front at a cNrain timP might al:'o h1• t'lllimalf'tl. 

Comparison with sedimf'ntation ratrs. litho- and daronostratigraphiPs in othf'r Wff'S from ~imilar 

rnvironm('nts might hPip \'alidatr the :'\adl\·ak Fiord farif's and thrir ag••s. 

Table 5-3: Radiorarbon datc•s from :-\ ac h \' ak Fiord •·on•s 80-0:!i -1115 and 8.">-ll:!i -I Oi 

Cor~ Depth(cm} ~ (atNial Dat(' R<'rerl'ncr 

105 100 shell frags. .)li0±80 T0-·1:!·1 

105 4:22 H.a ret i ca \'aln~ G810±i0 T0-·12:! 

105 ·122 ll.arctica \'alve i8i0±1:30 13eta li8i0 

10i 100 shell frags. i3:!8± 110 TO-·I:!:J 

lOi 4:!3 organic matter I !l. iaO±·IOO 13eta li8i5-:.!.">ii 

Table 5-3 summarises the radiocarbon dates obtainf'd by the A.G.C., which were rnadf' 

available for use in this thesis by H. Josenhans. Two halves of a single lliatella arctica valve werr 

dated separately using conventional and accelerator methods. There is a 1000 year difference 

between the two dates, the reason ror which is unknown. The example rhows that 14C dating or 
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shells is not always reliable. The total organic matter date was obtained from a 218g sample 

between 423-449cm depth (core 107). A sample from 445cm contained 0.6% carbon. 

Possible errors and sources or contamination must be considered when any radiocarbon 

dates are used. Contamination with 'old' radiocarbon appears to be the major problem since it 

can so easily become incorporated into more recent organic material. 'Old' carbon may be derived 

from bedrock (particularly glacially-scoured bedrock). from glacial meltwater, from reworked older 

sediments containing organic materials, or perhaps from particular chemical reactions taking place 

in photosynlhesising plants (Sutherland, 1980; King, 198.5; ~facDonald et al., 198i; Clark et at .. in 

pre3s). 

There is evid€.'nce that shells or shell fragments provide more reliable dates than does total 

organic material. Studies from areas with good indPprndrnt dating controls ha\·r shown that wht•n 

compared, total organic dat('S arf' fr('(JIIrntly considerably ol<lN than shell dat('S from similar rnrr 

lt>Vl')s (Filion fl al., 1081 : Andrews fl rd., 1085: ~facDnnnld d •11 .• IU8i). Sht•lls app('ar to ht> lr:-s 

pronf' to ront aminal ion than total organic rnatNial. particularly t ho~r found in or n('ar growl h 

position; thus the shell dates, whil<' tlw~· may be consid!'fl'd maximum :tgf'!;, are normally thought 

to be fairly rl'liablr. The lliatclla arl'fica sample from core 10.) p<'rh:tps challeng<'s this. 

Thr df'gree or error associatf'd with organic sedirnrnt datf's appears to increase with the 

incrrasing age or sediment (ir. the rrror is not linearly distributed throughout a core), with 

inrrra~ing northrrly latitudl', and when thcrf' i~ only a small amount of organic carbon prc~rnt in 

a :-:unplr. Sf'dirnr.nt with a low carbon content ( < .'JC() may r.ontain :1 rf'latin•ly large amount of 

'old' carbon, whirh would gi\'e it a disproportionately old 'age' (Sutherland, H)80; King, 108;)), 

Thus samplf's with greater than ~% organic carbon are recommended for accurate routine 

analysrs (1\ing, 1085; Fowler, Gillespie and Hedges, 1086), although smaller percentages (0.5-

l.5~(i) are rrgularly usrd (eg. Vilks and Mudie, 19i8; Andrews et al., 1085). The low percentage 

carbon contr.nt or core 107 at H·5cm depth suggests that even a very small amount or 'old' 

carbon would produce an erroneous age, and implies that the 10,i30 DP date is unreliable. 

Most authors show an increase in age-error with the actual agr or the sample, or with depth 

into a core (eg. Nambudiri, Teller and Last, 1080; Filion et al. , 1981; Andrews et al., 1985; 

MacDonald ct al., HJ87). Andrews et al. (1985) suggest that, where the major source or 

contamination is reworked older sediments, this non-linear increase in contamination is associated 
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with deglaciation and the rate of sedimentation. They round that high sedimentation rates were 

related to reworking, and hypothesised that reworking would be reduced after deglaciation, partly 

due to increased marine and terrestrial productivity in the interglacial period. In the fiords of 

Barrio Island and in Baffin Bay, peak rates of sedimentation occurred bc.>tween 9500 and 6500 

years BP; deglaciation occurred at approximately 8000 BP. The effects of glacial scouring and t hf' 

relt>ase of meltwater and older sediments from tht> ice may also have contributed to 

contamination. It was suggested that 'old' carbon contamination may br highest on the 

contine:.tal shelf, decreasing with distance into fiords. although this has nnt. brf'n prnn:-n. 

Although the Nach,·ak Fiord cores contain evidence.> uf organic activity that suggests minimal 

reworking, ~he possibility cannot be dis<:ountrd. 

Filion et al. ( Hl81) noted that organic dates from sit1·~ on t hf' c:onl in1•n tal slu•lHs of ~out h

ea~t Daffin Island and northern Labrador wrre highly rnnlaminatNI, whilf' sarnplrs from suutlu·rl~· 

locations wrre more accurate. This i:; thought to hr duf' to th1• difff'ff'IJC:I' in trmrwr:1tur1• with 

lalitudf', warm southrrly watc.>rs f'neuuraging morf' marinf' lif•• and:\. high1•r prrHhJI·tinc~· . wilh 

fastrr ratf's of decay and recycling I han tho:,r occurring in tlw nor I h. The amount of organi1· 

carbon prmlucrcl and drpositrd, and thf' ·rates at whi1·h any oldrr •:arbon is :ncorporatt•cl intn 

modern !'ecliments, is thereforl' fastN in the south. 

This information suggests that the organic matt1•r dale from corf' IOi is hk1•ly to br 

annmalou~l)· ·old', largely because it has such a low carbon content. It j:; pnssihle that 

contamination took place through 'old' 11C infiltration aftl'f drgladation, and/or through 

reworking of sediments. The date is thus trt>at<'d as an absolutr maximum. 

Some authors have attempted to quantify the dt•grf'e of error associated with organk dat••s . 

Nambudiri. Teller and Last ( Hl80) used the frequency or pre-Quaternary microfossils, as did 

~ludic and Guilbault ( HJS~). It was argued that thr reworking of fo:,sils indicated reworking of 

'old' He, and thus possible contamination of younger sedimrnts. F'os~ils of earlirr Quaternary 

periods are equally likely to have been reworked, however, though this might not he easily 

detected. In this study, there was no obvious evidence of older or reworkt'd pollt'n grains in any of 

the pollen sample levels, suggt'sling no older or reworked carbonate fossils. 

King (1985) used sedimentation rates from cores with some radiocarbon dating control tu 

calculate a 'correct' age for organic dates; pollen concentrations and rates of influx were usl!cl in 
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the equation. Andrews et al. (1985) attempted to correct total organic matter dates by statistical 

means, using a number of core dates from their own studies and from the literature, and 

comparing abnormally 'old' organic dates with shell dates considered to be more accurate. Where 

these dates came rro:n similar levels in a core, direct comparisons could be made. The result was 

an equation, in which 0 represents a date rrom organic material, and S represents an organic date 

corrt'cted to a shell equivalent: 

s = i06 + 0.6.50 

Using this equation, the 19,730 BP date rrom corf' 107 is 'corrt'cted' to 13,530 BP. ThP f'Trnr 

margin calculated by Andrews et a/. is ± \700 years. Whilt' this figure might be suggested al' a 

guidP Cur the actual date or the samplP, it. must he rf'cognbPd as an estimate; the equation wa~ 

ealeulatl'd rrom a limited data S(•t dl•rin•d mainly rrom £hrfin 11a~' and takes no considl'rat ion or 

JocaJ concJit ions or S('dinwntation. :\II rPfrrPnCCS wiJI llf' to t Jw original date . . 

5.5. Rates of Sedimentation 

Radiocarbon dating of cores 100 and IOi allows S<'dinH'ntation rates to he calculatt'd, and 

pro\'idl's th(• date at which sedimentary t'n\'ironments changl'd. tr it is assumt'd that ratf's Wf'Tf' 

rf'gular throughout cl!•position, thl' top lOOcm or cor(' llli !shell dati' 73~8 years l3P) must ha\'1' 

hf'f'n laid down at a rate or O.Ol ·km yr" 1 (73.3 yrs f'nt'
1 or O.l ·lm ka' 1 

) , l'!'ing the organic dati' 

( l!J,i:m yPars IJP) rrorn ·1~3cm d1•pth, thl'! rest of the core wa~ depositt•d at a rate of 0.0~6 em yr· • 

(38.·1yrs en,·•, or 0.::!6m ka·t ). Deposition in the lower part of the core was therefore almost twtcP. 

as Cast. as that in the uppcr part. Tht'SI' rates arc presented in graphic Corm in Figure 5-5. 

Nach\'ak Fiord cure 8502i-l0.) has a rate of 0.019cm yr' 1 (51.iyr m·1• or O.lUm ka'1) in its 

top lOOrrn. and or either O.::!Ocm yr'1 (5.00yrs em·•, or ~ .Om ka'1) or 0 .1 :!em yr" 1 (8..tyr em·•, or 

t.::!m ka'1) below, dt>pt'nding on whkh radiocarbon date is used from 4::!:.!cm d!!pth . Again, thr. 

lo\\w part or the core was deposited much more quickly than the upper part, overall rates of 

SPdimcntation being faster in core 105 than they are in core lOi. Rates presented in Figure 5-.f: 

rates of both cores 105 and lOi are summarised in Table S-.5. 

It should be remembered that these are piston cores and that they are unlikely to contain 

very recent sediments. Therefore, they do not date rrorn the present day 3.Rd some allowance 
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Figure 5-5: Ratrs of ~f'dimf'ntation in cort'S 8.'i-O:!i -I O.'i :tnd 8.'i-ll:.:!i -I lli. 
determined from radioc:arbon dati'S on ~hells : 'corrc•ctrd · rate USI'S t lw 

r.quation devised by Andrews tl al. ( IU8;j) for thf' age of total 
organk n.attN. 

should p:obably be madP for their age. Andrews (1~8ib) assunws that the Ocm lt•\'1"1 in a piston 

core represents 300 years BP, and calculates rates of sedimentation :wcurdingly . For this 

example, the altcrnati\'e rates do not differ greatly from thos«.' alr«.'ady gi\'<'n (s«.'c Table 5-·1 ). Thfl 

assumption is not made by all authors, so calculations arc based on thl' original rates. 
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Table 6-4: Rates of sedimentation in cores 8502i-l05 and 85027-107. 

Depth 
(em) yrs cm"1 em yr"1 m ka"1 

Core 85027-105 Rate of sedimentation 

0-100 51.70 0.019 0.19 

100-422 5.09 0.200 2.005 

100-422 8.40 0.120 1.208 

Core 85027-107 Rate of sedimentation 

0-100 73.30 0.014 0.14 

100-423 38.40 0 .026 0.26 

Where Ocm - 300 years BP 

Core 8.5027-IO.S Rate of sediment.ation 

0-100 48.i0 0 .021 0.21 

100-422 6.02 0.166 1.665 

J00-·1::?~ 9.3:2 0.107 1.078 

Core 850:.-!i -IOi Rate of sedimentation 

0-100 70.30 O.OJ.I O.J.I 

100-4::!3 39.30 0.025 0.25 

Rates of sedimentation df'pcnd on (i) the amount of material available for deposithn, (ii) the 

fnrc('s . · Jtin the fiord influencing which particles will be deposited and which carried away, (iii) 

the dh.~:-.n,•c or the coring site from the source of sediment, and (iv) any erosion taking place aftN 

initial d<'pnsition. 

The amount or material available for deposition is influenced by a wide variety or factors: 

the areal size and thermal regime of the glacier; its state of advance or retreat, and how it might 

be retreating (rate of melting and of cah·ing) and the nature of the fiord itself (presence of talus 

slopes, abundance of loose fluvial or glaciofluvial material, the angle of slopes above and below the 

water line, the morphology or the fiord bed). Factor (ii) is also affected by the nature or the fiord 

and the glacier: meltwater streams produce overflow and underflow currents which may be 
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capable or carrying sediment or considerable size for long distances; steep slopes and loose debris 

add to the likelihood of high volumes or sediment and or slumping; differences in water 

temperature might produce traction curr('nts; and the relief or the fiord bottom might promote 

density riows and resedimentation. Factor (iii) is included as depositional rates appear to decre:\.r;t' 

with distance from the pos: ~ion of an ice front: continental shelves receive very little sediment, 

whereas the amount increases with distance upfiord. This results from the existence of basins 

within a fiord, since basins act as sediment traps collecting both coarse and Cine deposits before 

they can reach the ocean. Finally, erosion may occur as a result or strong current activity or 

iceberg scouring, so removing material that was already deposited, or causing selective deposition 

and leaving a lag deposit or coarse particles only. 

The sedimentation rates seen in Nachvak Fiord can probably be explained through local 

conditions of sediment supply and deposition. A faster rate would be expected during deglaciation 

since a glacier carries large \o'olumes of mostly fine matPrial which must be depositecl on icc nwlt. 

The volume of material carried fluvially is much less by comparison., so a smaller amount of 

sedim<'nt would be deposited in the upper 'non-glacial' srction of a core in the same given pPriod 

of time. Rates of sedimentation are expected to be faster down-core, al: greater quantities of 

glacial debris would likely be deposited carlil'f in the deglacial sequPnce. Acoustic units D, E and F 

(Brll. l!J87) and C', D, and E (Rogerson, Josenhans and B(•ll, l!J8fi) rPprcsl'nt the r.onsiderahlr 

drpths of surh mat•·::;.; alrf':,dy laid down in these basins. Thus ratrs seen in the tops of cor(•s IO!J 

and IOi arc likely to b.: mach slower than those of the lower units, whilr. rates in the uppN 

section of both cores arc slower than those of the lower puts. Andrews tl ;l. (1~8&) found that 

sedimentation rates in a number of Baffin Bay fiords were much higher during deglaciation than 

thl'y were afterwards (a peak was reached between 9500 and 0.)00 years BP). Thr. same 

explanation might be offered for the extremely high rates being observl'd in :\luir lnll't (~ to Urn 

yr"1 since HWO ), where the Muir Glacier is acth·cly retr<'ating (Powell, 1981 ; :\folnia, 19&3 ). 

Rates in core 105 arc considerably faster than those of core lOi for both sections. This was 

unexpect<'d since each basin in a riord appears to act as a sediment trap, causing rates or 

sedimentation to decrease downfiord and leaving very little material to be deposited on the 

continental shelf. However, the nature of the basins in i':achvak Fiord does offer some 

explanation. lvitin Basin may have been red by Tallek Arm sediments as well as by those or the 
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fiord. Townley Basin can have received sediments only from Tasiuyak Arm. The sediment output 

of rivers rtowin~ into Ivitin Basin might have been greater than that of rivers flowing into 

Townley Basin. Also, the depth or Ivitin Basin (170m) probably promoted sedimentation, by 

providing quiet conditior.s removed from the influence of tides and waves. The shallower Townley 

Basin might be subject to greater wave and tidal influences, producing a more turbulent 

environment and perhaps preventing deposition of fine materials. Erosion might have taken place 

during deposition of the upper section or core 107 or core 108. 

Rates ol sedimentation in Nachvak Fiord were compared with rates from fiords and bays 

elsewherr in the Arctic. As expected, they are lower than most, particularly where currently 

retreating rnodern glaciers occupy fiords; rates arc fastest where deglaciation is actively taking 

place (eg. Gulf of Alaska; Molnia and Carlson, 1978). Nach\·ak Fiord rates are most similar to the 

lower end of ranges given Cor fiords in Barfin Bay, as expected given generally .similar conditions 

of climate and glaciation, and also considering the advanced state of deglaciation during which 

th<'sc cores w<>re dcposit<'d. 

The slow rates of sedimentation offer no insight to the rate of ict! retreat or the thermal 

rl'girnr of tlu.• glarier tongue that occupied ;'\achvak Fiord. As mention<'d previously, the rates are 

likely to b<' very strongly influenced by the local conditions of the basins themselves, and cannot 

be rxplaint'd by broad rt'gional factors without more information. 

5.6. Pollen Analysis 

Poll1•n analysis has bt'en used as a stratigraphic tool in the evaluation of cores 107 and 10&. 

Pollen sp<'ctra from the Townl('y Basin cores have bct'n correlated with those of other cores from 

north·<'astl!rn Canada, using alt<.>rations in the frequenci<.>s of different taxa as stratigraphic 

mark('rl'. If it can be assumed that the same environmt'ntal conditions effected an entire region 

and produced similar changes in vegetation within that region, then those vegetative changes 

should be visible in the pollen records or most cores. It is possible to assign approximate dates to 

pnl11•n spcr:tra which have no absolute dates using this method. For this study, correlation or cores 

prO\•ided an alternative method of 'dating' the lithostratigraphy and offered tenbtive conclusions 

rl'garding changing en\'ironmental conditions within the fiord over timl'. 
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5.8.1. Use of Pollen Analysis as a Stratigraphie Tool 

Cross-correlation or cores is based on the assumption that the pollen rain or a particular 

region rerlects the vegetation of that region. In addition to local pollen grains from the immediate 

area, there is usually a certain amount of regional pollen in any sample; however, 'regional' grains 

may have travelled long distances, in which case they might be regarded as exotic to the 

vegetative region being studied. Study of modern pollen rain, its source are:\5, methods of 

transportation and relationship to the vegetation or the immediate area is the only way in which 

fossil pollen spectra can be interpreted. It is vital for both the correlation of stratigraphiC's and the 

reconst.ruction or environmental conditions. 

Labrador has been divided into 4 or 5 climatic/vegetative regions (Short and Nichols, I Oii; 

Lamb, 1084); Nachvak Fiord falls into the tundra zone in most descriptions. Studies or modern 

pollen spectra show that these regional \'egetation assemblages are reflected in the pollrn rain. 

~lost studirs give a broad impression of modern pollen fallout, prrsenting results in isopoll maps 

which enclose areas or approximately equal pollen frequency. Elliott-Fisk ct al. \ 108:!) used 

s:lmplt•s cnllrl!ted from 39 terrestrial s1tes in the central-easlt:rn Canadian Arctic to draw 

percentage isopoll maps for eight taxa. The data were related to regional Hgetation and dimatl' 

characteristics, and. through factor analysis, it was shown that pollen assembbges are regional 

and do rdate to particular \'egetation zones. :-.!achvak Fiord is bet\n>en the 'low Arctic mrsir. 

shrub community·, cb: · :tcrised by Eriraceaf', Betula and Pirnu, and thr ·tow :\rct.ic rtoristir. 

zone' with Salir, Cyp.·: ... ~eac and Gramineae. 

Lamb ( 198·1) snm,)led se\'cnty-four small lakes from the different \'f'getation zones or 

Labrador. lie drew isopoll maps showing percentage frequencies of eight kry taxa throughout 

Labrador, and summarised the spectral characteristics of each \'egetation zonf'. :--:ach\·ak Fionl is 

in his tundra zoot>, and is charactf'rised by < ~5% Picca. at least Iii% Al11u.! and Bttula, '2~'0 

Salix and up to 4~ Ericaceae. C'yperaceae were dominant at 30:0; other herbs and spores or 

Lycopodium, Filicale.:J and Sphagnum were also obser\·ed. 

Given this information, it seems reasonable to assume that fossil pollen spectra also rcfl,•c:t a 

regional \'egetation. and thus that a comparison or cores from the samt' Hgetation community 

would show correlative featurt's. llo\\'P.\'er, factors such as long distance transportation of 'rxotic' 

pollen grains, and the marine environment of a fiord situation should also be taken into account. 
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Aerial transportation is considered to be very important in more northerly locations such as Baffin 

Island and Baffin Bay (Short, Mode and Davis, 1985}, and in offshore areas (Mudie, 1982). 

Although the actual number of wind-borne pollen grains may not be very high in these latitudes, a 

drop in the concentration oi all pollen grains north or 52 • N (Mudie, 1982) means that they are 

strongly represented. 

The site or cores 106 and 107 is likely to have received pollen from both local and regional 

sources. Numerous strE"ams entering Townley Basin carry in pollen, as do winds blowing east-west 

through the fiord trough and north-south through Tallek Arm and Kogarsok Brook valley. Pollen 

grains (rom the v:.lleys and vegetated banks of tbe fiord would also be deposited. These sources, 

and perhaps others, would have existed throughout the deglacial period. Mudie notes that air

borne exotic pollen is usually deposited close to the coast, where warm and cold air mixes and 

fogbanks form; while such a source is unlikely to be important today, it may have been in the 

past, when different temper3ture regimes domin3ted in the fiord. There was, therefore, ample 

opportunity for rt'gional and long-distance pollt'n to enter the fiord environment. For this reason, 

accurate reconstruction of the vegetation and em·ironment of the fiord at particular periods of 

time is not possible; pollen spectra almost certainly represent regional vegetation. 

Nachvak Fiord is·a tidal, saltwater marine environment, therefore the pollen assemblages or 

cores might potentially resemble those from the continental shelf. This is considered unlikely, 

howc\·er, as the site or cores IOi and 108 is about 40km inland, surrounded by steep fiord walls, 

and prohahl)' has :·. d('positional environment more like that of a lake. Fiord basins with dividing 

sills and considf'rahle depths of sediments suggest that ocean current influences are minimal. 

The depositional environment of the ocean is very different from that or terrestrial lake 

sites. Deposition is thought to be ncar-continuous in an oceanic environment, and thus long 

rrc:ords or climatic events may be obtained, often covering hundrr.ds of thousands of years. Dating 

cunt rnls are good, since shell fragments or org:1nic byers are often common and relative 

chronologies may be applied through oxygen isotope analysis or the identification of volcanic ash 

horizons. Chronostratigraphic correlation of oxygen isotope stages (Shackleton and Opdyke, 19i3) 

has probably been the most. useful method of dating. Pollen grains and spores are the most 

common microfossils to be found in oceanic or continental shelf sediments (Mudie, 1982). They 

allow t('rrestrial and oceanic pollen spectra to· be correlated, and provide a means of comparing 

climatic events and estimating past patterns of air and ocean current circulation. 
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Despite these advantages, marine cores are not very useful when short periuds or deposition 

are to be correlated. Slow rates of sedimentation leave very short depositional records and thus 

condense pollen spectra. Each period or climate change might therefore be represented by only a 

thin section of sediment, leaving visible only major climatic events. Scott et al. (1984) note that 

less than lm of sediment often represents all of t.he postglacial period ~n deep sea cores; a core 

from the south Labrador Sea was shown to cover 300,000 years in 9m (de Vernal and Hillaire

Marcel, 1987a); i:t Notre Dame Bay, Newfoundland, the entire Holocene sequence was found 

within 17cm or sediment (Macpherson, 1988). These examples demonstrate the difficulties of 

correlating a long and detailed lake core with a short marine core section. 

Related to this is the fact that oceanic cores do not respond to changes in ice margins 

taking place either inland or on the continental shelves (Scott et al., 1984 ); their record is 

the:eiure incomplete as regards minor climatic rtuctuations which might be compared with the 

terrestrial fossil pollen record. 

A further problem with the correlation of marine and trrrestrial cores involves the origin of 

pollen deposited in the ocean enYironment. Pollen grains may tr:m~llong distances prior to 

deposition on land or in a water body; once in the sea they may traYel further under th«:' influenct' 

of fluYial or oc«:'an currents, tides and prevailing winds. Pollen assemblages might therefore he 

seen to change due to changes in the origin and distribution mechanisms or the grains, rather than 

by climatic change alone. 

Rewor:dng of older sediments is also more frequent in marine cores. Disturbances may he 

caused by fluyiaJ drainage, iceberg scouring, ocean currents and tides, slumping, bioturbation and 

the like. This disruption of chronological order makes pollen assemblages difficult to inl«:'rpret. 

Pre-Quaternary pollen grains may be distinguishable from more r('cent grains because of their 

colouring :md degree of corrosion; they may ther('fore be excluded from the pollen count (('g. de 

Vernal and llillaire-~tarcel, 198i a). HoweYer, QuatNn.ary grains or different ages are orten 

impossible to differentiate. 

Marine and fiord environments ha\'e significant differences when compared. Much rastl'r 

rates or sedimentation in fiords emphasise their similarity to lake sites and their suitability to 

studies of pollen assemblages. Given the difficulties or interpretation of marine core spectra, no 

attempts h:we been made to correlate them with the Nachvak Fiord cores. Recently, pollen 
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analysis or cores taken from the continental shelf at the mouth of Nar.hvak Fiord began; this 

should provide an interesting comparison when the results become available. 

Pollen analysis on cores taken from fiords appears to be rare. A few examples from Baffin 

Island fiords do provide some data which can be compared with the Nachvak Fiord data, although 

emphasis has h~en placed on sedimentation rates and the problems of radiocarbon dating (eg. 

Andrews et al., 1985; Andrews, 1987a, b). These data have not been published as pollen spectra, 

however, makir.g correlations impossible. 

5.6.2. Fossll Pollen Analysts ln Northern Labrador 

Pollen diagrams from north-eastern Canada indicate that climate changes '' :e broadly 

similar throughout the Holocene. Individual spectra from ditrerent vegetation zones vary in their 

representation or plant species frequency and dominance, as expected over such a broad area. The 

Holocene was characteriscd by pcriods of warming and cooling; most easily distinguishable in 

pollen l'pcctra is an amelioration about f>OOO BP, and a general cooling that occurred about 

2!J00-301JO years BP (Bartlcy and ;\btthcws, HlGQ; Short and :":ichols, 1077; Short, 1978; Lamb. 

l 08·1 ). The \'!'g<'tation and climate history of northern Labrador has been continuously rcfin!'d. 

although there arc problems with radiocarbon dates in some spectra. 

ModNn research north of the tree-line began relatively recently (:\ichols, 1067; Bartl!'y and 

1\tatthe\\'1', l'JG!J). Se\·eral con•s from lakes in and around th(' Torngat ~fountains have been 

an:.ly-"Ptl. howe\'cr, pro\·iding a numlJcr of spectra with which the :":arhvak Fiord cores can be 

c:orr<'iat!'d. :\ sampling programme carrird out by lves, i'\iclwls and Short ( 1 Oi6) led to a seriE.'s of 

paprrs that dh;cussr.d the results of cor('S taken from six lakes north of the tree-line but south of 

the Torngal ~fountains in north-central Labrador (Short and Nichols, H>ii; Short, 19i8). PattNns 

of warming and cooling shown by thrse cores were broadly correlati\'c for both the vegetation 

assemhlagrs and their datr.s of arri\' al. 13riefly, the data showed a dry, cold tundra episode aft<>r 

df'glaciation at all sites, its duration dt•1>ending on the time at which each site became icc-free. 

The earliest. recorded deglaciation was at 10,300 DP (l'blik Pond); other sites c:~perienced a tundra 

vegetation between 8000 and 5000 years DP. At approximatl'ly 6500 DP, 3 highly productive 

shrub-tundra became apparent, indicating a warm climate; prc\·ailing southerly winds are thc1ught 

to ha\'c carried alder and birch pollen northward from woodlands in the south. Between -1200--t.SOO 
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BP a transition to open spruce woodland took place, possibly an indication or still warmer 

conditions since the spruce arrived almost simultaneously at several locations. This lasted for only 

a short time, however, as alder, birch and spruce frequencies declined about ~500-3000 BP, and a 

more open vegetation with lower rates of productivity became apparent in all six lake sites. This 

cooler and drier environment is thought to have continued, with minor rtuctuations, into the 

present. 

Lamb has investigated the vegetation history or Labrador, firstly in the south·e:lStcrn 

forested area (1980) and then in more central and northerly regions ( 1984, 1985 ). He has analysl'd 

both modern and fossil sediment samples, and has worked in areas close to Nachvak Fiord. or 

particular interest to this study is Lamb's description (1984) of pollen frequencies from Hebron 

Lake (58· 12' N, 63 • 02' W). The history of this site should he comp:nahle to that of Nach\'ak 

Fiord, since, although it is approximately IOOkm to the south of the tiorcl, it is at an altitudl' of 

liOm. I Iebron Lake appears to have followed a succession from a snowbl'tl cornmunity (spar:;" 

scdgl's and hl'rb specil's, mainly 1\anunculu~ and Graminraf' , plus a little hireh) .lt 8350±8& BP 

( Q-::!Oifi) to a rnore stable St'dgc-willow community. with incrl'asing birch. ..tin"" cri.•pa 

immigrated ahout f.lOOO DP, just a(lt'r a pt'ak in birch frl'quencies and as Rrw u 11 cu:u~ and 

Cyprrac£>:\e declined. This birch-al!ll'r shrub cover was ch:lr:l.Cteri~f'd by m:lximurn polll•n 

concrnlr:l.tion~. and the prl'sence or Picca about ·1500 OP. Sprue£> pol11•n was probably blown intc, 

t hr. :trl':l. rrorn low-lying woodland to t h(' south. Tht' birrh-aldl'r !!hrn bland appt•ars to haH 

,.tlnlinuf'd until3000 DP, when C:ypNaC£>:\l' inr'rl':l.sed in irnporlanr«' ancl Ainu.~ and !Jtiula lu•gan 

a drdin£'. It was followrd by a morr open tundra rnYironrn«'nt, with srdgr!·Willuw contrnunilir·~. 

characiNisr.d by high frequencies of ,·arious hrrb and moss !'Jll'cic•s as \\c•ll ~ Cyprr:u:l'ne and 

Salir. 

Tht' pattern or climate detrriorat ion arter 3000 years np is rPitNatt•d in Lamb II !J80 ), wlu•rl' 

four lakes in ce~tral Labrador (brtwel'n 55' 1\ and 5i ' 0:) Wl're analysrd with rrgard tn I hr• 

t.ret'·limit in their surrounding arra. Thl' tundra compnn£>nl or all sit1•s inrrl'ascd artN 

approximatdy 3000 BP, corresponding with abo\'e-rnrntionf'd indications or a coniN and driN 

climate at that tirnr. 

Carl'S t'XIracted from rour lakt•s in the Torng:l.t ~fount a in~ reprt'!'ll'lll I hr only l:u:ust rinc• 

pollrn analy~is to have been carried out ncar 0:ach,·ak Fior<l. One cort• from Square I.akr. was 

' . / 
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collected in 1978 and bas recently been analysed by Clark et al. (in press). Three other lakes, plus 

Square Lake, were cored by T. Bell, A.K. Dyer, R.A. Klassen and R.J. Rogerson in August 1985. 

Adams Lake and Gurnot Lake are immediately south or Nachvak Fiord. 

The cores collected in 1985 were described and subsampled at the GSC in Ottawa, then 

analysed for pollen at Memorial University by A.K. Dyer. Interpretation was by Elliot Burden or 

the Department or Earth Sciences at MUN. Pollen grains, spores and dinorlagellate cysts were 

included in the count. The CONSLINK computer programme (Gordon and Birks, 1972) was used 

to analyse the spectra, which displayed four local pollen assemblage zones7 with only slight 

statistical differences between each. Although no results have yet been published, seven diagrams 

and a report were made anilable to the author. 

The spectra arc largely similar to those of other northern Jake sites, as previously described. 

They follow a sequence from a sedge-herb tundra, to a shrub-tundra with dominant birch and 

alder, ancl then rrturn to a herb tundra with more diHrse sprcies representation. The rclatiH 

frcqul'ndf's or sprries present are t:1hubtf'd below (Table 5-t>); four assemblage zones arf' seen in 

up to sc\'l'n S('parate cor«:'s, and thus no single diagram rxists to dispiay all the zones. Only thrN• 

corf's from two sites (:\dams Lake and Square L:1ke) showf'd all four zones. 

R:ulior.arhon d:1tes were obtained on cores from Ad :~ins Lake (AL3b), Brimful Lake (BLOb) 

and S!JUarC' Lak«:' (SIA ). An organic byrr at 1 ~ 1-Hl:!rm dC'pth prov id<'d a date or :!:.:!,OCJO± 170 

~· ... ars nP (TO-n 10) in Zou.· I of the Adams lake core. The £Jr imful L.lkc date was obtained rrorn 

nW~S S(l'lllS found betWe«:'n Jj,5,5-Ji8.iJr.m d1•pth. fl ga\'(' Sediments an :1ge of 6,800±80 )'f'3tS 0P 

(TO-fi:3H). This dates t hi' b:Lsc of Zonl' II. whrre Cy pl'rac,!ae pt>rcen tagPs rise r:Lpidly and Sa/i.e 

and Ericaceae peaks at 10%. The Square Lakt! date is the second lo be obtained from this site. It 

was initially cored in lOiS in an attempt to date the Saglf'k ~forain<•s, a segment or which dams 

SquarC' Lakf'. Short ( 1081) rt>ports a date of 18,:! 10± WOO )'l':trs £JP ( GX-6362) from the ba!'lc or a 

07.5cm corf'. Thl' 1085 core prov idrd a dale or 15,7fi0±30fJ years nr (T0-641) from 6-l .5-66.5rm 

dt'pth, at the base of Zone III. ~lore radim·arhon dat«:'s ha\·e since bC'en ohtain1•d from the 1978 

core (C'Iark ct a/., in prcu ). 

7 An U~~mhlagl' ZOnl' is tJrfinrd by JINJburg {in Dirk~ and Dirk~, 10~0) aS "a bo.Jy or strata WhOSP ~On!Pn! or 
ras$ils. or or fossils or :L certain kind ... constitutrs a natural as~rmblagr or a~~ociation whi··h distinguish~$ it in 
hiostr:~.tigral'hir ~haractrr rrom acljacrnt strata• . A pollen zonr is rnore sprciric biostratigraph ic unit, drfin,.,J as •a. 
body o( $f'oJimrnt with a consisttnt ant! homogt> OOUS rossiJ poiJrn an1J SJIOrf.' ~OOtPOl that is 1Jistinguish«!cJ from 
a<ljac~nt lro.tirs in the kintl anti rrrquen.·irs or its rontaint>d rossil potl«!n and spores • (Oirk~. in Gordon and Air!..~. 

I 07'2, 11·06:!). 
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Table 6-6~ Summary of pollen record in four lakes in the Torngat Mountains: 
Adams Lake, Brimrul Lake, Gurnot Lake and Square Lake8 

Zone Discription 

Zone IV decline in shrubs: 
Alnus 10-20%, Betula < 20% 
Cyperaceae consistent -..::!0% 
Picea -20%, Pinus -10% 
concentrations decline, < 5000 grn g"1 

Zor.t Ill peak Alnus, 40% 
Betula 10-20% 
Cyperaceae < 20%; other herbs very low 
Picea rising, -..20% 
concentration maximum > 5000 grn g·1 

1--· .,_ 
II peak Cypcraceae > .SO'?O ' 

Gramineae declining, 10% to O"o 
< 10% 1 Alnus < 30%, Betula < ::!0(.0 , Salix 

Picca and Pinus < 10~ • exotic 
concentrations ·1000-5000 grn g· 1 I 

Zone I dominant herbs; shrub fre<JUI'ncirs < ZO~o i 

Gr:uninf':u.• ~oCO I 
Cyperaceac -t0- .)0~ 

I concentrations 1000-~000 grn g· 1 

Th<'!'e dales ought to be considl'red with som" t·aution; growing e\'idcnce ind ir. :\trs t hat 

organic- maliN within waterbodi"s is likely to contain 'nld ' ' 1C-dt•ridt•nt carl>un. Contamination of 

<)('posits can occur, :1pparently quill' ('asily, lending to anomalously 'old· radiocarbon dat('S. This 

happens when it is incorporated into :1 srdiment, which may take place in a number nf ways 

(section 5.1..1). ~facDonald ct al. ll!J8i}, working in l:iOIIthcrn Alberta, found that an aqu:Llit: mo~s 

(Drcpn nocladu.~ cra8.:tico.~tu.:~) gan radiocarbon datc•s c·on~istf'ntly oldt•r than thosP prn\'idc•d hy 

terrestrial macrofossils and an indPpcndf'n t dating c·ont rol (~laz :una ash) . Thb I!' partly d uc• to 1 ht• 

fact that. lt('.deficif'nt C:\rbun is bring int•orporatf'd into th(' 11\II~S thru11gh chl'lntr aJ pruc· c ·~~~·~ Ill 

photosynthesis, such that even modern sarnpl<'s give an 'old' date. It was suggcslf'd that t hi!i 

throws dates from all aCJUatic mosses into :;ome douht, and. :-int'" mosses arf' lil•••ly to mal\!' up a 

considl'rahle amount or thl' organic matPrial in any norlhPrn lah:- nr ponds. all suc·h datt•o; might 

8unpublish!'u data, J.D.Macpherson, J>Pr~onal commurliral ion, 1111111. 
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be considered dubious. Given these possibilities, all of the radiocarbon dates mentioned above 

might be considered to represent maximum ages for these sediments. 

Reworking, the process by which older sediments become mixed with younger sediments, is 

thought to be common, especially where current activity is high or there is the danger of 

slumping. The 'hard water effect', occurring when photosynthesis takes place underwater in the 

presence of 'old' carbon (Deevey et al., 1954), means that plants (and therefore sediments) 

incorporate 14C-deficient carbon into their tissue. Sutherland (1980} found that 'old' carbon 

dioxide released by glacial meltwater may also be incorporated into waterbodies, soils and plants 

after deglaciation. Sutherland (1980) and King (1985) describe ways in which glacial scouring can 

make 'old' carbon available from bedrock, particularly carbonates but also granites and 

metamorphosed rocks. Recently deglaciated regions may therefore be more prone to 

contamination with ancient carbon. Clark et al. (in pres8) also consider redeposit:on or pollen 

grains tran!iportcd by ice to be a potential contaminant. 

Comparison or the dates and zon<'S ill<'ntifi<'d in thc Torngat lakcs suggests that the dat<'S 

arr. Nronrous. Assuming the Ad:1ms L:1k.? date to be :1 maximum, Zone 1 must h:1n• begun prior 

to 2:.:?.000 DP. The dates from the Dtt ... ful and Squarc Lakr c:ores are not in scqucntial order. 

howc,·cr, showing the base or Zone 2 to be 68!>0±80 years DP and the base or Zone 3 to be 

10,7fiCl±:lllll DP. ~lost other northcrn lake sites :;how r.oncrntrations and pcrccntage rrcqu<'ncir>s of 

aldl'r and :.irch to incr<'aS<' at about GtlOO DP. and d<'c·lin<' around :!~00-3000 y<'ars IJP. signifil'ant. 

datrs whirh might bt' rxprct<'d from zones 3 and ·1. It is po~:;ihle, though it seems unlik<'J~·, th:ll 

thr> a:\:i!'lllhlagl' zones r<'cognised h('fr do not repr<'srnt the ar.c<'ptrd d<'glacial V<'gr>tation S<'IJUr>ncr. 

Th<' single Square Lake core dc>~rrib~d by Clark ct a/. lin prc,q.:') displayed a pattcrn or 

\'<'gl't at ion changr> basically similar to I hat found in ! he Torn gat Lak<'s ( .J.B. Macpherson . flN:\nnal 

c·omrnunil·ation, 1U88), although fi"" pollr>n as:\r>ntblagf' zon"s WNI' recngnis<'d and dat('S ar<' 

~c·qurntial throughout th1• cure. Th<' lowl·~t dl'posits arr> thought to have br><'n l:ud down do~r> to 

an ice margin; th<'re ar<' a larg<' numlwr of crumph•d and/or r<'\\'orkc·d pullrn grains. 

concentrations arc <'.Xtrrmf'ly low I::!OO-fiOO grains pt•r gram of 51'<limf'nt at dry wright (grn gtlw"1 )j. 

and th(' p<'rc•cntage of organic mattN is low. Ainu.~ and IJrtu/a arr> dominant; small ht•rhs :uul 

grasses are also important. Although thf' rna.ximurn agr> for df'gladation at this sitr> is l'onsiclt•rt•cl 

lobe 8,000 yt'ars BP, Zone [is thought to be oldl•r than 8,500 UP. 
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Zone II dates between 8,500 and 7,800 years BP. It too is thought to have been depositl'd 

close to the ice margin, though pollen concentrations begin to rise slightly. Gramineae and 

Cyperaceae are dominant, reaching maximum frequencies at i0-80cm depth; a sparse vegetation 

of grasses and sedges is suggested. 

An overall increase in concentration characterises Zone III. Alnus and Brtula rrequl'ncil's 

also rise considerably. An increase in organic matter and in pollen influx is interpretl'd as 

evidence or a rich shrub-tundra vegetation, with locally abundant alder and birch; spruce probahl)· 

grew in central Labrador. The warming period represented by this zone appears to have startrd 

before similar warm periods observed in other pollen diagrams (eg. Short and Nichols, l9i7; Short, 

19i8; Lamb, 1984, 1985}, as it dates between 7800 and 4i00 yPars BP. 

Zone IV maintains this rich shrub-tundra, although :\In us ~egins to decline and Cypl'r:\r.l'ar• 

reaches a low peak here. Concentrations are again high. The fre<JUency or Picca pollen grains 

pllaks at ·IOI!C, though the conifer is not thought to be lora!. 

A rl'gional cooling apprars to oer·ur after ~000 years 13P. in Zunr \'. 0\·erall concl'nt rat iou~ 

are lower. particularly or Alii u~ whir h also declines in (rCIJIII'OCY. C) Jll'r:u:I':U' \' aiUI'5 inr.reasl" 

again , in both concentration and frrquency . Although Dttula frl'qUl'nr. ir•s rrmain high . it is 

thought that thrre was an increa!>e in the tundra cumpnurnt of thr forPst-tundra n-gl'lation. This 

would corrl'spond with the coull'r and drirr dimate oh~N\'t'd in othrr pnllt•n diagrams art1•r 

approximatrly 3000 DP. 

ThNt' a((' rl'btiv('ly few cnrfl•lations or oct•anir pollr•n sprctr:\ from the 1.:-Lhr:ulor Sr•:\ and 

thus(' of tcrrrstrial cores; whl'Tr. comparisons ha\'l' bl'rn made the llolocenc record of d•!l'p s1•a 

corl's ha\'e hl'l'n shown to refll'ct. certain charactrri~tics of the tcrrt'strial cores dcscribl'd . D" 

V(•rnal and llillairl'-~brcel (198ia) rl'port a definite rise in Pian rreqtJt.•ncil's midway through thr• 

postglacial r<'cord, a result of the northward expan~ion of sprucf' woodland . Bttula and 

f,yc-opodium ~pl'cics also rise. There is a decline in trel' pollr•n accornpanit•d by an incrcasr. in 

tundra pollen toward the top of the postglacial st•quencc. De \'Nn:tl and I lillairl'-~f:m·r. i (1!)8ibl 

compare stratigraphirs from corl's collected in the southrrn, eastern and westrrn Labrador Sf'a. 

Pinu~ polll.'n grains dominate all three pollen spectra, indicating thl.'ir capacity to be transpnrt1•d 

al'rially for long distances. Othl'rwise, offshore pollen stratigraphies of the postglacial prriod 

(oxygen isotope stage 1) compare favourably with those of terrestrial lake cores. Core 8·1-0:J0-021 
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was taken from the continental rise off north-central Labrador, south of the Torogat Mountains. 

It indicates a shrub-tundra rich in Betula, Alnus and Lycopodium, which occurred alter 11,000 

years BP, followed by a conifP.rous forest assemblage at about 4000 BP. Picea dominates this 

second assemblage. 

Mudie and Aksu (1984) demonstrate a similar sequence from core 77-027-017 (from the 

Davis Strait, between Darrin Island and Greenland), although the importance of coniferous pollen 

is reduced. In oxygen isotope stage 1, the relative dominance of pollen species alters from high 

percentages of Artemisia and Gramineae, to Betula and then Alnus. Overall concentrations 

increase with time. 

Cores from the Labrador continental shelf are more common than deep sea cores, probably 

because they are more accessible. :..·fost were collected in order to verify acoustic interpretations of 

shelf sediments. Few have been analysed for pollen, however, leaving little data for comparison 

with the fiord cores. Vilks and ~ludic ( H>i8) report a. sequence very similar to that of coastal lake 

siiPS in a core from the shelf orr Hamilton Inlet. Pollen stratigraphies demonstrate an early 

postglacial srdgr-shrub tundra Hgctation, followed by an increase in shrubs such as Alnus and 

Dt lui a, and then a dominant coniferous assemblage. A late decline (::!000 BP) in the relath·e 

rrprescntation of Picra, accompanied by an increase in Betula and Ainu.~. indicates an expansion 

of fnrclit-tundra vt•getation. Radiocarbon dates on total organic matter suggest that the timings of 

th•·~r evc·nts are \'cry similar to those onshore, although a date of ::!~.000 BP for the beginning of 

th<• ::rdg<•·shrub tundra episode is apparently inconsistent with other chronologies in that it is as 

much as 10,000 years too old. 

Pollen anal~·sis on Daffin Island and in Daffin Bay has progressed rapidly in recent years. 

Puhliraiions suggest that a \'egetati\'C sequence broadly similar to that described was experienc('d, 

with differences in the Yaricty and rrlative rrprescntation of taxa (Short., Mode and Davis, 1085). 

Exotic c:onifcrous pollrn was abundant, a reflection of the low concentrations of naturally

occurring pollen and the capacity of these grains for long-distance transportation. 
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5.6.3. N aehvak Flord Cores 107 and 108 

Pollen samples werl! extracted at 25cm intervals from core 107, providing 18 sample levels. 

Three samples at 2cm, 25cm and 50cm depth were obtained from core 108. The samples were 

processed and the pollen grains counted at Memorial University; standard procedures were 

followed, as outlined in Appendix B. The POLSTA computer-graphics programme (Green, 1085) 

was used to manipulate raw data and construct the diagrams. Pollen from trr.es, shrubs and herbs 

was included in the pollen sum. A relatively low sum of 100 was considered acceptable as a 

representation of regional vegetation at this latitude, based on other work done in Labrador and 

Newfoundland {eg. Morrison, 1970; Macpherson and Anderson, 1985). In the case of core 108, a 

sum of 100 was easily reached in all three samples; however, despite counting multiple slides. it 

was reached in only three samples out of 18 in core 107. The sums for the other samples rangrd 

between 35 and 99, as shown on the diagrams of poll<'n conc('ntration. These low sums ar«' 

assumed to be a result of very low planL conct'ntrations, pl'rhaps compliment~>d by fast rat ••s of 

sedimentation. 

Figur<.'s 5·6 and 5-7 show the pNc<.'ntage frequencies and concentrations of pnllrn grains :111cl 

spores at each level within core 107, Figures 5-8 and 5-!J showing th<.' sam(' information for c'clrf' 

108. No gn•at reliance is placed on the diffNrnces in the rl'presentation of taxa betwern individual 

lc\'Cls, due to the inexperience of the author al pollen grain rrt·ognition. llt•WC\'••r . gcnf'rall'allNIIS 

within both cores arc consistent, and allow core lOi to he dt\'ided inw two polll'n assf'rnhla~·· 

znn~s. The asscmhlap zone of core 108 is basically similar to the uppt•r zonr in core lOi. thou~h 

a separate zone is tc:.l;\tively assigned to the top of cor~ 108. 

Core 107 

This core is di\'ided into two polll'n assrmblage zonl's, with a ~nhzone in the (owrr 

assemblage . Zone I ( 100-·l~Scm depth) is charactt>riscd hy high hl'fh pnllt•n prrrentagr!i and low 

rl'Jath•c fr('qU('nCit•s of shrubs. C'ypcracrac arr dominant , with O\'f'r :j(lf'( rcpre:.l'nl:lliun anrl 

maxima > 70%. Gramineae arc also important with consi~tent frequl'ltcics of 10·~·!0~ . Arltmi.~id 

arc common in th(' early part of the zone, with up to IO't· abundance. Other herbs arc 

consistently pr<.'scnt in trac<.' amounts. as are Lycopodium and Filictllt's spores ( !'.~-15~o 

representation}. Alnus and Betula have relative representations of 5-P>% although Btlulll 

fluctuates widely; Salix is consistently present at -...5%. Coniferous poll,.n is irregular, with traer 

amounts below 5%. 
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Nachvak Fiord core 85027-107: percentage pollen ~k 
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Nachvak Fiord core 85027-107: 
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Nachvak Fiord core 85027-108: 

concentration (grains per gram dry weight) 
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Figure 5·9: Diagram to show ab olute concentrations of key pollen and spore taxa 
in core 85-027-108. 
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Pollen grain concentrations are very low throughout this zone. Total concentrations are 

between 1000-1500 grn gdw"1, dropping to 7,480 grn gdw"1 at ......_325cm depth. Concentrations of 

individual taxa rarely exceed 200 grn gdw"1, excepting Cyperaccae, which has up to 1,560 grn 

gdw'1 in subzone Ia, and ranges between 460 and 1.325 grn gdw'1 otherwise. Gramineae 

concentrations are also rclath·ely high , with a maximum of 460 grn gdw'1 in subzon<' Ia. Total 

concentrations reach a maximum of ~.·100 grn gdw"1 in subzon<' Ia. 

Subzone Ia is identifircl between ~00-~flOl m depth . It has higher m·erall concentration~ than 

the rt>st of Zone I, and herb taxa such as C'ompositae Tubuliflorar and Ambro.~ia rrach prak 

abundanc.:>:; hNe. Thl.' relative freqtu•ncil.'s or Cyperacr:u• , Alii II .~ and Dttula decline, whilt• 

Gramineae fl'ada a maximum or :!Of(:, Lycopodium Tl'a<'h about ::!0'0, and Compositae 

Tuhuliflorae reach a maximum or O\'N lO~"o . C'onl'entr:-ations of Gr:unine:lf', CypN:-at:f'al.'. 

Compositae Tuhuliflorar, Lycopodium and Filicaft.~ al'tually inerPaM•. 

Anothrr distirwt risr in thr C•' ''l'f'lltratinn r.un·r is ~t·f'n at :l80r·m drpth. This is not 

ar·r·ompanirtl hy risf's in pnllr·n pt•rr: t•nt agr• rrrqurlll'it•s otlu•r th an hy C'ypr·racral', so it i~ not 

Zonr• II. from 0-lOOem depth, i~ charactf'fised by a dramatic: ri:;e in thf' relative abundanr·l' 

of Ainu .~ pnllt•n. A maximum of ..... ;oro Alnu.q is rf!ached at :.!5crn depth , this declining to .wf·; in 

thl' topmost sample. ('~· prrace:-al.' pl'rcentagrs decline throughout thf' zonf', dropping from m·rr 

·101
·;. to lf'ss than 10~ al 25r:m dl'pth; an in r. re:-ase to ::!or·; :u:cornpar.ir•s thf' fall in Ainu ~ at :?-tern. 

Thr n•lative rrprrsf'ntation of Gr:uninl'ae also drops, to < 101'(. . Dttula rrequ~nr:ies rtuctuat r. hut 

ha\'(' maxima or 0\'er 15~. greater than those in Zone I. Lycopodium fi'J>fCS('IItation is conslstrn l. 

at 10%; aftN a p<'ak of 25% at i5cm depth, representation of Filicale~ drops to 5%. The conifers 

appear to he more consistent than in the lower zone, though they are ·e\·er present at over .5% 

fn'quency. 

Co~cenl rat ions begin to rise irnrnediat<·b· in Zone II (:--1,200 grn gdw'1 
), though a dramatic 

rise is seen at 50cm depth; total concentrations risl.' from -....!!,000 grn gdw'1 to almost !!4,000 grn 

gdw'1 at ::!5cm depth. Thl.' total concl.'nlration of polll.'n at Ocm is -...15,000 grn gdw"1, sugg('s ting a 

declir." in producti\'ity in that one sample. Alnus grains show the greatest overall increase, 

r<'aching a pe:-ak or li ,850 grn gdw"1 from previous levels of < 200 grn gdw"1 in Zone I. B etula 

concentrations increase throughout Zone II, to a maximum of 2,500 grn gdw"1 at Ocm. Overall 
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Cyperaceae and Gramineae maxima are also reached here, these bdng -...3,000 and almost l.Oilll 

grn gdw"1 respectively. Concentrations of all other taxa are hight>r in this zone, for example 

Lycopodium at 2,500 grn gdw"1
, Filicales at 500-8-10 grn gdw" 1, and Picm at 600-800 grn gdw· 1• 

Core 108 

Although composed or only three samplr5. this corr indkatc·~ a major tr:\nsit ion lwt WPc·n till' 

relative r<'presentation of :\/nus and C'yprrarr:tr . ..t/nu.~ pollc•n au• at a maximum of fill''j al tlw 

50cm and 25cm levels; Cyperaceae arc> at 10"~. In the upprrrno!'t s:unplr. Ainu.~ dc•dinc• to -.:\111
·; . 

while CypNacr.ae rise to 30%. Betula grains arc> ronsistrnt at just undc•r J!Jf(, throug!wut the· 

core. Gramineae rise from 5% to about BVO in thl' 0-::?crn s:unpll'. 8c1lir, Eric:u:<':w. ,\/yrira ancl 

other herhs are also present, each with a relati,·e abu ndancl' of ::?-.'S"i. Sporrs of L.vrnpodiu m :lilt I 

Filicales are consistent at 5-lOCC :lllcl J>"o rl'sprctivc>l,y . Thc> r«'btiH rc>prc>srnlalion of [Jj,.,, ri .. · ·~ 

from < .)£0 to -8~ in the topmost s:unpiP; f'inu .• rt•main~ prc·~c·nt in tr:H:r :uno11nt ~. 

In cor<' 108 conc·rntration~· dc•dmr toward thr toprno:-1 ~ample•: a rna.ximum total 

roncrntration of > ::?·1.000 grn gclw"1 drops to -.fi,IIOO grn gdw"1
• lruli,·idual taxa show g~'tlf'rally 

CIJO!'istrn t conrcn t rat inns, for exam plr C',y pc•rar.c>ac ( 1.800-:!, :!00 grn gd w·l ). Gram in••a•· (r,00-1 ,11111 

grn gdw" 1 
). Salir, Ericacc:>~u·, and .\lyrica have < 300 grn gdw" 1 in mol'>t samples. Thr ronif•·r~. 

PiC'ra and Pinu~. are also con!'istc:>nl with 300-f>OO grn gdw" 1 and 100-:!&0 grn gdw"1 rc•stH•c·t iYt-1,\·. 

'.It !:ough considered a pollc•n as:;rrnblag(' wn<' in its own right. t lw top !;am pit• from c·orr I IIi 

.;I.,;L. I·" inrl .dr.tl in core lOS as it hrars similariti«'s to thc> ll-:!c·m lt•vc•l "hrrl' shrubs dc•dilll' :111cl 

hNb!' rb.~ 10 (rC'lliCilCY. 

5,6.4. Correlation of ~.Sa.chva.k Fiord Corea with Other Corea 

The f\:achvak Fiord core 107 and 108 pollen spectra can he compared with the rossil pollrn 

record of northern Labrador. Table 5-6 summarises the observed results from Lamb's Jll'lmm Lak•· 

spectrum ( 1084 ), from the Square Lakc core analysed by Clark cl a/. (in prc8.~ ), and from Adam!> 

Lake core 3b (J.B. Macpherson, personal communication, 1088). Also included is a synopsis of th«' 

Nachvak Fiord core results. These lake spectra are examples of the postglacial pollen assemhlag«'s 

recorded in this area; correlations with offshore continental shelf and deep sea spectra arc not 

made as the pollen record is generally incomplete and/or undetailed, and may be disturbed in suc:h 

locations. Where correlations or land and sea spectra have been made, similar sequences have been 
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shown. The northern Labrador lake sites are considered to be more useful for correlation than any 

from Dafrin Island. It should be noted that Cyperaceae is excluded from the pollen sum in the 

Square Lake spectrum fro-n Clark tt al. (in pre.!s); this makes the percentage frequencirs of othf'r 

taxa from that spectrum high compared with those from Nachvak Fiord and Hebron Lah. 

Table 5-6 is drawn so that similar featun•s within each pollE-n spectrum can be easily 

compared. Visible in ear.h sp1•ctrum is an early relative dominanc·c of C'yperacear., somf'tinw~ with 

Gramineae and other herb taxa, and a later relativ<-' dorninanr<.' of A/11u.:>. The usually rapid risf' in 

Aln u.q pNcrntage frequencies is clearly visible in the Hehron Lakf' and Square Lake spectra (zones 

11-3 and II respectively}, and in Nachvak Fiord cor<-' lOi Zonr II. It is interpreted as a period of 

warming, possibly with the maxim•1m t<'mprratures of the postglacial period (lves, Nichols and 

Short, 10i6; Short and Nichols, Pfi7; Sl10rt, 1078; Lamb. 108·1). ll has high concentrations of 

grains, suggrsting a producth·e \'egetation. This assrmbl:lgr zone is associated with relativrly high 

prrcrntagf's of Betula and drcreases in the abundance of C'yprr:u:f'ar and Gramincae. Salix is 

usually prr~rn t., and the conifNs bf'gin I o inc: rf'ase t h(~ir r<'prPsPn tat ion . It is tcrmf'd a shruh-1 11 n<lra 

b~· Lan.h (l!JS·I) and Clark rl a/. (i11 pre.•.:>), corrrsponding with Short and !':ichols (197i) and 

Short ( 1078). Thrse authors grn~rall)· agree th:1t sprue<' and pinf' pollrn arr blown northward from 

soul h-c·f'nlral L:1hr:tdor. 

One or two zonf's art' ,,;rs<'nt IH'Iow the ~hruh-tundra episod<•; th••se geJil'rally indicate high 

r('lal iv c• rrprrs('nf af ion of C'nwr:we:w and Ci ram inrat' :urcl low(•r n·pr~s,•n I at ion of ..t l n u .~ and 

llt/ ula. C'onc<>n t rations arr mu1• h r<>cluced. lit-bron Lake zone II-::! shows an cpisodl.' of dominant 

lJtiula , whrn• Al11u.~ has relati\·ely low frequencies :.rsd C~· peraceac and Gramir.cae representation 

is also low. Elsewhere, maximum Betula representation coincides with the phase or dominan t 

.·tlnu.~. 

C'orl.' lOi Zone I can be correlatrd wit h zones 1 or 2 in Adams Lake, with zone II in Square 

Lak(', and 1.0n<' Il-l b in Hebron Lake. Dominant Cyperacrae and high Gr:uroinrae characterises the 

assemblage, although Alnu,q, llctula and the conifers are present. Salix representation is relati\'rly 

high, prrhaps because it is not obscured by highN percentages of the other shrubs. Herb pollen is 

more important in this zone than it is in Zone II, though there is no indication of the very high 

Ran uculus frequenci<.'s shown in Hebron Lake H-la. Concentrations are low, indicating very low 

producth·ity; perhaps a result of sparse vegetation, or of a high sedimentation rate. This is 

typical of postglacial sedge-tundra communities. 
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The subzone identified within Zone I is likely to represent a different d('positional episode, 

perhaps a phase of input from a specific area, with species distinct from the regional pollen 

supplied to the fiord at othN times; or a phase of reworking. during which older sediments 

containing a slightly different pollen assemblage became included in this profile. It is not thought 

to represent any change of major climatic importance. The sediments at this depth do not gin• 

any indication that reworking has takl'n place, consisting of fine silts and muds laid down with 

Vl'ry little apparent disturbance. 

Core 108 may be regarded as a correlative of core 107 Zone II. There being only three 

sample levels, it is difricult to tell '"·hether the upper decline in Alnu8 representation is a real 

trend or a chance occurrence. Since C'yperaceae and Gramineae rise in their relative 

representation as Ainu~ fall, and a similar pattern is seen in the topmost assemblage zones or 

!Iebron and Square Lakes as well as others analysed in northern Labrador, the core bas been 

treated as a s<'parate pollrn asst'mblage. It i~ therefor<' compart'd with zones 11·4 and IV from 

I h~hron Lakt' and Squart' Lake rt'spel' tiHly . 

:\ dominant or high relati\·p rt'presl'ntation of F'icca grains is not seen in the :\achvak Fiord 

cor(•s. Otlu-r rt'cords indica!~ maxunum f'icca frr.quencit•s after an Ppisode of dominant 

.-1lnu.i/Dtfuln, when sprucr woodland was firmly established in :wuthern Labrador and provided 

abundant pollt•n input to the north (Lamb, 108·1; 1085; Short and Z'\i<:hols. IOii; Short, 1078). 

f'icr n r<'pr<'s<'n tat ion dors increase from Zone I to Zone II in curl' lOi and is higher again in core 

1118, indicating that spruce pollen did reach the fiord but that it was nut present in very 

:;ignificant quantitit•s. 

The Nachvak Fiord cures correlate well with the terrestrial fossil pollen record Cor northern 

Lahr:ulor in terms of major ,·egetation changes in the postglacial period . Zone I is interpreted as a 

f.rtlge·llllldra cpisndr, where the pollrn assemblage is typical or a st'dge-gra:ss-willow community 

(Lamb, HJS·l; Clark rt al., in pre8s; J.D.~Iacpherson, pNsonal communication, 1988). Zone II 

represents a change to a shruh-tundra, where alder and birch occur alongside sedges and oth<'r 

hrrbs. The arrh·al or alder in northern Labrador lake sites occurred between 6500 and .5600 BP 

(Short and Nichols, 1077; Short, Hrrs; Lamb, l98·l); Clark et al. recognise that it was earlier in 

Squart> Lake than has been previously observed ( -..7020 DP). The base of Zone II may therefore 

he tcntatiHiy dated at about 5600·7000 years BP. 
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Core 108 must be treated with more scepticism, since it is unknown whelhf.'r it dof.'s contain 

a separate pollen assemblage zone. It possibly indicates an alteration in the fiord vegf.'tation 

marking a return to a sedge-tundra community, following the shrub-dominated episode, which 

would correspond to the regional cooling believed to have occurred 2000-3000 years BP (Lamb, 

108·1; Short and Nichols Hlii; Clark et a.l., in pre.'ls). However, lht>re is not enough evidt'nce in th1• 

three samples of core 108 to dcfinith·ely make this conclusion. In addition, the short length of c·orc• 

108 makes it unlikely to cover such a long time period. An alternative explanation might ),.. that. 

core 108 does not represent very recE'nt pollen deposition within the fiord; if thr. sE'dim<'nls ha\'t• 

experienced recent erosion, the rise in herb pollen might represent a real change in VE'gctation 

communities, t,)e rest of which has not been cored. This may also account for the low Picm 

representation in the topmost zone, as the period or maximum spruce pollen would not h:we bc•t•n 

sampled. 

5.6.5. Summary 

Th<' pollen record of Nachvak Fiord cores IOi and 108 can be interpret('d as a spPdrum 

typical or the Holocene in northcrn Labrador. An early S<'dgP-gras~-wiltow community c:\nlllll lw 

dated, but probably occurred prior to 6000 or iOOO years I3P . Clark tl al., iTI pre&i1, suggrst that 

this type of community existed in ice-proximal conditions, though Lamb indir.atl's that stahili:-;ing 

~lu;e~ and developing soils in any recently deglaciated area might account fur the vcgc•tat ion 

pattern. Low pollen concentrations may be explained through high rates of S('clilnentation, 

partially caused by the unstable slopes of the riord. Zone I of core IOi is therefore interprc·tt•d as 

a sedge-tundra episodl', occurring in the earlier part of the Holoc('nl', when land had recently 

becomr free or ice. 

The beginning or the shrub-tundra episode is more positively dated at 5600-6000 DP; it 

might represent a climatic amelioration, or just the colonisation of thr. fiord area by Ainu~. Tlu• 

increase in pollen concentrations suggests a rich vegetation community, and possibly more stahlfl 

slopes due to their increased v getative cover. Spruce pollen is assumed to be exotic, as the riord 

is well north or the tree-limit (Elliott and Short, l9i9). 

Core 108 has a more open interpretation. The pollen assemblage appears to be a 

continuation from Zone II of core 107, in which dominant shrubs give way to an increased relative 
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representation oC herbs (Cyperaceae and Gramineae). This corresponds to similar assemblage 

zones in lake cores which date to 2500-3000 BP; if the correlation is accurate, it seems unlikely 

that this gravity core contains recent ·.ediments. 

5. 7. Discussion 

5.7.1. Correlation of Core Chronostratigraphy and Lithostratigraphy 

The pollen assemblage zones or cores 107 and 108 and their approximate times of 

occurrence in the fiord region correspond well with certain radiocarbon dates found within these 

cores. Shell fragments at 100cm in core 107 give a date of 7328± 110; it is at about 100cm depth 

thr.t the Alnus rise occurs, marking a transition from sedge-grass tundra to shrub-tundra. While 

other workers have found the Alnus ri!.e to occur a little later than 1300 BP, it is believed to have 

happened at iOOO BP at Square Lake (Clark ct al., in press), and at about 6800-5600 BP in other 

l01:alions (Short. ~fode and Davis, 198.1). d1e date for core lOi is therefore close to this accepted 

rangP. A datl' ot J 0, i30±·WO BP was obtained from lhl' base of the core. While this age is 

consi<INe<l to be a maximum, it does confirm that the sedge-grass tundra occurred in the early 

part or the llolor.ene. The core gi\'es no indication of the timing or progression of deglaciation. 

Atthough pollen anal~· sis was not carried out on cores 105 and 106, a similar sequenc(; might 

IH' rxpected. The SI iO::J:-80 DP date at lOOcm depth indicates a faster rate of sedimentation at the 

site of core IO!J, suggesting that the Al11us rise might occur at greater depth within the core. An 

ag<' of fi800-i800 13P from -~~~em depth may be more likely to date the transition zone. As the 

fiord became icc-free from east to west, n•getational changes might have occurred earlier at this 

site, in which case shrub-tundra may occur at the base of core 105. 

No radiocarbon dates are available from core 108. The pollen record appears to indicate 

fairly old sediments here, based on the dominant sedge-shrub tundra at the top or the core. If it 

can be assumed that this pattern is not coincidental, there is a possibility that erosion has taken 

place, removing recent pollen and deposits. 

Core lithostratigraphy shows that there is a change from predominantly fine and fairly well

stratified deposits in the lower parts or both cores 105 and 107, to more coarse materials in their 

upper sections and in cores 106 and 108. The transition occurs at about 90t~ll depth in core 105 
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and 80cm depth in core 107. It is interpreted as representative of a change in the source of 

sediments and in their environment of deposition; fine-grained deposits were probably dcrh ed 

from local and regional glaciers and laid down under quiet conditions, while the coarse deposits 

are mainly fluvial. Stronger currents, increased tidal action and the availability of coarse debris 

around the fiord are ·;,elieved to contritute to, and indicate, the higher energy environment of thr 

upper facies. Sediments below 90cm and 80cm depth in cores 105 and 107 respectively are 

therefore classified as ice-proximal or ice-distal, while those above these levels are classified as 

postglacial and recent fluvial deposits. 

Correlation of the chrono- and lithostratigraphics indicates that the fiord was dominated by 

a glacial environment in the lower sections of both piston cores. Sedimentary facies indicate an 

icc-distal, or perhaps ice-proximal, environment below 80-!JOcm depth. A sparse sedge-grass tundra 

vegetation grew in the fiord region for most or this period, probably lasting until approximatdy 

iOOO years BP. Fluvial sediments did not dominate the facies until about 5800 I3P (based on a 

continuous rate of sedimentation). ~.'he fiord seems likely to have been ke-frre b~yond Townlry 

Head throughout this period. As the 1 1C date for the base of core 107 is in \loubt, no conclusions 

can be made about the time or ratr. of ice retreat, except that it had completed by -. iOOO y~ars 

I3P . Ir the radiocarbon dat('S from thl' base of core 10.) can be asstJm('d to be correct, all 

serlim,nts in that core must have be('n laid down in ice-free conditions. Pollen analysis of 

st•Jinwm:• .': ·i!i core 105 may provid(' more information on the natur(' of d('glaciation within t lw 

fiord. 

After approximately 0000-7300 or I regional vegetation alterN! to include more shrubs. 

predominantly alder and birch, and overall productivity increased. ~fore compl('te vegetative 

co\'er probably reduced the deposition of fine sediments from the walls of the fiord. There was a 

change to predominantly rtuvial sediments and a more acth·e depositional en,·ironmcnt :;hortly 

after this \'egetation change. The influence of glaciers was greatly , if not entirely , reduced hy this 

time, suggesting that retreat had ~rogr('ssed well into or beyond the fiord valley . 

The fact that shrub-tundra Hgctation appears such a short time before the change in 

sediment facies in core 107 may be coincidental. An earlier vegetation change might he exper. t~d 

in core 105, as it is further cast and Ivitin Basin must have become ice-free before Townley Basin. 

.~ _,, ., 
) .. \ 
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The topmost facies in cores 106 and 108 were assumed to include recent deposits. However, 

if the pollen record from core 108 is correct there is a change to a sedge-shrub tundra community 

in the fiord region at < 25cm depth, accompanied by a drop in concentrations or taxa. Ir this 

can be correlated with spectra from other lake sites, it occurred approximately 2000 years BP. It 

is thus suggested that core 108 has undergone some erosion, that the topmost sediments are not 

recent. This is possible, given the coarse nature of these deposits, the lack of fine material in the 

x-radiographs, and the interpreted high-energy depositional environment. Currents from 

f\ogarsok Brook might, for example, prevent deposition and act.ively erode se(iiments from this 

location. The alternative is that the pollen record is coincidental. Pollen analysis of core 106 

might resol\'c the problem. 

5.7.2. Evaluation of the Acoustlc/Selsmic Records 

The aim of this analysis was to evaluate the accuracy of acoustic and seismic survey 

intupr«!lalions (Rogerson, .Joscnhans and 13<'11, 1086; Bell, 1987) through cores 850!.17-IOS, 1013, 107 

and 10~. It was hoped that the evaluation might be extended to sediments on the continental shelf 

at tlw latitude of Nachvak Fiord. Lithological analysis of the cores pro\·ided information on the 

typl's of scdim<'nts and their en\'irunments of deposition, and indirectly gave some idea of 

r.ondit ior.s within the fiord. Radiocarbon clatin g provided an absolute timescale for e\'Cnts ( albl'it 

flawP.d .. ..-hilt~ pnlll'n analysis was used to gin• a relative timescale and an impression o( the 

\'rgl'tati\'1' environment in the region of the fiord. 

C'orr. sitc•s were chosen to penetrate a maximum number of sedimentary units. However, it 

appears that only one unit, as identified in acoustic and seismic interpretations, was cored. The 

topmost facies, seen aboYe !>0-SOcm depth in cores 105 and 107, is not described in the 

at: nul' t ir. /seismic records. Coarse, largely unstratified sediments suggesting a high-energy 

en\'ironment. dominated by rlu\'ial deposition are seen in core x-radiographs. This is the modern 

fiord em·ironrnent, where sediments predominantly originate from large streams and weatherf'd 

dc•bris around the fiord walls. Acoustically, this facies may not be visible. It is clearly unlike the 

quiet rain-out of suspended sediments interpreted by and Bell and Rogerson, Josenhans and Bell 

to be the upper unit, which they assumed to continue into modern deposits. 
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The lower core facies bears considerable resemblance to Unit E in Rogerson, Josenbans and 

Bell and Unit F iu Bell. Ice-distal or ice-proximal conditions are thought to have prevailed 

throughout this period, when a quiet, low-energy environment deposited rine-grained susp<'nded 

sediments, occasional gravels and clasts were dropped from floating ice, and flow currents or 

density flows provided stratified sediments. It is difficult to say whether lower deposits in cores 

105 and 107 were laid down close to an ice-margin, or whl.'lher the entire sequence is •ce-distal. 

There is no obvious break in the lithology of the cores to indicate a transition from an icc

proximal unit (ie. Units D and E in Rogerson , Josenh:uu and Bell, and Bell respectively) lo an 

ice-distal one. 

This docs not provide any new information on the acoustic idcntirication of tills either 

within the fiord or on the continent:tl shPif; longer cores are required if a real evaluation of the 

dcpo:.itional units is to be carried out. Sedimentation rates are expected to Je consid<'rably faster 

than those of the Labrador shelf at th is latitude. The fiord appears to have become ice-frre by at 

least iOOO OP, and sedim<'ntJ.L: .·cased to be dominated by glacial input shortly th<'reaftPr. Till' 

pollen record provides an interesting comparison with rPcords from northern lake ~ites, and might 

be correlated with !'pectra from the Labrador shelf at the mouth of ~achvak Fiord whrn thosr 

results become available. It also suggests that erosion is actively occurring ir. Townley Basin at. 

the site or core 108, an interpretation that is not disputed by the coarse naturP l)f deposits within 

the corP. 
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Chapter 6 

Discussion and Conclusions 

6.1. Introduction 

The information presented in the preceeding chapters suggests a chronology of Wisconsin 

glacial and deglacial events in inner Nachvak Fiord. Since this is the third major study of a 

localised part of the fiord, these results serve, in part, as an evaluation and extension of the two 

earlit!r studies. Results are generally consistent and lead to the development of a well-documented 

and fairly reliable chronology. This section of the thesis contains an outline of the main evidence 

for particular e\'ents within the study area, and correlates them with information from the 

Selamiut Range in the ct>nt raJ fiord and tht> southern side of the outer fiord. The regional 

~:gnifir.ance of detaile'd research into conditions within Nach\'ak Fiord during the Wisconsin period 

is prrlirnted with the debates o\'er glacial extent in north-eastern Canada in mind; correlations on 

a bro:ulrr scale are also suggested. Results arc consistent with a particular interpretation of glacial 

hi~tory; they appear to refute the reconstruction of a \'NY extensive Late Wisconsin ice-sheet. 

Sugg1•st ions for future research concentrate on testing this reconstruction, and evaluating the 

rxtenl of Late Wisconsin ice in fiords to thr north and south of NachYak Fiord. 
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6.2. Glacial Activity in the Inner Fiord; Local and Regional 

Correlatio·ns 

6.2.1. Geomorphological Evidence 

Chapter 3 provides evidence for at least three glacial periods, visible primarily in nwraint•s 

on the highland west of Kogarsok Brook. The earliest glaciation was mnst extensive, depositing 

moraine MO at approximat•·iy 500m above high tide (aht). It is thought Ill have lwen a 

prt~dominant.ly regional evenL because of the elevation and orien tation of this moraint•. Tht• INrain 

abo\'e MO is extE:'nsively weathered, displaying continuous felst~nmeer and a numbN of tor~. 

Striations are not. preserveo, thNe is very little fine-grained matNial, and soil dPvt•lopmrnt is rar1•. 

Similar c:onclit ions \\'Pre ob~~n· ed on l\lount Elizabeth, and wrrr. dPserihed by Daly (I UO::!) on 

~ummits ahn\·e ·188m ancl G-lOm abo\'C sra levt•l (a~l) . Thf' pr<':wnre of small. wt•atllf'rNII'fratk s 

lying :\11\0ng.:t thf' f1·l~ennwN nn ~lount Eli1.abeth impliPs thalthP!'E:' lll'aks wc•rt• ;)1\t't' ~ladatt•tl. 

and that thry hrlnng to the 1\oruakton·ik \\'entlwring zonr (1\'f's, l!l7ri: J!li8). Jlm,.,.,.Pf , tl11• dt·~ rPt' 

nf wPatlwring ~uggr~ts that that gl:wiation was prr-Sangamon. 

l\loraini'S l\11 and l\1:~ apprar to ha\"1' lwPn rornll'd at about thr S:lllll' tilllf'. Tlu•rt• b 

,,. id1•nt'f' for t lwir rt•prf'st•nt ing t'o:t ll'st·ing lol'al and rt•gion al i,., .... ftpt• t ~ . I hou~h ic·p-flm\' incl it·a rot" 

and drift ~l'nc · hc•rni .. try. and tlw morphology of nwrairu• ~1:{ , do nut prmidl' an intl i~putahlt• or i~i lt 

for~~:~ . llol\1'\'l'f, t hr aiHtndant drift and uunwrou~ ridgt• n"~'~ in I fli. .. art•a ,,f r lw hi.!.dlland 

sn:.;~t· :o: l ~ thai k<' :< la~nat c•tl hN<' , and thai l\11 i~ an inlc·rloilall' moraitl•' . II' 111ora in•• ~~ :~ wa .. 

di'JHlsitl'cl h,r r,.~ional it'l', it may ha\"f' t•onrinu"d inrn ~".~"'""' PP. whkh i~ no11 j,,.far .. tltll tlw 

\\"1'!'1. 

:\t lm\·c•r c•lt•\·ations do.:t•r to 1\ .. , .• r~ok Brook ralll',\' ar1• tnoraill''" 1\ I. h:.! :111d ~ ~--•. 'J'fl, ... ,. 

apJW:It to ha\ I' hl't'll l'oruwd \lithin a rt•latirPI~· .. hurt p••riocl of riuw. 1\ I 111:1~· rt•prt ''''lll lh•· 

maximum rc•rtkal t•.xt,.nt of' ic·p durin~ tlw la .. t ~lal'intion : it i .. lt•nratir"l.'· :l"""'·i.ct• ·d 11ith rlw 

1\ogar:-;ok ~ill. r hou~h it t':lllnot ht• I rac'l'tl 1':1'1 of' 1\ogar .. ok I :n, ,L .\lr hc111 .~h tlw tuur:ciflt • h:c .. :1 

\'t•ry :ouhduc•cl c·n ·~f and c'cllllain~ littlc• dt'llll~itPcllllaiPrial. thi ... i .. thought to lw a furwtiuu uf ,, ... 

ltwalinn . It follows a lwdnwk ~houhll'f along tlw l'd~P of' rlw 'all".' . \\ hirh would har t• .. upplit•d 

\' rr~· lit tit• ~PdimPntary matNial. It~ l:ll'k of prorninc•ftt't' j .. ""' Ia~"" a .. an inclit·at inll ol' )!. rt•at a:.t••. 

dr!'pitr a sohrm drpl h of :~7t·m from a ~ingll' ~oil pit. 
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Moraine MS may have removed evidence of Kl in Kogarsok Brook valley, and certainly 

truncated M3 on the western highland. MS was deposited by a local ice tongue, which moved 

southward toward the mouth of Kogarsok Brook. The relatively 'fresh' appearance of MS, and the 

suggestion that it formed after both I<l and M3, led to its interpretation as a local ice feature 

formed during the last glaciation. A witle standard deviation about the rclativ ely deep mean 

solum depth or M5 soil pits indicates that the mean is not very reliable as an indicator of age; the 

date suggested by soil development rates is thus considered to be too old. 

Moraine 1\.2 is interpreted as being recessional to the maximum of the last glaciation, due to 

its um.,·eathered appearance and its continuity over a long distance. It is thought to have formed 

while ice stood at or near the Kog:mok sill. Moraine M5 is likely to have been formed at 

:,·,)proximately the same time, by a local ice tongue in Kogarsok Brook valley. 

Moraines alongside the fiord to the west of K~ arc also attributed to recessional phast•s from 

the last glaciation. The youngest and most westerly is in Tasiuyak Arm. 

The l::trge moraines in Kutyaupak valll'y indicate that rrgional icc entered the valley from 

Tasiuyak Arm and was able to extend across to Tallek Arm. This implies that Tallck Arm 

contained little or no icc at the time. Although Kutyaupak valll'y was probably or.r.upicd by kr on 

sc,·cral occasions, the moraines visiblr today arf' all ribu tl'd to the last glacial retreat, and thf')' 

arc thought to be similar in age to moraine K:-1. lcl' is likf:.ly to han• lt•ft the valll'y shortly hdorr 

the formation of the Tasiuyak Arm moraine. 

The moraine s~·stems of the innN fiord can be r.orrl'latrd with glacial phas('S idt•ntifil·d 1,). 

Evans (108·1) an.:. a~.l {1087) in othl'r parts of thf' fiord , as thNr arl' sirnilaritirs hrtwrrn tllf'ir 

perceived ice origins, altitudinal rangt•s and rclatin• agl's. Four glariations arc hl•lii•\'Niln h:l\-'t' 

taken place in NachYak Fiord, these bring the l\'ilak. :\dams Lake, :--:adn·ak and Suprrguksoak I 

phases. Evans suggestt•d that the I\' itak ph as.:- can be d j,·jd('{l in two. I hf' Latl' I\' itak twing sligh I Jy 

less extensive than the Early lvitak. noth int·ludrd local and rl'giunal ke al'ti\'ity in tlw S1•lamiut 

Mountains, and both left nunataks standing anon• thr ict•-shl•l'IS. Bt•ll l'orrrlated hb ~II pha ... f• of 

the outl.'r fiord with the l\'itak pnind, on thP basis of it hl'ing an andrnt and ('Xtrnsive n•gional 

glaciation I< 180m aht trimline on outl•r coast). Thl' Early lvitak wa:o; datrd at > 70 ka Bl'. 

the Late lvitak ~40 ka BP, using E\'an:;· cstimati'S of soil d('\'('loprnrnt o\'N timl'. Thr high and 

very old moraine l\10 on Kogarsok highland is intNprctcd as being correlativl' with this JH'riod: it 
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h; o( unknown age, but its high elevation and the presence or well-weathered blockfields above it 

suggest that it is similar to Evans' 300-900m Early Ivitak moraines and trimlines. Evans recorded 

nunataks and residuum or felsenmeer immediately above the level or Early Ivitak trimlines. 

The Adams lake phase was identified by Bell in the outer fiord. It was marked by extensive 

local glacier advances, and bad a recessional phase during which there was a fall in relative sea 

level, with a lake forming in Adams Lake valley. No evidence of regional ice advance during this 

period was obscrv~d in the outer fiord. Correlations with glaciations in the Selamiut Range were 

not sugg<>st.ed; Evans did not report any local ice advances taking place between the lvitak and 

Nachvak phases. Dell gave the Adams Lake phase a date of 29-50 ka BP, with the maximum at 

approximately 38 ka BP and the recessional phase between 29-32 ka BP. 

~toraines Ml and ~13 may corr<'latc with the Adams Lake phase. They appear to represent 

a pr<>dorninantly local glaciation which, according to their topographic location, occurred before 

the glaciation which caused the formation of 1\1, and well after that which formed MO: ie. 

l>l'lwren the h·itak and Nachvak glaciation~. If the morain('s are rcpresentative or an inland 

:\dams Lak(' phas(', glariation must have bel'n much more extcn~iv~.? here than on the coast. 

Thrr(' arr no nrarby highlands from \\ hkh the signifir.ant ir.('·Sh<><>ts t.hat appear to have d('positrd 

IIH·~t· nwrninrs could h:l\'r originated. lf.~t:3 was a produrt of regional icr activity , its high 

l'lrval ion implirs that it dr•r:v<!d from • largc icc-sheet. which probably would have <!Xtcndl'd to 

Bl'll's study arra. Such a:: k:· sh«:' :· t. abo would h:\\'c influ1•ne1'd tlw Srl:uniut ~1nuntain rangr. 

whrrl' no r\'idr•ncl' fnr an cx1cn:::ino intl'rntediatr gbriation was ri'Wr<ft·d . It is possihlt• that all 

e\·id,..n~:r of ~udt an I'Hnt wa~ ('rodrd or ma~hd h~· thr later :'\adtvak glaciation, or that th" 

'Latl' lv it ak · (Evans. I 'JS·I) was a Sf'Jlar:lll' ennt oct:urring wt•ll aft r r I hr 1\·itak, perhnps 

l'oncurrrntly with th(' Adams Lakr phasr. 

Proof o( this corrrlation, hl'l\\'rr•n morainf's ~II and ~Ia and the Adam~ Lakr glac:ial pha~1· . 

rrquirl's drt:til~d mapping and prl' ft•rabl~· dat ing of nwrainrs at high ,..lf.,·ations in othrr parts nf 

the fiord . It docs suggest that the :\d:uus Lnkr phasr indudl'd I'XII'nsh·r r('gional kr mo\'t'IJit•nts. 

Th(' youngl'r moraines around thr mouth of 1\ogarsok Brook valtl'y arr associatrd with th«:' 

Nachvak gl:wial phase. ~loraine 1\1 is likely to tl'prr:-rnt thr maximum of this phase within thr 

~tudy :ura, while 1\:! is recessional to that maximum, and ~15 n•prcsrnts simultaneous local ir.(' 

arti\'ity . E\·ans (1084) and Evans and RogNson (1986) assigned an age of 17-23 ka DP to thc 
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Nacbvak phase moraines, while Bell (1987) suggested an age of 22 ka BP. K1 must be older than 

K2; MS is thought to be of similar age to K2. Moraines along the fiord to the west are likely to 

have formed in succession at later dates. Ice retreat from Kutyaupak valley probably began less 

than 22-23 ka BP, as deglaciation or the inner fiord commenced. 

Tasiuyak Arm mor::.ine may be correlative with the Supcrguksoak I phase, which was dated 

at 5-12 ka BP by Evans and Rogerson (HJ86). 

6,2.2. Shorellnes and Relatlve Sea Level Change 

Shorelines of t.he inner fiord are assumed to have formed after the maximum of the last 

glaciation. Evidence of older shorelines is likely to have been removed as the last ice-sheet 

occupied areas within -::!OOm of sea level throughout the entire study area. The shorelines can 

therefore be correlated with those of similar age in thf' outer fiord , ic. those that Btll atlrihutf's 

to the post-NachYak period . This includes shorelinf's :\ to J. t'ach of which was interpreted to ht• a 

result of the r<'covery of th(' earth's rrust afl<'r ice retreal. In Chapt<'r Four it was pointt•d nul 

that th<'re arr more shorelinrs in lhf' inn<'r fiord than at thf' mouth: this may h(' IH'rause hradt 

materials wcrl' more abundant inland. l1•ading to ,,.I'IJ·df'Hiop('(l h1•:wh forrnationli , :utd pt•rh:tp'

bl'cause prl'~l'rvatinn is b('tter awa~· from th<' c~oa~t. t.iO-i:~rn ahl ~hcm•linl's m \ 'alll'y of tlw Fli,..; 

\H•rc corr<'latl'd with thl' :\darns Lake glal'ial pha:;e: othl'f bt•ndw:-. of up to ;:~m f'lt•vatiou (',1-1\ I 

WNe ret•ordrcl. though th<'y were nut all thought to hr linhd to a !'olllgh• '' ' '"nt nr tmu• JIPr irul 

(BPII, HJSi). 

~lorainl's in I hi' in nl'r fiord ~1 : :;gp:;t I hat gladal r1•t r••a 1 '"'~' u rrPd in !'ot agt '!'o. Th irtt•r•n 

8horelin<'s W<'te recogni~c<l. and lhr grnc>ral hwation for an in·-margin a:-:-uriatt·<l with tlw hi:..lwr 

!'horclinl's, Sl-i to Sl-13. was icll'n t iftl'<l. It rna~· hi' argut•d that bo:-1 at ir· rt•huund anti rt•l:tt i\'t' "'':I 

lev<'l change occurr('cl rapidly . rr~ponding to <•:\f'h ~I ag.- of dPgladat ion. alt :u1ugh it hi po~..,iblt• I hat 

snmr. of the~e shnrl'lin<'s W<'f<' proclut~l'd hy loeal f:\l'tor~ otlwr than n·latiH ~"a l<'nl dtallgt•. kt•· 

margins ror shorelines 8 to 13 may <'Xi~t within tlu:; stud~· arra. lo\\'f'f ~ltorrl i nt'!! lll'ing rt•l:ttt•cl to 

margins beyond the head or the fiord or to pnslglac:ial tran~grl'~sional pha~I'S. Partic·ular fllllrainl·~ 

were related to some shorelines, all hough ~~ills I ands do 11ot nc•t:l'~~arily prod uc'<' I' it hN morain•·~ or 

shorelines. In the outer fiord, Bell's SI-D was radiocarbon dat<'d at -...!),000 years BP: this providt·s 

a minimum elate for deglaciation for the length of that shorrline. It is intNpretcd as being 
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synchronous with either Sl-8 or Sl-9, both of which terminate in Tasiuyak Arm, and thus it 

represents the deglaciation or all or most or the riord trough. Although the full significance or a 

8260±60 years BP date recently obtained from shells found in a 14m aht beach has not yet been 

investigated, the date concurs with the intrrpretation of an early deglaciation. 

The shorelines in Tasiuyak Arm are of significance because they have such steep gradients 

and such high elevations. Although far inland and expected to be quite young, their elevations 

suggest that they have experienced considerable differential uplift, typical or older benches. As 

they arc high·~r than the oldest Late Wisconsin shoreline in the outer fiord, they may be explained 

through fairly rapid ice retreat. This possibility requires rapid retreat even given the stage-like 

nature of recession and the ob•rious formation of some fairly large moraines. The extreme 

gradients of the Tasiuyak Arm benches (4.55m km"1 and 2.05m km" 1 for A and B respectively) 

may suggest that the earth's crust was relativdy rlexible at this time, or that some factor 

additional to crustal rebound contributed to their degree of tilt. 

Since the majority of inn<'r fiord shor<'linf's were not datf'CI, no additional information on the 

agl' of th~ 1\:ogarsok sill or morain<' 1\::2 wa~ ohtainl'd. llowi'VN. 131'11 a~!'oriated !'hor<'linrs in thr 

outf'f fiord with stillstands and rf'advanr.r pha~es, some of whirh oceur in thf' innN fiord. ~lost of 

rlw:-f' l'annnt hr evaluatrd hy lh<' innl'r fiord data, hut thrir dati'!' and r.om•lations are of int1•r• ·"t. 

:\ sl ills! and at. 1\ogarsok (Sl-F'. ::!f>.!)0m a hi) wa~ giv•·n an I'~ I irnar Nl agr of < ~~ b nr ( Bl'll. 

1\ISi, p.:.! li); it. was r•mrlatl'd with Lohn'!i Two Loon rr:ulvan•·" pha~l'. a minor t•Hnt which 

occiJrTf•d :; ,,krn north of Nadn·ak fiord. Sl-F is intrrpr<'lf'd as lwing t•orr<'lath·f' to Sl-1:? or St-1:~ in 

I his study, hot h r,; v:hkh lNmiJ1:ll<' at and l'ast of ttw 1\ogar:o;ok morainl'. Cih·•·n tlw l'~t imat1•tl :1~1· 

of moraine 1\~ (li-~3 ka nr. assuming it is I'I)Uh·all'nt to thr :'-:adn·ak morainrs or Evans and 

HogN~on, IU8fi), < ~~ b £3P ror this shor<'lin•• is con~itiNI'tl rl'ali:;tit·. \\'hethrr or not this pha:ool' 

i~ l'llrrrlati\'(' with that of Lokl'n is unknnwn: nell suggl'stl'cl that the Two Loon phas<' might. 

alh•rnatiHiy, br contemporaneous with a c;tillstand at Townlry llr•ad, or that. it may not exist in 

Nachvak Fiord. Evidence for rcadvanc<' phas<'s appears to he minimal in both the Kogarsok and 

Townley Head cases; they are interprd<'d here as r<'crssional stillstands. 

Thr Tessrrsoak rradvance was a major phase identifird by 13<'11 and associated with his SI-D, 

which is interpreted here as extending up-fiord to Tasiuyak Arm, Sl-8 or Sl-9. Th<' dated shells 

from Adams Lake valley allow a direct comparison with 9 ka BP shorelines identified by Clark 
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(56m aht, Two Loon and Coleman drift sheets; 1984) and Loken (Sl-3, 28-34m aht, 

Kangalaksiorvik Rcadvance; 19626); Bell also suggested that this readvance might coincide with 

the Superguksoak J glacial period, 5-12 ka BP. 

The Tasiuyak Arm moraine may be associated with the Superguksoak I phase. Shoreline 8 

terminates at this moraine·, so a date of less than 12 ka BP might apply to it. This suggests that 

Sl-9 is more likely to be the 9 ka BP shoreline synchronous with SI-D in the outer riord, and thus 

that in the Tesscrsoak phase ice occupied Nachvak Lake but little of Tasiuyak Arm. The new 

radiocarbon date of 8260±60 years BP (T0-1084) from shells at 1-Im aht in Bay Cove indirf'r.tly 

supports this interpretation of an early deglaciation by showing that the inner fiord was icf'·frrf' 

by 8200 BP. 

Final correlation was behwl'n shnrelinf's at and bl'low --~0 m aht. In the inner fiord, 

:shorelines 1. 2 and 3 had elevations of 8-lOm, -l-Im and 18-~0m aht rf'spectiHiy . 8-lllm aht 

l>eac:hes were also obs~rved at lvitak C'ovf' (R..J. Rogerson, per~onal r.onununic:ation, I!JRR), and in 

othf'f locations on the Labrador roast. DPII rerordrd ..... ):~rn and J.).!im aht shorPiiJws in tl1•• outc•r 

fiord . tl'ntativf'ly corr<'lating the lattrr with Lokfon's J.) .. 'Jm ~horc•lintt in 1\:angalak~iorvik Fiore! :\ 

date of ·l.i ka I3P was applied to this hy Lokrn, after c•ornp:ui!-on with tlu· Tape·~ tr:lll"grc• ..... ioll of 

Scandinavia. Although shl'Jis found in a lim :tht lwnd1 at Bay C'ovc• had a r:ulioc·arhun a~•· of 

8~fl0 years fJP, tht'Y are nut con~idrrt'd to hf' rc'JHP:'I'IltatiH or thc• agr of tlw lu•n<'h: till' ~IH'f'iP.; 

typPs and thf"ir normal living position !'Ugg ... ~t~ that tlw)· WI'Ff" huriPd in ~··dinwnts now c•xp.,,,.,J al 

J.lm aht. Th~> tran~gr~>:<on thus ~l'l'ITl likrl~· to havf" cwc:urrc•cl bttt wrf"n 1,000 ancl 8,0110 )'c•ar' Ill '. 

Th~> pr<.'Sf"nce and frrquf"ncy of horizon I al shorPiinc•s in Lahraclor l"g. 8-1 Om along Porrupinf" 

Strand (Rogerson, lOii), 15.!im aht north of :'\ach\·ak Fiord (Lokl'n, 1\Jfl:!b)l inclic-atc•s tha: I hm• 

have bren major regional t ransgre~~ions in nnrthrrn Labrador: t hf" regular l'lrvations of rai!-c•cl 

b~>nches suggest that they affected large arl'as equally and at th~> samr time. 

6.2.3. Lithostratigraphy and Chronostratigraphy of Fiord Cores 

Four cores extracted from the centre of [\'itin and Townley Basins are described in C'haptt•r 

5. Since the cores penetrate only the uppermost lithographic units identified by acoustic survrys, 

they cannot be used in evaluation of the conflicting interpretations of riord and Labrador Shelf 

acoustic units. However, the cores do provide information on the late- and postglacial 
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environments or the riord, as well as a chronology that compares well with other cores from 

northern Labrador. 

The lithostratigraphy of the cores showed ice-proximal or ice-distal glacially-dominated 

sediments in the lower facies (cores 105 and 107, 90-590cm and 80-450cm respectively), and coarse 

fluvially-dominated deposits above (cores 105, 106, 107 and 108). Radiocarbon dates on shells and 

shell fragments found within the two piston cores indicate that the change in depositional 

environment occurrt>d 3500-5800 years BP. Recognition of this topmost facies indicates an 

environment not seen in acoustic, seismic or air-gun surveys, which were interpreted as showing 

icc-distal deposits continuous with modern sedimentation (Rogerson, Josenhans and Bell, Hl86; 

Bell, 1 087). The lower facies is likely to be the uppermost unit identified by these authors, as it 

consists of fine-grained icc-distal sediments with frequrnt !aminal inns and occasional dropstnnrs. 

The slow rates or sedimentation shown hy hnth cor<'s ar{' not t~·pir.al of currently deglaciating 

,sit rs, again suggrsting an ice-distal env ironrnrnt. Large rla~ts indicate the prt.>sence of some 

floating kf', whkh dors nut aprwar lo ha,·r brf'n a major f•>rm of drhris transport. 

Thr upprr 'flu\'ial' facies is \'f'f~· cnar~r and rrbti\'f'l~· un~tnwtur1•d in comparison with that 

hrlow. It is ronsidl.'fed to rl'prrscnt thl' motll'rll l:'nvironmrnt of clrposition, which is likroly to han• 

iru:lndNI erosion of finr-grainc•d srdinwnt~; thr pnlh•n Tl•c•ord of gravity corr 108 suggrst~ that 

~rdimrnl~ in thr lop ~!Jc·m :ur not modrrn, an•l implil'~ :-uh~tantialt>ro~ion or non-1lrposition in 

rl'•'rttt timr~. Thr roar.; •: n~- ·•l'ward pattrrn of d••po!'its thr111tgiJOIII th1·~r rore~ is likc.J.~· to lt:n·" 

hc•••n cau~c·d primaril:: < .. h·mg,. in ~~·dimrnt sourer, as rl'gional il'r lrft the fiord and fluvial ancl 

ttl<'lt.watrr dt•hris from a:., .Jnd th~ fiord hl'canw dominant. C'hangc•s in st•a lrn•l. basin morphology, 

the abundancr of loose debris, and perhaps in storm frequency and climate may also have bern 

influrnt ial. 

This change in the t.>nvironmcnt of deposition is significant as it shows that all glacial 

ac·th·ity in and around the fiord had ceased by this time. As the lower facies is interpreted as 

ice-distal, radiocarbon ages of shells at lOOcm drplh in both cores lO.S and 107 can he assumed to 

rcprrsf'nt minimum dates for icc retreat from the vicinity of the fiord. Since icf! left Townley 

Dasin after it left lvitin Dasin, the Townley l3asin date (7,3::?8 y('ars BP) is considered to be the 

absolute minimum, although the lvitin Basin date is younger (5,li0 years BP). 
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The lithofacies change is also taken to indicate the final inrluence of late glacial phases 

involving the regional ice-sheet. It thus indicates that readvance phases such as the Tessersoak 

occurred prior to :\pproximately 7000 years BP. Ir the Superguksoak I period involved a regional 

ice advance, it must therefore have been over Lefore 7000 years BP; Evans and Rogerson gave it 

a date of 5-1~ ka BP (1986). 

Pollen analysis of the Townley £3asin cor~s 10i and 108 provided a basic outline of 

postglacial ve&etation change for the region around Nachvak Fio~d. which could be comp:\ff•d 

with other cores. Pollen assemblage zones in core 107 indicate a change from sedge-grass tundra 

to shrub-tundra, with a rise in Alnus frequency and conctntration typical of that st'en in corr~ 

from other terrestrial lake sites and offshore. The rise hegins at IOOrm drpth, incrr:\sing rapidly 

aftPr about. iOcm df'pth, and thus has a date or approximatf'ly 70011 Yf':trs nr. This is ronsi<lf'r(•fl 

early for the immigration of Alnus to northern Labrador. although it <'nrrrspnnds with a similar 

early risf' obsNved and datt'd in Squarf' Lakr h~· Clark II ttl. lin prrn) anct is rlo!'-f' to tht• 

accrptt'd immigration timt'·range of 5fi00-fi!:IOO yrars 13P (Short and :'\khols. l!Ji'i'; Lam h. I !I~ II. 

The rise may rrpresent a climatic amelioration, or simply the ••olonisat ion of thr arra by .-1/nu.•. 

lh··· .~h optimum climatic ronditions ir• northrrn Labrador arr thought In han• o<'<:urml at ahout 

th ... rim'! of the .·tlll!!tl maximum. 

Th(' prest'nCf' or sedgr-grass tltntlra at thr bottom or eorf' llli' rna~ hf' takt•n to ~11~~~·~· that 

the fiord was largrl)' ice-f:rf' during tlt•po~ition of thf' r.orr . and that tht• hrrbs rf'pn•st•ntt•tl in thl' 

pollf"n spt't·trurn grew immrciiatt'ly around Townlry Basm. llowrHr, thN<' is grf'at potrntial ror 

regional pollen input to this area, and it would bt' particular!)· notkeabl<' wh<'n local pollt'n 

production was minimal, ie. during poor climatic/microclimatic conditions. Thus no \'egetation 

rt'constructions haYe been attempted, and the presence of pollen grains in the lower facies is not 

prt'sumed to me:m that the fiord walls wf're free of ict'. 

A third pollen assemblage zone was tl•ntatiHiy idt'ntified in core 108. Initially high 

rrcquencies and conct'ntrations of shrub pollrn, particularly Ainu ... , drop to low levels in the top 

25cm of the cort'. Sedges and grasses become dominant. This may be interpreted as a return to a. 

less productivP tundra environment, where shrubs were or less importance; such en\·ironments 

were recognised by Lamb, Short and others in northern Labrador lake cores, and dated to 

approximately 2500 years BP. 
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8.3. Regional Significance and Summary of Events 

Some attempt is made to relate this local study on the glacial history or a small part or 

Nachvak Fiord to the broader Quaternary history of northern Labrador. Previous studies in the 

1060s and 1970s led to questions on the <'Xtent and agt> of the last ict>·sheet and thost> of t>:ulier 

glacial periods: more recently, controversy has surrounded interpretations or the horizontal extent 

of the Late Wisconsin ice-sheet at its maximum. By relating th(' information pro•;id('d by df'taill'd 

studies within small areas to the questions concerning the whole nf Labrador, there is soml' 

movement toward solutions to th<'se questions . 

The Nachvak glacial phase is r<'cognised as being the last major rt>gional glaciat ion in 

Nachvak Fiord. During its maximum. ic<' appears to ha\' t' or.cupil'd thl' fiord trough tn at lt·a~t 

':'•:;utyarvik C'o\'t"; hf'yond that. point. rail'l'd shor<'linf' and mnraiof' r\·idenrP ~uggrst.s that ,;, h1•r a 

final i:\g irf'·shrlr f'XistrcJ, or that ttw gladN rf'lllainf'd I hin :lllcl or low loading rapacity (Bf'll, 

J!)8i). It may ha\'e t<>rminatNI thrrf'. Thr t•lr\·ation~ of rnorainr~ at lvitak Covr lhighf'st :\:whvak 

~forainr :,!.ljOm aht , E\'ans and RogN~nn, Hl8t'i) and at :\aksaluk Co\'f' (:\ach\'ak ~forainf' 

srgm,.nts up to SOm aht. J3ell, Hl8i) ~upport this reeonstrut:tion. 

Rt'trrat from the gl:tcial maximum oc:currt•d in a nurnhN of stagf's, l>C\'eral ot which 'lrf' 

markC'd by major moraint•s pNprndkular to ancl cro~sing thr fiortl. :\umrrous !'horf'linrs suggf'~t 

that I hNr wrrc• mort' stillstands than thNe are sur\'i\'ing rnorainrs, and that thr earth's crust 

n•at'lt•d rapidly to changing ice-loads as soon as drglaciation hPgan. flatPs ot ar.e retreat ar~ 

hrlie\'l'd to h:n·e heen slow enough to allow brach :tnd moraine formation, although there is a 

po~sibility of rapid retreat; shorelines at i3-63m and t'i3-56m aht in Tasiuyak Arm must have 

undergone considNable differential uplift. 

The 1\ogarsok stillstand is repres('nted by thl' Kog:mok moraine and sill, and by moraine 

1\2. The pronounc<'d crest and frrsh appearance of moraine K:! led to its correlation with other 

Nacll\·ak·agc moraines identified by E,·ans (HJ8·1) and Bell (HJ8i), and so to an estimated age or 

17-~3 ka BP. Moraines further west represent progressively younger stillstands, the youngest 

recognised in the fiord trough so far bl'ing the Tasiuyak Arm moraine. 

A radiocarbon dated short>line (SI-D) in the outer fiord places a minimum date of 9170 years 

BP on deglaciation for almost the entire fiord. SI-D is considered to be synchronous with Sl-8 

which appears to be related to an ice-margin located at the head or Tasiuyak Arm, or between 
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that point and Tasiuyak Arm moraine. An 8260 years BP date from a shoreline above 14m aht in 

the inner fiord agrees with this interpretation of an early deglaciation. The lithology of cor~s 

from lvitin and Townley Basins indicates that input or glacial sedim~nts ceased soon after iOOO 

BP, and suggests that ice had retreated well beyond thf' head or Nachvak Lake by that timf'. 

Major marine transgressions have occurred since complf'te drglaciation, rrsulting in at. lt>ast 

three near-horizontal shorelines extending throughout the riurd. The transgressions appf'ar to h:"·" 

been sync:1ronous with others in northern Labrador. as Loken rf'eordf'd a l.S.5m shorf'linr in 

l<angalaksiorvik Fiord, and 8-lOm t.ransgressh·e shorelines have hN•n rrported from Poreupinr 

Strand (Rogerson, 19ii) and the St. Lawrence seaway (Dionne, IU88). 

Evans identified a local glaciation t.hat took place in thr Srlamiut ~tountains aftf'f thf' 

1\:achvak maximum, as well as two nroglar.ial phasf's. Thr Suprrguk:-oak I was datrd at iJ-1:.! ka 

BP, and is bl'lil'ved to havl.' included only lor.al ic~> in thf' \'idnit~· of thr fiord. ~lorain1•s in th1• 

r.irqUf' valll'~' SOUth-west of 1\utyaupak vallr~· (silf' 1'\'-.'J) rnay lw ff'IJfi'M'Utati\'r or this r1•:ul\':llll'f' 

phase in this study area. The SupNguksoak II and Ill Wf'ff' int,.rprrt~·d as rf'c:f'nl minor eHnls, 

('\'ident as restricted expansions or highland cirque glaciNS in the Sf'lamiut Mountains. 

The Nar.hvak glacial phase occurrl.'d during thl' Latl' \\'iswnsin. and is brlie\'f'd to mark t hf' 

maximum local glaciation of that prriocL [t probably oec•urrl.'d at th•• samf' timc as thc Sagl••k 

glaciation. Evans datl.'d the :'\achvak pl'riod through Jlf'clologk anal~ sis. and appli1•d an ag1• or 

li-~3 ka nr: Bdl <'Stimatcct an agf' of ~0-~·1 ka nr. Tllf':-;1' agl'S rnm•spond W!•ll with thosl' 

suggf'~lNI for the Saglek glaciation, which range hl'l\\'1.'1.'11 18 and < ~.j b BP l••g. Short, IUHI: 

Fulton and Prest, 1 08i ). They all imply a fairly early Latr \\'bcon:)in maximum, and t lw fiorcl 

appears to ha\'c been largely free of icc by !) ka BP. 

This rl.'construction of the Nachvak glaciation also implies a limited Late Wisconsin kc

shl'et that did not extend to the fiord threshold. It therl'forl' supports the intl'rpretations of E\·ans. 

Rogerson and Bell (eg. Evans and Rogl.'rson, 1086; Bell, 108i), while refuting the suggestions of 

Clark and Joscnhans (eg. Clark and Josenhans, 1086; Clark, Hl88); icl' from Nachvak Fiord is not 

thought to have sprl.'ad ovl'r much of the Labrador Shetr during the Late Wisconsin. Although 

evidence from the inner fiord is indirect, it is consistent with othrr tNrcstrial interpretations. 

Evaluation of the lithostratigraphic units observed on the shelf and within the fiord basins wa.., 

not possible because piston cores did not penetrate through the upper acoustic units. 
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Earlier glacial phases recognised in. -t.he central and outer riord study areas can also he 

correlated with regional glaciations. The lvitak phase is the earliest recognised in Nachvak Fiord; 

it appears to have been an utensive regional glaciation, which produced moraines and trimlinrs at 

much higher elevations than those o( the Nachvak period, and which almost certainly extended 

beyond the riorr: threshold. Evans gave this period a tentative date of > 70 ka. BP, and identified 

a slightly Jess extensive t·ecessional phase that occurred > 40 ka BP. The < 180m aht Ml 

trimline or the outer fiord was correlated with the Early l\'itak, hrnce the conclusion that a l':lirly 

thick icc-sheet was grounded on the Labrador Shelt at this time. !\loraines thought to relate to 

both Early and Late lvitak phas<'s W<'re recognised on the 1\ogarsok highland. 

The Adams Lake phase was dated by amino acid ratios, radiocarbon and pedologic an1lysrs 

in Valley o( the Flies. Its maximum appe:us to have occurred about 38 ka BP, with a recessional 

phase ~9-32 k3 BP. A 60-iOm raised :shoreline was associated with this phase, perhaps indir.ating 

considNablc crustal dl.'pression at that time. !\loraint's on the 1\ogarsok highland may be rt'lated 

to it, although their location suggrslS that tht'y WN(.' (ormf"d by CXt{'nSi\'(.' local and possibly 

rrgional icf'·shrets. Glacier ad\' ;Utce:- may h:wt' been more ext{'nsive inland during the Adams 

Lake phase: howevN, the Sdamiut ~fountains do not appear to ha\'e been influenced at all, so the 

correlation is not ddinile. 

The l\'ilak phase can be considered Early Wisconsin. the Ad:.ms Lake phase Middle 

Wisconsin. noth :\fl!• . \( to ha\'e been characterised by high rt'lati\'C 5('3. lc\'els around the outrr 

fiord, and icc :tlmost t.w•ainly ('XII'ndcd onto the contint'ntal shelf during the lvitak phase. The 

glacial tills obst'r\'ed on the conlint'ntal shelf art' thereforr likrly to include deposits or 

l\'itak/Early Wisconsin age; any o( Late Wisconsin or Nachvak age are not thought to have been 

deri\'ed from this particular fiord. 

The 1\og:mok highland in the inner fiord study area pro\'ided an opportunity to look at the 

extent and degree or weathering O\'er a wide t'levation range. At least three zones or differenti:1lly 

weatht'rt'd bedrock and boulders were discerned , the lowest being bt'low moraine K2, representing 

the most recent Nachvak {Late Wisconsin) glaciation. The highest and easily the most weathered 

zone occurs above moraine MO, at ..-...500m aht. Felsenmeer and tors suggest that peaks above this 

t-lcvation have not been glaciated since pre-Sangamon times. A tentative zone is suggested 

between moraines MO and the level or Ml, M3 and M5; only minor difference in 'measurable' 
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weathering criteria were ob!>ervt-d in the rt>gion, though qualitattve observations indicate that the 

area has been exposed tr. weathering ror a shorter period or time than the art>a above ~10. 

Another zone of intermediate weathering exists between moraint> 1\2 and the MI. 1\13, M5 rrr~ts. 

A three zone pattern can therdore be described, with an uppNmost Komaktorvik zone, an 

intermediate Koroksoak zone, and a lower Saglek zone, equival<'nt to the Nachvak gl:\ciatinn in 

this study area. This is summarised in Figure 6-1. Thr obsen·ation of these zones conrirm~ th.ll 

they are visible within Nachvak Fiord, as elsewhere in north<'rn Labrador, and also shows that. it 

is rar rrom easy to recognise and e\'en relatively date the differ<'nt glaciations that arrectrd this 

area. 

Komaktorvik 
Zone 

- Ml.f\13-
Ucdrock 

Koroksoak 
Zone 

Glacial deposits 

Mountain-top detritus 

Glacial crratlcs 

Tor-like forms 

Nnchvak/Snglck 
Zone 

Figure 8-1: Diagrammatic repres<'ntation or weathering ZOO('~ identified in thf' 
inn<'r riord, west of 1\ogarsok Brook valley. 
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&.3.1. QuaternRry Chronology 

These result.:. can be summarised into a description or the Quaternary chronology of 

Nachvak Fiord. Although information from the inner fiord relates to the entire Wisconsin period, 

Late Wisconsin events are known in most detail as they are best~ preserved. In this summary, 

correlations are drawn to identify glacial events that took place throughout the fiord, but details 

or inner fiord events are specified. 

Table 6~ 1 outlines the four glacial phases recognised as having taken place within Nachvak 

Fiord. Evidence or two or perhaps three phases can be seen in the inner fiord. The Jvitak phase 

occUI red in two st.ages, estimated by Evans (1984) to ha,·e occurred > 70 ka BP and >40 ka BP; 

it is considered to be an Early Wisconsin glaciation. The Early lvitak was most extensive, with 

moraines rearhing 180m aht on the south side of the outer fiord, and perhaps over ~!OOm aht on 

th~ northern side (Clark and Josenhans, 1086). Given these dimensions, ice would have extended 

onto the Labrador Shelf and probably deposited at least some or the glacial till found there. fn the 

inner fiord, icc thicknesses reached at least 590m in Kogarsok Brook valley. Local glaciers were 

ar.t i\'e during both Early and Late h·itak phases in the Selamiut Mountains. The Late lvitak was 

less cxtcnsh·c and is thought to have depm;itcd moraine h:t on the Kogarsok highland. 

The Adams Lake phase was identified as a local glaciation, in,·olving highland glaciers south 

of Na,:h,·ak Oay. It was not reported in the Sebmiut ~fountains and only tentative correlations 

ran he drawn between it and moraines Ml and ~13 on the 1-\ogarsok highland. This event has a 

~liddl~ \\'iseon!)•l· a&,,, :.:,-~J ka BP. If the correlation is accurate, it suggests considerable regional 

icc acti\'it.y at this time. 

Terrestrial c\·idcncc from Nach\·ak Fiord consistently points to a restricted Late Wisconsin 

or Nachvak glacial maximum. R<'gional icc is not thought to have extended beyond the riord 

thr<'shnld, though it did backfill Tinutyan·ik and Naksaluk valleys. The maximum is dated at 

li-:2·1 ka DP. A relatively rapid retreat is suggested by the elevations and gradients of shorelines 

in the inner riord area. Deglaciation took place in SCYeral phases, as shown by the presence or 

numerous moraines along the fiord trough. Shorelines identified within the fiord may have been 

produced at individual stages of ice stillstand. A 0 ka BP shoreline extending from the outer fiord 

area to Tasiuyak Arm provides a minimum date for deglaci:~.tion of most of the fiord, and 

suggests that ice remained at the bead or Tasiuyak Arm for some period of time, consistent with 
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the formation or shorelines 8 and 9. This period was termed the Tessersoak, and appears to be 

correlative with other periods or major shoreline development in Kangalaksiorvik Fiord, Eclipse 

Channel and Ekortiarsok Fiord (Loken, 19626; Clark, 1984). Ice had probably left the vicinity or 

the fiord by 7,000 years BP, as sediments of glacial origin C('ased to be deposited in Townley 

Basin after that time. 

Table 8-1: Glacial phases previously recognised by Evans (Hl8·1) and Dell 
(1987), with correlative data from inner Nar.hvak Fiord. 

Glacial Period 

Early Ivitak phase 
> 75 ka BP 

Regional & lor.al ice, 
('Xtensh·e, occupied 
fiord and beyond. 

Late lvitak phase 
<-tO ka BP 

Regional and local ice, 
less ext<'nsive, 
whole fiord ? 

:\ri:u:.: Lake phase 
rna .•. ;.:3-38 ka BP 

fCC('~.' . :2!1-3:2 b DP. 

;'l:achvak phase 
li-::!3 ka BP 
~2::::::'2 ka BP 

regional & !;;.~a~ ,(.'!, ro 
fiord thrc5hold at 1ii:lX .. 

Numerous phases of 
retreat. 

Characteristirs & 
Location 

High weathered moraines 
& trimlines; nunataks, 

felsenmeer & tors above. 
Selamiut Range, 

Ml trimline. 

\V('athered moraines 
below Early I·ritak. 

Selamiut Range only. 

Local cirque activity, 
outer fiord only; 

good dating r.ontrols. 
high shorelines. 

Relatively unweather<'d 
moraines and glacial 

features; Selamiut range, 
lvitak Cove area, 

outer fiord. 

Inner liord •quival~ 

Moraine MO, .-.....500m aht. 

Ml & M3? 200-300m aht 
local & regional ice ? 
More extensive inland 

glaciation, perhaps 
regional. 

Kl maximum: ....... ::!QOm aht 
-..23 kn BP; little 

mat<'fial deposited. 
K~ recessional; 100-l80m 

aht, wdl p!escrved, 
< 22-23 ka Br. 

The Superguksoak phases occurred in the late Late Wisconsin and Holoc<'ne periods; they 

appear to have involved only local glacier advances. Superguksoak I was identified in the 

Selamiut Mountains, and given a date of 5-12 ka BP. It appears to correlate with McCoy's Cirque 

Lake moraines (1983), but was unlikely to have included any regional ice activity although 

associations with the Tessersoak readvance were suggested by Bell (1987). Superguksoak II and 
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III are thought to be neoglacial phases, perhaps occurring in the very recent past (Evans and 

Rogerson, 1986; Rogerson, Evans and McCoy, 1986). 

During the Holocene, patterns or climate and vegetation change in the area around inner 

Nachvak Fiord appear to have followed those typical of northern Labrador. Pollen analyses o( one 

piston core and one gravity core from the centre or the fiord imply a regional tundra vegetation, 

with sedges and grasses dominant U!Jtil approximately 7,000 years BP, followed by a more 

productive shrub tundra vegetation which was dominated by birch and alder. The arrival of shrub 

tundra may have marked a climatic amelioration. A return to sedge and grass dominated tundra 

is tentatively interprett:d tron a zone at the top of core 108. 

6.4. Future Research 

Future research in this area should probably concentrate firstly on consolidating the 

ini'ormation gathered so far by detailed study within Nachvak Fiord, which would likely be best 

done through a number of small sc t!e projects in different parts of the fiord , and secondly on 

assessing the extent of Late Wisconsin glaciation in other fiords of the Torngat Mounta::!;, The 

Late Wisconsin period remains the topic of debate, since offshore and onshore reconstcr ctions 

have not yet been reconciled. Deep coring of sediments at several points within the fiord and on 

I he continf'ntal slu~ lf at this latitud~ is probably the only method b) which absolute evidence of 

the age ant! extent of til!~ wl:! "<: .-: found . 

Examination o: . ~ ea ~'t'ation ancl age or moraines observed on the northern side of the fiord, 

at Schooner Cove and _, .lcr Cove, began in 1 986; it n('eds to be carried out in more detail to see 

if the moraines arc MI-phase cquh·alents (13cll, 1987) or high Late Wisconsin remnants (Clark and 

.Josenhans, 1 986; Clark, 1988}. In view of the variability of solum depths on moraine crests, it is 

clear that large data sets arc necessary for realistic soils-based chronological reconstruction. Mor~> 

detailed soils studies arc suggested for the outer fiord area in particular. Regional reconstruction 

based on 15 or 20 widely scattered soil pits must be viewed with extreme suspicion. The 

possibility of an extensive regional glaciation during the ~·fiddle Wisconsin (Adams Lake phase) 

should also bt> fully investigated. 

The region would also benefit from a survey of potential postglacial faults, some of which 

have been identiried from aerial photographs (Figure -t-9). Detailed ground reconnaissance would 
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provide valuable geologic information on the nature of crustal activity in this area, and may help 

to explain some of the shoreline elevations and gradients in the region. 

Terrestrial reconstructions for this fiord are remarkably consistent. Additional offshore 

analyses in the specific area orr Nachvak Fiord are necessary to provide a link between marine 

and terrestrial reconstructions. Offshore palynological evidence may be of use in this regard; 

comparison of poiiP.n spectra from cores collected throughout the fiord with those taken from the 

Labrador Shelf might provide additional information on the timing of Late Wisconsin deglaciation. 

The author il' currently analysing pollen from fiord cores 85027-105 and -106, with the aim of 

carrying ou, such an evaluation. 

Further analysis of high level moraines and trimlines in the mountains surrounding Nachvak 

Fiord would throw more light on the extent or earlier glacial periods, and might allow a more 

detailed reconstruction of Wisconsin events. The sea levels and extent of ice during the last two 

glacial periods are vital to a correct interpretation of Late Wisconsin events, and thus or marine 

sedimentary units. 

It has been suggested that the Torngat :\lountains acted to deflect ice-flow around Nachvak 

Fiore!, causing greater amounts of ice to ~'ntcr the fiords to the north and south (Clark and 

Joscnhans, 1086; Bell, 1087). This hypothesis ought to be tested, again in order to cYaluatc the 

reconstru.~ ti;ms of ice-sh•:•!t'5 in Nachvak Fiord. It is recognised that the Torngat ~fountains hold a 

large amoun: of informtti(U o:1 t:':P. Quaternary glaciation of north-eastern Canada, and also that 

locali~cd and r!ctailcd stG ·. . . u~ necessary in order to unco\·cr their history. Examination of the 

coastal bays ;\nd fiord~ n( : -.':. ·,nd south or NachYak Fiord is probably the next step fur this 

chronology, .\M. wot1ld likely pro\' ide new interpretations for some of the Nach\·ak Fiord data. 
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Appendix A 

Drift Geochemist?y Data 



Site Ag 

ECl 0.2 

EC2 0.2 

EC3 0.2 

EC4 0.4 

KMl 1.0 

BCl 0.4 

DC2 0.4 

BC3 0.2 

BC4 0.2 

BC5 0.4 

BC6 0.2 

KEl 0 ' I •w 

KE2 0.2 

I<E3 0.2 

KE·t 0.2 

KES 0.2 

KE6 0.2 

1\\Vl 0.4 

K\\'2 0.2 

K\\'3 0.2 

1\W·t 0.-1 

KWS 0.4 

Kl-1 0.2 

1\.2-l 0.4 

1\2-2 0.2 

1\2-3 0.8 

K2-·t 0.2 

K2-5 0.6 

K2-6 0.4 

MO-l 0.4 

0% 
cone. 
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Table A-1: Results of Geochemical Analysis for all sample sites 
(concentrations are in ppm except where indicated; 
anomalously high concentrations are in bold race). 

Co Cr Cu Fe0 Mo Mn Ni Pb 

31 100 145 6.53 <1 514 97 2 

68 109 206 5.33 <1 1510 138 6 

47 92 231 7.11 1 430 124 12 

'!.7 84 205 5.96 2 304 101 8 

86 126 553 8.21 <1 1405 224 4 

68 87 180 4.79 <I 814 128 2 

g 51 134 2.85 1 92 32 <2 

~g 102 129 7.82 5 797 51 18 

37 106 100 6.15 <1 590 83 <2 

t.i6 J.56 195 6.19 <I 1270 1i7 <2 

33 286 198 3.91 3 174 159 I) .. 
35 147 95 3.38 4 373 64 :I 38 .JS 84 4.45 2 970 73 

47 96 121 5.67 3 889 105 4 

73 126 164 5.67 <1 1240 li7 8 

74 100 24.9 4.67 <1 871 181 <2 

54 109 206 5.65 <I 949 160 0 .. 
52 92 88 4.36 2 990 80 4 

38 68 115 3.35 31 739 84 6 

50 106 135 5.53 <1 982 103 10 

107 104 324 6.-10 1 1155 214 14 I 

62 108 266 6.43 17 603 229 10 

118 95 468 4.04 1 6!H 300 <2 

90 92 287 4.89 3 823 184 2 

49 }Oil ..... 176 5.47 1 811 157 I) .. 
55 97 223 5.88 3 742 162 8 

185 123 437 7.73 6 1640 400 2 

41 82 187 4.79 <1 590 108 2 

75 86 164 4.46 3 772 145 <2 

102 102 27·1 5.51 4 1515 220 2 

Zn 

146 

105 

190 

98 

242 

105 

23 

69 

163 

108 

99 

38 

73 

90 

127 

133 

158 
"'I) , .. 
3i 

72 

17-l 

156 

137 

100 

138 

110 

221 

74 

62 

131 



Site Ag 

MI-l 

Ml-2 

M3-1 

M3-2 

M3-3 

M3-4 

M3-5 
pp 

M5-1 

M5-2 

M5-3 

Gl 

G2 

NFI 

NF2 

NF3 

NF4 

t-.'F5 

KV1 

KV2 

KV3 

KV·I 

KV5 

TM1 

10% 

cone. 

0.2 

0.2 

0.2 

0.2 

0.2 

0.2 

0.2 

0.4 

0.2 

0.2 

0.2 

0.2 

0.2 

0.4 

0.2 

0.2 

0.2 

0.2 

0.4 

0.2 

0.2 

0.2 

0.2 

O..t 

Co 

53 

56 

6i' 

96 

87 

50 

86 

101 

59 

36 

65 

98 

71 

81 

42 

55 

81 

86 

56 

30 

42 

56 

42 

31 

200 

Cr Cu Fe to 

148 169 6.94 

144 208 7.48 

121 250 5.43 

132 349 7.16 

114 259 5.80 

159 327 6.86 

H6 200 5.39 

l18 335 6.35 

120 262 5.58 

73 96 3.05 

115 203 6.89 

IM 192 7.62 

169 243 8.78 

89 417 9.5.) 

86 215 6.66 

7i H5 6.22 

81 21-t 7.38 

75 305 7.68 

109 516 11.20 

75 335 9.~5 

62 333 7.15 

115 35~ 7.08 

104 338 9.10 

93 360 10.20 

Mo Mn Ni Pb Zn 

<1 815 165 <2 179 

<1 1000 196 <2 181 

<1 867 210 4 153 

1 1205 300 4 196 

<1 1270 252 <2 139 

<1 691 223 <2 211 

2 862 176 8 153 

3 1410 275 6 174 

<1 659 256 6 199 

1 367 95 4 60 

<1 1110 207 <2 192 

<I 1535 226 <2 180 

<1 1465 3·t8 <2 168 

<1 626 662 6 304 

<I .527 1.')6 2 190 

<I .)85 IIJO <2 HH 

<I 679 26.5 10 305 

1 11~5 410 <2 281 

13 490 96 6 106 

6 53·t 93 <21 110 

6 656 97 6' flfi I 

2 482 :l52 6 3221 

8 485 167 6 l/}9 

14 554 I 82 8 90 i 
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Figure A-1: Frequency histograms of metal concentration in < 2/Lm 
sediment size fraction collected in 1983, 1984 and 1986. Arrow denotes 

threshold value of anomalous concentration. 
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Figure A-1: Frequency histograms of metal concentration 
m < 2Jlm sediment size fraction collected in 1983, 1984 and 1986. 

Arrow denotes threshold value of anomalous concentration. 
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Figure A-1: Frequency histograms of metal concentration 
in < 2JLm sediment size fraction collected in 1983, 1984 and 1986. 

Arrow denotes threshold value of anomalous concentration. 
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Figure A-2: Frequency of metal concentrations at selected locations m Nachvak 
Fiord. 
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Appendix B 

Pedological Data 
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Table 8-1: Soil depths and site information 

Site Alt. Depth Colour Location 
m em 

ECl 27.6 A .... l - Fine, clayey substrate, few large particles above 30cm. 
8 .... 6 lOYR 2/2 Site above poorly drained terrace, numerous frost boils 
c ... 54 2.5Y 5/2 herb & grass veg., willow in hollows. 

EC2 46.5 A ... IO - B/C very coarse; Cox more gravelly, rock size increasing 
8 .•. 11 IOYR 2/2 with depth. Site at highest rise west or delta. WeU 
8C ... 6 lOYR 2/2 vegetated, numerous boulders on terrace. 
c ... '/J IOYR 3/2 

EC3 33.0 E .... & lOYR 2/2 8 fine sands; more clays with depth. No stones round. 
G ... 87 2.5YR 5/-~ Orange banding at 56-66cm. Flat terrace, sparse grasses 

with bare sand. 

EC·1 49..1 A .... 4 - 8C fine sands alternating light/dark. Cox lighter. 
B ... li lOYR 2/1 Few stones, all <Scm. Site at r:se in terrace at ML; 
80 .. 28 lOYR 3/3 thick grass & herb vegetation. 
c ... is lOYR 3/3 

DCJ 38.·1 A .... 3 - Layers in B pale grey /orange. BC less sandy with depth. 
B ... -56 i.SYR 3/'2 C pale, fine texture, many small stones. Grass & shrub 
c ... as lOYR 3/-1 CO\'N. Top beach on north-east face of 1\ipsiman·ik Head. 

DC~ ~:!.0 13 ... 13 IOYH '2/1 Danded layers of fine clay /silt texture, becoming more 
... ..t lOYR 3/3 coarse and lighter with depth. Grl'y 'gley . continuing 
.... 5 10YR 2/1 below pit. Rich grass \'eg. on short. narrow terrace . 
... . 8 lOYR 4/-1 ~lid-beach on north-east face of Kipsimarvik Head 
... :21 varied 
... 13 10YR 3/4 
... 11 IOYR '2/'2 

nc:l :.!:l.R :\ ... 11 10YR 3/-1 B ro:use ~anc.ls; 13C' finl'/silt~·, with orange bands. Cox 
ll .. :.!O IOYR '2/'2 has beds or loosf'. r.onrs" gran•l. Lower beach on nortb-r·ast 
13C .. 31 10YR 4/3 race or Kip:.;imar\' ik lie ad. 
c ... 3s lOYR 3/-1 

DC5 18.i A .... 2 - Sand increasing wil h depth; Cox coarse & gritty ,no Cine 
13. ... 5 10YR 2/2 matrix. Coarse grass ''eg., large boulders & 
c ... 45 lOYR 3/2 rubble on terrace. 

DC6 1 0.·1 :\ .... 5 - \"aried layers of silt/mud lenses in DC; generally a. 
13 ... 11 lOYR .J/-1 coar~e mud, some layers appl'ar oxidisr.d, some water 
BC .. -11 lOYR 3/'2 saturated. Cox more r.oarsP, incrPasing sand with dl'pth. 
c ... J.I 10YR ·1/'2 

KEJ 35.5 A .... 2 - Duried soil at Cox: soft sand, rich orange colouring, 
13 .... 0 10YR 5/-l no grit. 13(' similar to C'ox obsl'r\'('(l elsewhere: coarse 
BC .. 31 lOYR ·1/4 grit & sand, poorly consolidatf'd. Poor vegetation, 
c ... '2s i.5YR 3/-1 terrace open to material falling from above. 
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Site Alt. Depth Colour Location 
m em 

KE2 18 8 .... 7 IOYR 3/2 Very coarse sediments 8 & BC. Cox has almost nc- rines. 
BC ... ::; lOYR 3/4 On gravel/sand ridge at 122 • GN; no 
c ... <i' IOYR 4/3 vegetation, many lr1:~e rocks & shingle. 

KE3 34 A .... 3 - ("oarse material increasing with depth, all poorly 
B .... 6 10'\"R 3/4 consolidated. BC gritty; Cox coarse sand with 
BC .. 23 7.5YR 3/4 larger stones. Site on moraine crest. Coarse 
c ... ao lOYR 4/3 tussock grasses with herbs. 

KE4 43.9 8 .... 6 IOYR 3/2 Becomes more coarse with depth; Cox a coarse grit with 
BC .. 26 lOYR 3/4 larger stones. Site on fluvial terrace, very 
c ... a1 lO''r"R 4/2 bouldery, little vegetation. 

KE5 131 A .... 7 - Fine sediments generally more coarse with depth. 
8 .... 8 lOYR 2/2 Cox medium sand; numerous boulders/rocks within 
BC ... 9 IOYR 4/4 pit. Site on moraine crest --opposite moraine M5. 
c ... 37 2.5YR 5/-1 

KEf, 23i 8 ... 28 no Becoming sandier with depth , Cox gr:wl'lly. Vegt-tation 
c ... 2a colours wrll developed, gra!ises & herbs. Site a moraine 

or kame terrace ? 

K\\'1 as.n B .... 4 IOYR 3/1 Becoming mor(' sand~· with drpth: DC !ilightly gritty. 
DC .. W IOYR '1./'2 C'ox has \'ery few fine!-. P('hhle lu~d srparatr.s DC 
c ... 33 lOYR 'J/-1 & Cox. Yl'g. of tussol'k 1,rass in palc:hes. 

Site on 'graded tNrac:e - pNhaps a rnorainr ? 
I 

1\W~ ·13 13 .... 8 IOYR 3/'1. Poorly consolidated sub~nil , gritty sand in 13(:, Cox 
BC .. II i.5YR 3/4 very r.oarsr. many 1:\rgl' stonrs. Partial Vl'g. rover 
c ... 3s IOYR 'J/-1 of hl'rb~ & gra:o;s('s. snml' will•m·. Sill' on ruhbly 

tNracl', app('ars In hi' nppmdtl' pit 1\E~ . ~ 
1\W~ ~n / .... 13 - Grill,\' ~ubsoil. C'ox \' NY gritt~·. no finl'!i . :\umc•rou~ I 

rs..,::::! IOYR ~/'2 brg<' slnnc•s, bouhiN at ba~c· of pit. Littlrfno 
I (' .. ,'!,8 lOYR 3/-1 Vl'g<'talion. Silt> at cHJII'r tt•rrac'l', :trt•a of 

pattNnrcl ground. dc•finitl' fro~t al'lion. 

KW·I i3 13 .. . ~3 lOYR ~/1 Sl'dirnrnts HQ" grill)' . DC' 1·oarsr, some sanely finc•s ; 

J 
BC .. l2 IOYR 3/3 Cox medium sand . many slonc•s & largN rocks 
c ... 2s lOYR 5/3 throughout. Partial ng. of grassrs & hNhs. 

Silt> on high lNrac'l' of Ulll't'flain origin. 

1\\\' i) 76 n ... to lOYR :>./:>. Bc•c·om ing sand~· with dPpt h; Cox rrwclilllll·l' oar~c· ~and. 

13(' .. 13 IOYR ·1/-1 many gritty pari ic·lps ,\: ~loru•s. Large• houlcll'f~ 
C .. ..t6 IOYR .5/~ ( >01km)c'1111lllllln. Spar~c· \" l'~l'lalion . Sitl' on 

nwrainl' c:rrst ( 1\ :.!? ). 

1\'2-1 181 ·. ., :·\ .... ., - l3ec~onws rnur<' sancly with dc•pt h: C'ox a roar~r ~~ rurnhl~· 

8 ... 25 IOYR 5/8 :;and. Stool's ntrrrwrnus throughout. Good \' t•gc•lation 
c ... 3-t lOYR S/6 of grassrs & hNbs. Sill' at high r rrsl of nwrainl'. 
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~· 

.. 

Site 

K2-2 

1<2-3 

((2-4 

1\2-.S 

1\2-fl 

~tl-1 

~11-2 

~~=~- 1 

~I:J-2 

~1:3-~ 

:\13-4 

Alt. 
m 

156 

124 

122 

12·1 

12·1 

.JO!j 

3!)8 

:~s:~ 

~g; 

:~;o 

3i!) 

Depth 
em 

A .... 5 
8 ... 21 
c ... M 

A .... 2 
8 .. .15 
C .. .43 

A .... 5 
8 ... 24 
BC .. 15 
C ... 25 

A .... 8 
8 .... 9 
BC ... n 
c ... s3 

:\ .. .. i 
B ... 25 
nc .. t.s 
(' ... 11 

:\ .... 8 
8 ... 15 
DC .. l.S 
(' ... 20 

B .... i 
BC .. 2i 
c .. ... ~.-, 
:\ ... 10 

n ... 2·1 
BC .. 12 
C .. .-11 

A ... ..t 
8 ... 12 
C' ... 62 

8 ... ~·1 

c ... 3!> 

:\ .. .. 3 
n ... ts 
c ... 6t 
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Colour Location 

- Becomes more sandy with depth. Stones numerous 
IOYR 3/6 throughout. Well vegetated, grasses, herbs, 
lOYR 5/4 willows. Site at moraine crest. 

- B has fine texture, rusty orange colour. Cox has 
IOYR 3/6 gravel, cobbles, numerous larger stones in very 
IOYR 5/4 rinc.. ~:latrix. Little vegetation; mosses & lichen. 

Site on moraine crest, many boulders. 

- Becomes increasingly coarse with depth. Cox very 
IOYR 4/6 coarse gravels & stones. Little vegetation. Site 
2.5Y 4/4 on moraine crest, many boulders on surface. 
2.5Y 5/4 

- Sandy, increasingly coarse with depth. 
IOYR 5/8 Stones throughout. Site on moraine crest, alongside 
2.5YR5/·I recently drained ponds. 
2.5YR 5/6 

- Becomes more sandy with depth, BC coarse with grits. 
iJiYR 4/6 Cox well consolidated l':tnd. VPgetation of moss. 
lOYH 4/6 lil'hen, grasses. Site on moraine crest. 

wrn ·•r• 
- B fine, cl:t~·e~·; 8(' c•oarsf" S.: sandy, Cox more so with grit 
nr.y 4j'l .... •) ... & larger part ides. Poor vegNat ion of small 
2.5Y 4/-1 h(•rbs & lichen. Site on morain(' crest. 
2.5Y 5/-t 

2.5Y -1/2 Fine ~f'dimf'nts. itJC' rf"asingly ~ancl~· with df'pth . 
·l·r -:>,f'l ~ ... > • ~ C'ox cnar:>f" sand with graHI part ides. 
2..'iY ·1/-1 Sitf" on morainf" l'rf"~t. surroiiiiCJC'cl h~· pol~· gons. 

- Bf'c'OOif'S iOI'ff':tsingJy coarsf" with dPpth , OUJHf'rllliS 
tnrH 1/-1 :-.tonc•s in DC'. Jwhhlf" hl.'d in C'ox ht•low 18c~m 

2.5r 5/-1 dl'pt h. Site on nwr:dnl' crt•:' I. many houldNs . 
2.5Y ·1/t 

- ~lur.h ruhbll', man~· bouldt•rs throughout. Cox very 
torR 3/fl roarse k sandy. \'f'gf'tatinn of tus~nck grasses, 
torR 5/1 lu•rhs & lidlf'n. Site on nwrainP l'rrst. 

torn 3/-1 lnnf'a~ingly r.oar~r with tlf"pth . numerous stonf's 
lOYH fi/3 throughout. \ 'f"gt•lation of ~mall hf"rbs. lir.hcn 

& grasses. ~(orainr c'rl'st. brgl' houldf'rs romrnnn. 

- B very gritty, roarse, particlf's >I em common. C'ox sandy. 
toYn 3/3 many small stonf's in sandy matrix. Good veg. 
::!.5Yn ·1/-1 of grassf's, herbs. =-hruhs. ~loraine crest. 



Site Alt. Depth 
m em 

M3-5 371 A ... .4 
8 ... .4 
c ... 13 

?PP 269 8 ... 44 
c ... 1o 

M5-1 148 A .... 2 
B ... 12 
8C .. 12 
c ... 26 

M5-2 228 A ... . i 
8 .... 7 
BC .. 36 
c ... 33 

;..t5-3 380 8 ... li 
BC .. ::!·I 
c ... ::!t 

K1-1 ::! 11 D ... ::!3 
BC .. l-1 
c ... :.:m 

T~ll 69 B ... 18 
C' .. ..t6 

I'VI ~10 :\ ... 10 
n .... s 
BC' ... S 
C .. ..t8 

K\':1 ~li .\ ... 10 
B .... 6 
BC .. 10 
c ... so 

I~V3 305 D ... li 
DC .. 2·1 
c ... 26 

KV5 303 A ... l2 
B ... 16 
8C ... 9 
c ... 1s 
c ... H 

Colour 

-
10YR 3/6 
2.5YR 4/4 

7.5YR 3/4 
lOYR 4/4 

lOYR 3/3 
2.5Y 5/4 
2.5Y 6/4 

-
7.5YR 3/4 
7.5YR 4/fJ 
IOYR 4/6 

2.5Y S/-t 
I) ·y .,6 wJ) 0 

2.5Y ·1/-1 

10YR 2/'2 
IOYR 5/·1 
2.5YR 4/-1 

IOYR 3/3 
2.5YR ·1/-1 

-
10YR .Jf-t 
10YR :V6 
IOYH 5/6 

-
IOYR 4/6 
2.5Y ·1/4 
2.5Y 5/-t 

IOYR 3/6 
10YR 4/·1 
lOYR ·1/6 

-
lOYR 4/-t 
lOYR ·1/6 
:::!.SYR 5/4 
2.5YR 5/6 
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Location 

Very coarse 8, many small stones. Cox more sandy, 
less gravel, more large rocks than B. 
Vegetation herbs, shrubs, grasses. 
Site on moraine crest. 

8 fine, many plant roots. Cox more coarse: sparse 
vegetation, few grasses & herbs. Site on 
moraine crest, many large boulders. 

Becomes more sandy with depth; Cox a coarse sand. 
Many large boulders below B. Sparse vegetation, 
grasses, herbs. Site on moraine crest. 

Becomes more sandy with depth; Cox coarse sand with 
gra,·el. Vegetation of grasses, herbs, some willow. 
Site on moraine crest. 

Become more sandy with drpt h. BC: very r.oarsr sand 
with grit. Cox morr large stnnrs. \ 'rg. moss, 
lkhrn. hrrbs. grassrs. Sitr on moraint• crrst. 

Become morr sand~· with drpth . Cox Hry roarsf' santl. 
many clasts. \'pry littlt> ng .. low l'rcst on h('(lrof'k . 

npc·omcs Hry r.oar:;t• with dPpl h: Cox full of stoOl'S 
f'XC'f'fJI toward tnp. IINh k ~ra:;!' vPg. Sitf' on morairlf' 
!'rf'Sl. po~~ibilir~· of f':trth :;liding. 

Ut•t'OIIIf'S morl' :;andy with rlt•pth . C'ox clt•r•p. many !-olonr•:; 

~lor:tlllf' r.r<'sl w11h ruhhll'. · 
in ''"'~"" <:uul. Puur v•g uf >mall h<•rh.< & ""'"':__j 
Brcomes coars<' with drpth; C'ox has many stont·s & lar)1,N 
ror.ks. Partial v<'g. of gra~srs k ht•rhs. 
~lorain<' cr<'st with rubblf'. 

\'rQ· roarsr throughout. :\lan,y largt• hoult!Pr~. 
Littll' soil or vrg<'lation anywhr•rr on nwrainr crPst. 

Beeomcs sandy . lf'l>S stony. with depth. C sandy, no 
stones; Cox many coarse stones. Poor vegetation 
of herbs & lichen; moraine crest, many bouh.INs. 

r 
!· 
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Site Alt. Depth Colour Location 
m em 

OCl A ... 2.5 lOYR 3/2 Topmost moraine, west-facing slope in glacial valley. 
B .. .l9 lOYR 3/4 Unknown elevation. Moraine probably deposited 
8C .... 5 lOYR 3/5 by local valley ice. 
c .... Y 

OC2 180 8 .. .13 no Crest of middle moraine, thought to be older than 
BC . .13 colours topmost (OCI ). Frost-heaved surface, no n·getation, 
c .. .1s very deep Cox. Probably deposited by regional fiord ice. 

SCI 33.S 8 ... 10 rH, Crest of moraine on outer shoulder or cove. 
BC .... 5 colours Windswept, little vegetation. Deposited by regional 
c ... as fiord ice. 

SC2 8 ... 23 lOYR 3/2 Same moraine, site around shoulder toward cove. 
c ... I3 lOYR ·1/2 

SC3 8 ... 30.5 IOYR '2/'2 C'rrst or VNY SIN'P high moraine overlooking lake. 
IJC .... .S lOYR 3/-1 EdgP of morain<' r.ornph: with till ridges & httle holrs. 
c ... 7.5 frosl-hPav ing e\' idt•n I. C'ou rsr of moraine unr.lear in land. 
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Appendix C 

Methods of Pollen Analysis 
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C.l. Methods of Pollen Analysis 

Sediment samples for pollen analysis were extracted at the Bedford Institute of 

Oceanography, and sent to Memorial University for processing and counting. Samples from cores 

85027-107 and 85027-108 were taken at approximately 25cm intNvals, giving a total of IS 

samples from the piston core and three samples from the gravity core. Laboratory processing and 

analysis of the samp!.)::. was carried out by the author using conventional procedures. A standard 

method of pollen iso.ation was used {raegri and Iversen, 19i5), an outline of which is given below. 

C.l.l. Laboratory Analyst~: ~:..rocesslng 

1. 5ml of sediment was added to an amount of sodium pyrophosphate solution (Na
4
P 

2
0

2
), 

:1long with 0.::!5ml of Eucalypt us pollen grains in a suspension of known concentration. The 

Eucalyptus serves as :1n exotic 'marker' pollen, and allows absolute pollen frequencies to be 

calculated; the i':a . .r 
2
0

2 
solution disaggregates clay particles, and was particularly necessary for 

the fiord samples. The mixture was thoroughly mixed, ct'ntrifuged and decanted. With some 

samples, howcv<'r, the particles were so fine that no :unount of centrifuging would settle them and 

tlu•y were in danger of being poured off in decanting. Thus samples were always Cine-sieved in the 

next step, and, in the case of deeper samples, decanting the sodium pyrophosphate was 

abandoned. 

2. Each samp:e \1 :.s wet-sie\'ed through a i 11m ml'sh, firstly in i"a/\P2 and then in 

distillrd watrr. This remo\'ed the majority of \'cry fint' clay particles and helped to thoroughly 

wash the sediment. Pollen grains and spores are almost all larger than i 11m in size, so, provided 

that carl' is takl'n against spillage, none of the sample is lost. 

3. Samplrs WNc coarse-sieHd through a Gooch crucible, to take out any debris or large 

grains of sand, ctr.. Following this, the sediment was resuspended in distilled water and decantf'd. 

4. Acetolysis. This step dissolves an: cellulose in the sample, and is most important for 

organic sediments. The samples were washed with glacial acetic acid in order to dehydrate thl.'m, 

following which acetic anhydride (CH
3 
C0

2
0) and 4 drops of concentrated sulphuric acid (H

2
SO

4
) 

wcrr added. This was mixed thoroughly and plac«!d in a hot water bath to boil for 5 minutes. A 

final wash with glacial acetic acid removed any remaining traces of H
2
SO

4
, and the sediment was 

washed three times in distilled water. The acdolysis procedure may not have been necessary, 
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since these riord sediments contained little organic material, and no great reduction in the 

processed matter was noticed. 

5. Treatment with hydrorluoric acid (HF). Silicious material (in this case mainly 

minerogenic sandy matter) was removed by placing the sediments in a cold concentrated 

hydrofluoric acid bath overnight or for a longer period. This must be carried out with cxtrrme 

care. The mixture was subsequently balanced with ethanol in the centrifuge, and then boiled in a 

water bath with dilute hydrochloric acid (HCI}. This removed most of the minerogenic r.1atr.rial, 

although occasionally it was necessary to fine-sieve the samples for a second time arterwards. 

Again, a 7 Jlffi mesh was used. 

8. Staining and dehydration. A single drop of safranin-0 was added to each sample to 

stain the pollen and spores, making them more visible against remaining mineral matter. Trrtiary 

butyl alcohol was used to dehydrate and transfer samples into individual vials, where they were 

thoroughly mixed with siliconP. oil to prevent them drying out. They were then labelled and 

scaled. 

7. ~lounting: silicone oil was chosen as a mounting medium, since it docs not appear to 

alter grain sizr., it has a low refracth·e index which makes for good •;isual eontrast, and, by 

applying pressure to the covE'rslip, grains may be rotatrd. This allows all faces of a grain to hr 

seen and can greatly facilitate identification. 

C.1.2. 'Absolutt..' Pollen Calculatiort Method 

Euacaluptu., pollen grains were added at. the beginning of this process so that absolute 

pollen frequencies could be calculated for each taxon, as well as percentage frequencies. Thr. 

concentration of fossil pollen was calculated in grains cm·3 as: 

foss il pollen counts 
----:------:~- X added pollen concentration . 

exotic pollen 
counts 

The rate of pollen influx per year can be calculated using the equation: 

fossil pollen concentration X sedimentation ratl! . 
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C.1.3. Microscopy 

Pollen was identified and counted using a Carl Zeiss Jena Laboval 2 binocular microscope, 

at a total magnification ot x800. A x40 objective was used with x12.5 oculars and a binocular 

inclined tube factor of x1.6. Slides were traversed at regular 2mm intervals so as to ensure that 

grains of dif!'erent sizes that may have spread unevenly under the coverslip were incorporated into 

the total count. On average, 12 traverses were made per slide; a minimum of 4 slides per sample 

were counted, the maximum being 6 in one case. Grains that were difficult to identify were 

examined using a xlOO oil-immersion objective. 

C.1.4. Pollen Sum 

The pollen sum is the total number of grains of selected pollen types, which should represent 

the abundance and sp.~des variation of pollen grains being deposited in the fiord sediment at any 

one timr. Pollen from trees, shrubs and h~!rbs was included in the pollen sum. The perc<'ntage 

rr•·•jllrnr.y of <'ach taxon (cg. A;nul') included in the tot:ll pollen sum was calculat<'d: 

---X 100 

2: pollen 

For groups excluded from the pollen sum, the spor<'s, ind<'terminablc and unknown 

c:ltl'goril's, pcrrentag<' frequency was found by adding the sum of that gro•Jp to the pollen sum. 

This <'nsur<'s that no ta.xon can <'Xcced IOO':() (Dirks and Birks, 1080). For example, 

E Lycopodt'um 
% Lyropodium - ------- X 100. 

L spores + L pollen 

The pollen sum should be large <'Dough to adequately represent the vegetation or the area. 

Ideally, counting would continue until each taxon maintained a constant percentage of the pollen 

sum at each depth (Birks and Birks, 1080). The pollen sum thus depends on the number of taxa 

in the sample, the proliferation of vegetation and the choice of the analyst. In most areas, a 

pollen sum of 300-500 would be considered normal; however, in sparsely vegetated northern 

lat.itudes, low<'r sums are more reasonable. A sum of 100 was considered acceptable for this study 

(~lorrison, 10i0; Andrews et al., 1980; ~tacpht:son and Anderson, 1985) although it was rarely 
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reached in core 107 (3 samples out of 18 gave a sum of 100). Very low concentrations a•~ assumed 

to be the cause of these low sums; as numero-.;• slides were counted at each sample level, the sums 

are thought to be significant. Sums for each sample level are shown on the pollen diagrams, 

Figures 7a,7b and 8a,8b. 

C.1.5. Pollen ldenttneatlon 

Identification <J.' pollen and spores was made to the genus level. Although particular genera 

can be defined to the species level (eg. Picea) this often involves time-consuming measurement of 

the fossils, and requires a good working knowledge of their modern counterparts. The higher level 

was considt'red to be beyond the scope of the analyst, especially considering the sparsity and 

degeneration of the fossil grains. No samples of modern pollen were collected from the field art'a, 

alt.hough accurste idt •~ification of vascular plants collected from a wide area around the 

basecamp was provided by Terry Heddt>rson (personal communication 1987). Fossils were 

identified using a number of kr.ys. primarily Bassett, Crompton and P:umlee ( 1978), McAndrrws, 

Berti and Norris (1073), and ~toore and Webb (HJ78), plus a large refer('nce slide collection of 

modern samples. 

No distinction was made between Betula fossil grains that may have bc('n derived from 

either trccs or shrubs, though this can be done using mean size characteristics of the grains (13irks 

and Dirks, HJ80). The DUtlia speci<.•s is most likely to ha,·e bcf'n a shrub where it grew locally 

around the fiord; it is possible that pollen grains of birch trecs were blown in from more soutlwrly 

areas. Alnus pollen grains v.ere assumed to be of shrub \'aricties, since alder docs not grow a~ a 

tree in north-east North America. 

Larix species were discountcd from the surv{'y altogether because of the danger of confusing 

their fossil grains with organisms also found in the deposit. This is app:ucntly a common 

procedure (J. ~facpherson, personal communication 108i), as it is preferable to exclude thrrn 

rather than to include a dubious number of grains. 

Coryl01'd was the category used for triporate grains which were sufficicnlly dcgencrated so 

as to prevent further identification. Although they were initially classifi~d as a distinct group, 

they were latcr excluded from the list of taxa counted. It was found that examples re-r.xaminrd 

by an external source (J. Macpherson) were almost certainly exotic Eucalyptus grains. As a 
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result, 'Coryloid' counts were added to the exotic sum, and concentrations and percentages were 

adjusted accordingly. The error varied between 0 and 30% or the new total exotic sum, though it 

was below 10% in all but four samples f'or both cores 107 and 108. It is not thought to be 

significant with regard to the overall pattern of the pollen diagrams. 

Pollen grains and .;pores were classified as indeterminable when they were either concealed 

by organic or mineral matter, or they were so broken, folded or degenerated that they could not 

be identified confidently. 'Unknown' was used as a classification in cases where a grain had clear 

features but could not be positively placed in a specific genus. 

Pollen grains from aquatic plants were not round. These are known to degenerate quickly 

and easily since they have a thin exine and are usually poorly preserved, if at all (Faegri and 

Iversen, l!>i5). 

C.1.6. Diagram Construction 

Results arc presented as pollen percentage and concentration diagrams. The POLSTA 

computer-graphics programme (Green, 1985) was used to manipulate raw data and construct the 

diagrams. A standard format was used so as to aid comparisons and interpretation. Depth in 

centimet<.'fs below the surface of each core is given on the left hand side of the diagrams. To the 

right :m.• curYes of identified pollen and spore types, drawn to a standard scale. These ar€' 

arranged according to recognised plant groups; trees, shrubs, herbs and spores, ranging from left 

to right respect inly. Indeterminable and unknown grains are gh·en separat.e curves on the far 

right. Dct ufa is considered a shrub throughout these cores. On the far right of the concentration 

diagrams only a curYe shows total pollen concentrations. The sum of total pollen, and the sum of 

pnllt•n and spores, are listed on the percentage diagrams. 






